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register letters whenever requested to do so.
Moneys

thus

sent

will

be at

our risk.

Otherwise

to we to acquit

of a

Pastors’

hoped, will

itself’ badly.

Retiring
not

The

Fund,

meet

with

project

it is to be
the fate

of so

they will be at the risk of those sending them.
The regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be de-

many praise-worthy projects; and as £500
is offered by one gentleman, himself a re-

ducted from the amount due, when
are particularly requested to make
as large as possible and thus save
Papers are forwarded
until an

tired pastor, one may expect at the autumnal

received by the Publisher
and until

payment

of all

quired by law.

thus sent. Agents
their remittances
expenses.
.
explicit order is

for their discontinuance,

arrearagesis

made

as

ve-

Each subscriber 18 particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his gub-

scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this office.
NEWSPAPER

DECISIONS,

1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-oMlce—~whether directedto his name or
another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
.
2. Ifa person orders his paper discontinued, he

must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may

con-

tinue to send it until paymentis made, and collect the

whole amount,

whether the paperis taken from the

“lice or not.
3. + The courts
newspapers and

have decided that refusingto take
periodicals from the post-ofiice, or

cemoving and leaving them uncalled
tacie evidence of intentional fraud.

for, is prima

4&9 When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
oa moneys seat for the Star is allowed in addition.
4a
We send no books ont to be sold on commis-

siqn, or otherwise,

with the

privilege

of returning

Eh Worning Star.

session of the Union something definite and
practical will be agreed upon.
The societies -whose anmiversaries were
celebrated during the week were most of

them able to make a fair report. The Baptist Missionary Society could speak of 2,000

-

La

English

reported an increase of funds, and a large
amount of work done. With an income of
£2,351 it had spread abroad

translations of

the Word

and

Western Africa

A

2

tly

DERBY,

OW

ENGLAND,

May 9, 1873.

The Baptist Union held its Annual Session
in London last week.

The first meeting did |

India

and

Ceylon.

Japan, in

The

British

spoke of 300

sta-

ance.

The chairman

of the year, Dr. Un-|

hook

on

Jamaica, and

inaugural address was a vindied
principles and position of Baptists
review of those principles and thé
in relation to the spirit and tend
age in which we live. The sane
topics
were discussed at the evening meeting.
One speaker declared how greatis the value
of the testimony of Baptists upon ecclesiastical and political questions; another told
his conviction that the growth of Baptists in
number must not be taken to be

‘to real spiritual
and

another

growth

discoursed

equivalent

in the churches;
upon

the position

Correspondence.

.

a

New

—

-

York,

May 80, 1873.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS AND 8, S. ANNIVERSARIES.
Sunday-school
Anniversary
week this
year has been

one

of special interest, from

the presence of a deputation from the London 8. S. Union, Mr. F. J. Hartley, one
of its Secretaries, who has been received
with open arms by the Sunday-school men
of New York.
Having heard, he says, _|
that America is the land, par excellence, of
Sunday schools, where the art of popular
religious education, as well as secular, is in

on

Saturday

evening,

in the par-

warm weather, were served up to a delighted company.
Rev. Dr. Vincent (in whom
the Methodist church has furnished a Sunday-school leader to fill and enlarge the
place of the lamented Pardee), presided on
the occasion and made an

ditions {o the churches during the past year
of 536 persons, and a large income with a

Mr. Hartley

stimulated

the

formation

of five

to which

Mr.

address of wel-

Hartley

is a man

responded.

of wealth,

apparent-

ly of the plain middle class of English society, and hangs out no particular pronlise
in his unassuming

coun{enanee

and

bear-

ing of the powers with which he engages
the attention of an audience when he begins to speak.
The next (Sunday)

7
a meeting

evening,

Tract

Society flour-

ished and had won a growing

appreciation

was held to hear Mr. Hartley, in Association Hall (of the Y. M. C. A.), which was
fully attended-and with great satisfaction,

Whatever the condition of the societies
the various meetings were without buoyant
lite and enthusiasm.
The oratory lacked

and wealth have for many years been largely devoted to the cause of Sunday schools,

The

Baptist

the churches.

inspiration, Perhaps the chill of winter,
at will not leave us, was upon the spirits
he brethren.
If the soiree is excepted,
was scarcely the average of rhetorical
excellence

and

fervor

in

any

meeting.

Albert Woodruff,

of Brooklyn, whese

presiding.

time

:

Doubtless Mr. Hartléy will find much to
admire, snd something else, in the Sunday
schools of America.
Especially favorable
must have been the aspect they presented

Sometimes one is overdone with appeals to ‘to him at the very outsét, in the grand anand
the sensibility, and one longs for a quiet nual celebration of the New York
half hour of logic and fact.
But for once Brooklyn Sunday schools, which ot
the flash and flame oi the orator were want- opportunely on Tuesday, one of the perfect
and golden days of the year. After a great
ing, and a dead level of dull, honest prose
excess
of cold and rainy weather, we have
was maintained throughout with praiseworthy equanimity. It seems to have been now enjoyed a week and more of delightful days, in which all nature has. hasted
overlooked, as a critic suggests, that ¢‘ true
success is only gained by sympathy,” avd to put on her best attire, though a little bethat *‘ virtue is not merely taught, it is in- hind hand, owing to short notice, but mak-

the name of Christ;

and

he

had, after in-

quiry, reached the conclusion that of the
488 foreign missionaries in India only onethivd

were

to the people
doubt,”

othe

York

come,

not promise well, but before the day closed |
|
a change for the better occurred. When |
- Dr. Underhill gave his inaugural address |
spired.”
Yet Mr, Thomas Evans, a misthere were but few ministers and delegates |
sionary from Allahabad, spoke well,and said
present; but a soiree in the evening, a new
feature in the London meetings of the Union, some noticeable things, 1t was his opinion,
based upon 18 years’ experience in India,
drew 2 numerous and enthusiastic aftend- |
that one-half of the people had not yet heard
derhill, is a layman, the first layman who
has been appointed to preside.over the sessions of the Union.
He is chief secretary of
the Baptist Missionary Society, and is favorably known in the literary

New

tions occupied by 60 or 70 missionaries, ad-

among

Correspondence.

Trnomas GOADBY.

come of the society was larger than in{any lors of the Central Methodist church, where
previous year save one, amounting: in all to. the newest delicacies of the season, straw£38,611. The Bible Translation Society berries and ice-cream, with a relish of

interest.

“Trust thou in Him!
—Epes Sargent.

to.”

Hartley

fh

money for chapel-building purposes without

Soon shall the glory dawn,
Making earth dim;
Be not disquieted,

good for something, but Christianity with
the salt gone is good for nothing, men cast
it out, and tread it under foot, and rightly,

five additional laborers ‘this year.

other funds, all doing one and the same
work for the Denomination, that is, lending

Day hides the stars from thee,
Sense hides the heaven
Waiting the contrite soul
__ That here has striven.

But if it don’t

efit of the cause in the mother country.
A handsome reception was given Mr.

and had

Into no void shalt thou
Spring from this clay;
His everlasting arm
Shall be thy stay.

bites and people don't like it.

bite it is good for nothing, Mahometanism
is good for something, and Brahminism is

several missionaries disabled, and one had
died, but the eommittee hoped to send
gat

good halance at the bank.
The Baptist
Building Fund amounted to nearly £19,000,

Be of good cheer, O soul!
Angels are nigh;
Evil can harm thee not,
God hears thy cry.

Why, religion withdoctrine. The salt

tals in India. Dr. Wenger has completed
the Sanscrit Bible in five volumes after
more than twenty years toil. There were

and Irish Home Mission

etl

now by some people?
out its salt of sound

advance of all the world, he has come over,
at the urgent and Jong-urged desire of his
friends and the friends of Sunday schools
in Engiand, to investigate the claim with
his own senses and to see what can be
learned of us and carried back for the ben-

baptisitis during the year, chiefly in Jamaica ;
and of & remarkable work among the San-

of God in

entirely engaged

in the

he said,

in

preaching

native tongue.

‘those

who

were

‘No

engaged

in schools thought this the best means of
evangelizing the country, but he differed
from them entirely in opinion.

from deprecating education,
tional institutions be carried
tional societies, and let men
forth to preach the gospel of

He was far

but let educaon by educawho are sent
Christ stick to

their work and preach the gospel.

A great

deal of the want of success in the conversion
of souls in India arose from this fact—education had been

44 1878.

Number
BY

time, but was ultimately deferred until the
autumnal session ; and for the rest, it could
‘A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
hardly be said that the subjects considered
possessed special denominational imporFOR THE FAMILY.
ED BY THE
tance. Resolutions were passed in favor of
FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT Mr. Miall’s Disestablishment motion, and of
Mr. Plimsol!’s Bill about unseaworthy ships,
Office, 39 Wash gton 8t., Dover, N. H.
against the Persecution of Baptists in
LR. BURLINGAME, Puablisher. 3
To ‘whom all letters on business, remittances
@f Russia, and the employment by the State in
morey, &o., should be sent.
All communications
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chaplains in prisons. The Baptist Union
or,
$3.00 per year; or if pad strictly IN AD
Terms:
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VANCE, $2.00
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largely substituted

for the

gospel, and human learning exalted above
the power of God.” The Rev. J. E. Henderson also spoke of Jamaica as having now
as great facilities for public worship as Eng-

and prospects of Baptists in relation to the
whole church of God.
As a denominational
demenstration, this soiree may be pro- land, and as being withouta State-church
nounced as great a success as could be ex- and free from all chapel-debts, while every
pected or desired. Nor does the annual third person in the island was a member
meeting of the Bible Translation Society, and communicant of some Christian church.
Of personal matters I may mention the
held on the same evening and about the
same hour, appear to have suffered in at- presidency at two meetings of Sir S. Morton
Peto. Since his disastrous finangial collapse
tendance in consequence.
:
The Report of the Committee of the in 1866, Sir Morton has been exéluded from
Union was not presented until Thursday. public affairs. He now reappears, not.as a
It. spoke regretfully of the deaths of Bap- member of Parliament or a politicai partisan,
tist Noel and Dr. Haycroft, It detailed a. but amongst Baptists, in Bloomsbury chapel,
fair measure of work done by the commit- a building he himself was mainly instrutee during the year. But its statistics were mental in erecting, and in connection with
not altogether of an encouraging nature. Home and Foreign Mission work, which in
There was no numerical increase to chroni: his days of prosperity he had done much
The Mission sermons were.
cle and to rejoice over. The Sunday schools to promote.
were flourishing and had increased 10,000 preached by Mr. Vince of Birmingham and
during the year, but the churches harcly Rev. C. H. Spurgeon. Mr. Vince has remaintain their ground in the number of covered his health, butJacks something of
members. - Yet with 325,000 Sunday schol- the exuberant vigor of former years; Mr.
ars and 241,000 church members, Baptist Spurgeon is as racy and fresh as ever. In
. interests had nothing to fear. Emigration his sermon for the Mission he spoke of
was stated to be a cause of decrease in ru- Christians being the salt of the earth.
He
ral churches, and in the ranks of the minis- said : *¢ It is wonderful, the effect of Christ's
try. Fifty-nine churches were without pas- salt; ‘it will go through a prison wall. Paul
tors, whose pastovs had, during the year, and Silas were in prisin, but they sang
died or removed ; the supply of ministers, praises unto God and the prisbners heard
They salted that prison all over.”
notwithstanding the number of Colleges, them.
does not keep pace with the demand. It is ** When the Christian martyr was burnt, it
hopeful to find that 88 new chapels had been was a grand way of making the salt felt.
Didn't old Latimer and his brethren rub the
built during the year, and 45 enlarged.
Of matters of business, the revision or salt into the backbone of this country?”
the Constitution of the Union occupied much * What is the Kind of Christianity cried up

ing it up in an almost miraculous celerity.
But the blossoming of the streets with the

spring of human nature was, as it regularly is on this great American May-day, a
sight worth a pilgrimage to see. In the
morning the children of all the Sunday
“schools in both cities assembled at their
respective school-rooms, in bright array,
their eyes sparkling with the true festal
joy that none but children and angels know ;
where they formed in hundreds of different
and gay processions to march under siiken
banners of blue and gold, to the several
churches appointed for rendezvous. Each
church was thronged on the main floor with
from three to six schools, marshaled by
classes and teachers, and all united in mul-

titudinous

sweet

each little one bearing

for

the

Prayers

the solid part of the

and

of popular and religious education is coming to the front rank as a question of fife

or death for this country and for every
country, and we are yet asleep over it.
The authorities of the great German

Inter-

national Exposition asked for one of our
common schools, to be transplanted bodily,
school-house,

books,

furniture,

teachers,

as nearly as possible, the typical German

mitted that these men as a class are not the
pillars of the Sunday school cause, nor the

best
they
men
men,

kind of Sunday school men
are. The true Bible Sunday
are generally Bible common
Bible men everywhere and at

where
school
school
every

time.

Mr. Hartley tells us that the system of
special training and competitive examination for the privilege (!) of Sunday

school

teaching is working well in his country—
a statement as wonderful to us as anything
he will see here can possibly be to him.
Our plan is about the converse of this; it
is the Sunday school and superintendent
that has to sland examinationas candidate
for

the

condescension of the

teacher,

too

often. They talk also, he says, of introducing a pay system for Sunday school

teachers.

Against this, certainly, we should

unanimously protest, and pull, with all
possible power in the opposite direction,
for more of voluntary, unpaid, heart labor,
not only in the Sunday school but in the
larger preaching of the Word of God.
Vip.

The Baptist Anniversaries.

there dwell in the nearer

presence

and

do

always behold the face -of the Infinite Father.
:
To return ; after the public exercises, our

sohools return in procession to their several
Sahbath homes,to enjoy,—grown

people the

serving and children the eating, those refreshing delicacies of the season which we
have just seen so well appreciated—and
yet how faintly !—by the older Sunday
school people at the Central church reception, Witnessing and ministering to these
children’s eager delight, above all, that of
the

humbler

mission

scholars,

the

most

zealously affected in that sort of good things
must have felt it more blessed to give than
to receive in the first warm weather, strawberries and cream.
But how did I omit, in

first

socie-

This society

occupied

and one on the forenoon of
The first business gvas the

sermon,

four

sessions, three

by Rev. J. B. Thomas, D.

crease of subscriptions, for they were

larg-

er than ever before, but from entering more
fully into the work in answer to the numerous calls presented, A special effort is to
be made immediately to clear off this debt.
The Society has missions in Burmah, Assam, British India, Spain, China, Japan,
Afyica, Greece, France, Siam,
Germany
and Sweden, and the two last named have

branches in: other countries.
Last year,
two missionaries died in the field, and two
missionaries, one wife of a missionary, and
two single ladies, returned home.
Six
missionaries with their wives,

one

mission-

ary printer and three single ladies were
sent out ; and there are now under appointment eight missionaries, some of whom
are to be married, and three ladies, who
are to go out sometime this year. Rev. J.
E. Clough and Rev. C. H. Carpenter, returned . missionaries, gave interesting ac-

songs,

ing was also addressed by Rev. D.

light and

free

along on feet as

as wavelets,—watched

by

thousands of brightened and moistened eyes
along their- march !
;

.

1

partments there are strong claims, and it is

difficult to see which is more

dians,

who

need

to

be

important

christianized, im-

mediately present themselves ; and then the
great importance of erecting church edifices where the gospel is preached is also
seen.
The general impression of the meet-

D. D., Cincinnati, and Rev. I. N.

Hobart,

THE BILL AGAINST

THE

UNION PACIFIC.

The United States has filed a bill against
the Union Pacific R. R., and the case will
shortly be tried in the circuit Court at
Hartford,

Ct.

The

non-payment

of

the

capital stock in direct defiance of law,
fraudulent contracts made with themselves
under other

ruption

names,

which

and

has

the

general

attended

cor-

the manage-

ment of their trust,have so wasted the assets

of the road that it is now bankrupt, and if
the first mortgage bondholders were to fore-~
close, the interest of the government. as
secondmortgage bondholders would be destroyed. It is upon these grounds, well
established in courts of equity, that the
United States intervenes to protect its own
property and see that the interests of the
road and its own interests are not sacrificed
by the company.
The government feels
very confident of complete success.
THE CHINESE IN SAN FRANCISCO.
Opposition to Chinese immigration is
taking definite shape at San Francisco. The
supervisors will pass an ordinance that all
Chinese sentenced to the county jail shall

be deprived of their pigtails, levying a tax
of $15 a quarter on Chinese boundarymen
and prohibiting the removal of dead bodies
to China.

The representatives of

the

six

Chinese companies
have telegraphed te
Hong Kong advising Chinamen to stop
coming to California. One can hardly see
the justiee of this. To be sare, we should
not care for any particular intimacy with
the olive-eyed Celestials, but when San
Francisco freely admits Irish, and Spanish,
and all other worthless classes, why should
she shut her doors against the Chinese?

* TROUBLESOME INDIANS.

There is apprehension of Indian hostilities along the entire western border. Reports from Dakota positively state that a
consin and Minnesota, Rev. G. J. Johnson,
district secretary of Iowa, Missouri, Arkanconsiderable force of hostile Indians is
sas, Kansas, Nebraska and Dakota, Rev. .mustering on the head waters of the Missouri ; and that 5,000 warriors are expectDr. Dickinson, of Richmond, Va., Rev. M.
ed to take the field this summer. In the
B. Anderson, D. D., of Rochester, N. Y.,
part of ‘Nevada, the inhabitants
who had lately visited Rome, and Rev. Dr. northern.
are alarmed by the threatening attitude of ".
:
Henson, of Philadelphia.
The Historical Society brought up the the Goshoots, who roye through the mountrear, and closed the meetings with one ses- ain range to which their name is given.
sion on Friday forenoon. This Society is Bands of Snakes from Idaho have also apdoing
a good work by gathering up and peared in that region, and preparations for
preserving minutes, pamphlets and vol- an attack on the white settlers are evidentthe
umes, having reference to the history of ly making. The troubles between
the denomination, and to Christianity in Wachitas and Osages, in the Indian 'Tergeneral, and by publishing important pam- ritory, may not end in warfare, but they
phlets which give historical information.
add to the prevailing feeling of uneasiness.
Happily, the Modoc campaign seems draww.H
cs
t+
ing to a close, but even that is going to
leave a good deal of bad blood behind it.
Christian Courage.
The apprehensions may be groundless.
—
We shall know, if we live long enough,
Ch: ysostom, Lefore the Roman Emperor,
REFORMING THE LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
furnished us with a most impressive and
Hereafter assistant lighthouse keepers
every way beautiful example of Chris-

tian courage.
The
Emperor threatened
him with banishment if he would still remain a Christian.
Chrysostom
replied,“Thou canst not,
for the world
is JNY
Father’s mansioff—thou canst not banish
me."
“But I will slay thee,” said the Emperor.
“Nay, but thou canst not,” said the noble

willbe promoted for merit

mendation

of the

on

the

lighthouse

recom-

board

after

an examination, instead of, as heretofore,
on the nomination of the superintendent of

lights.

It

is

further

proposed

transfers and promotions iu the
service shall be made from those

that all
lighthouse
who have

spector and engineer, shall make

The

counts of their fields of labor, and the large

vippling

depart-

the term of the meetings.

ty in order was the Missionary Union,
which is the Foreign Missionary Society.

my sympathetic haste for the children’s
feast, the great spectacle of the day, the
united procession, miles ‘in length, which
first winds through the most elegant of
our streets and avenues, with banners and
tripping,

three

ments in its work, viz., Northern and West-

understand by the great mass of your people.
;
The Patriarch was also assured that
Congress would maintain
the national
authority in the Territory, and he needn’t
hope to dodge it. Which we hope he will
meditate upon like a sensible man.

them to such transfer or promotion; and
that the lighthouse officers, that is, the in-

must

of heaven, that the spirits of the little ones

.

These were held in the city of Albany, N.
Y., commencing Tuesday, May 20, and
closing Friday, May 23. They commenced champion of faith again; ‘‘for my life is hid
:
on Tuesday morning with a prayer meet- with Christ in God.”
ing, and a similar meeting was held on |
“I will take away thy treasures.”
“Nay, that thou canst not,” was the reeach successive morning thereafter during

made

revealed that wondrous feature of the court

balance in hand

has

General Missionary of Illinois.
Then followed the Bible and Publication
Society’s meeting, which occupied ThursThis Society
the effort now making to supplant it as a day afternoon and evening.
characteristic by the former. The Chris- bas two departments, the Publishing and
tians who teach that the State has a right the Benevolent. From the profits of the
to establish and enforce public education, former, the general working expenses of
and to define what education is and shall the Society are paid, and the funds of the
be (in every particular save the one that is latter are devoted to the employment of
vital to all education) and who yet deny us Sunday-school missionaries, colporters andthe right to retain God in our knowledge four district secretaries, who oversee the
as a nation—these Christian people had bet- work in the several departments. The inter be up and doing with the Sabbath school, come for the year in the Business departwhich: they say is to supply the woful want ment was $325,887.23, and in the Benevoof the beginning of wisdom in our common lent department, $81,020.16. The meeting
schools.
But, without wishing to say any- was addressed by Rev. F. G. Thearll, disthing unjust or bitter, I thinkit must be ad- trict seeretary of Illinois, Michigan, Wis-

annual

and who

the

Society

popular institution, as the school-house has
been the Amgrican. The latter with the
Bible out will perhaps too easily yield to

of music

type and material of his kingdom,

The

pupiis and all, at work in full blast. The ing seemed to be that there must be no requestion came to my mind whether, as a’ laxation, but that each department must be
carried on with increasing vigor.
The
true specimen of the American common
school, it should contain a Bible or not. meeting was addressed by Rev. James
They say, though for all I know it may be French, General Missionary of the society
one of the malicious things that poor Gen- in Colorado, Rev. Dr. Dickinson, of Richeral Van Buren complains of, that our mond, Virginia, Rev. H. L. Wayland, D.
model . commissioner had- made arrange- D.,of Philadelphia, Rev. W. W. Everts,
ments to convert the school-house into one D.- D., Chicago, Rev. A. E. Mather, Genof the so-called ¢‘ nurseries of democracy” eral Missionary of Michigan, Rev. J. D.
—a dram shop.
The lager beer cellar is, Fulton, D. D., Brooklyn, Rev." R. Jeffery,

occasion,

dull

$246,593.44, and

$869.45.

than the others. _If the. freedmen.seem
to have the first elim, “then the thousands who are constintly coming in from
all parts of Europe, from China and from
other places, and thie North American In-

the

addresses

were

found earnestness that befits the work, in
both our spirit and methods. The problem

sheet

feast, and

sessions, wiz., Wednesday afternoon and
evening and Thursday forenoon. The report showed that the receipts for the year

ern work, Education and Southern work,
and Church Edifice work. * In all these de-

D., of Chicago. Text, Rev. 12: 2, ¢¢ And
they overcame him by the blood of the
be the soul of speaker or hearer that was Lamb, and by the word of their testimony,
not as if inspired by all the beauty and in- and they loved not their lives unto death.”
nocence, the preciousness and hope, of the It was a textual sermon, very appropriate
infant multitudes. But think with what a to the occasion, and of great interest. The
report stated that the income of the year
heart must He look down on them, whose
promised mission to the earth was to gath- had been ’$215,100.70.- The debt of the
er the lambs.in his bosom, who summoned
society has increased so that it now amounts
the little children unto him as the choicest to $42,069.64. This arises, not from a de-

and words.

Mission Society. This Society held three

trans-Atlantic observer and guest will find,
with all oe
and endearing ways with
the children, in which we offer old countries a good example, much lack of the pro-

on Tuesday
Wednesday,

chorus, singing the anni-

versary hymns provided

There is, however, a more serious aspect
to all this. One of the Sunday-school children, not long ago in these happy little pageants, was hanged the other day for a
cruel murder. Not a common end fora
Sunday scholar, but we may well shudder
to find that it is a quite possible one. Our

23

-

openings for missionary work
ed ‘usefulness.

Rev,

and

extend-

H. M. King, of Bos-

ton, read an excellent paper on the ** Condemnation of the Heathen,” and the meet-

War-

ren, late Foreign Secretary, and by Rev. A.
J. Gordon, of Boston, and by others.

Thé next ociety in order was the Home

tort;

*‘for in the first

that thou knowest

place,

I

have

none

of, my treasire is in

heaven, and my heart is there.”

“But I will drive thee

away

from

man,

and thou shalt have uo friend left.”

“Nay, thou canst

not,”

the faithful witness;

once

more

‘for I have

a

said

Friend

already been appointed from private life
and have served sufficiently long and acceptably to sfow

that

their

merits

a

entitle

recom-

mendation on which such action shall: be
taken and that promotions and transfers iw
each superintendency shall be made from
among lighthouse keepers and assistants of
that ‘superintendency, except when no persons properly qualified can be found in the

in heaven, from whom thou canst not separate me. I defy thee. There is nothing

transfer shail be made from among

thou canst do can hurt me.”

superintendencies

superintendency,

when
of

the
the

promotien

or

all the

lighthouse

dis-

trict.

Events

of the Week.
— Os

PLAIN LANGUAGE

James

G.

FROM

Blaine,

TRUTHFUL JAMES.

Speaker,

&ec.,

has

lately visited Utah and Brigham Young,
and he told that gentleman some very
plain truths. Brigham tried to impress on
the Speaker that Congress had no right to
interfere with the local affairs of Utah;
also that there were population and wealth

enough in the Territory to entitle

it to ad-

mission as a State; that the morals of Utah

were superior

to those

of eastern

and all that sort of thing.

reminded

Brigham

But

that the

contest of 1861 was fought

issue of the

right to

on

Congress

the domestic jnstitutions of the

cities;

Mr. Blaine

presidential
the

distinct

to control
Territories,

and that Mr. Lincoln was chosen on that
ground; that Congress had exercised its
power by abolishing the relation of master
and

slave,

and

that

plenary in the premises,
its exercise a majtér
the organic act of Utah
subject to amendment,
peal, and that no

its'

authority

was

and the extent of
of discretion; that
was by its terms
alteration and re-

enactment

of the

terri-

torial legislature was
of the slightest
validity if Congress chose to annulit. As
to admissionto the Union Mr.

Blaine

said,

“Speaking to you with the fraukness

with

which I should speak were I on thg floor
of- Congress, I must say that Utah can
never be admitted as a State so long as

the institution of polygamy is upheld and
practiced by the Mormon Church, and as I

BEECHER VINDICATED.
A covenant entered into by Beecher,
Tilton and Bowen a year ago has just been
published. xgdt is a document of mutual retraction and* handshaking all around, and

shows pretty conclusively that if Beecher's
defanters told the truth in that written covenant they have coolly falsified since, Mr.
Beecher says:
‘‘1 deeply regret the
causes of suspicion, jealousy and estrange-

ment which have come between us. It is a
joy to me to have my old regard for Heury
C. Bowen and Theodore Tilton, and a happiness to me to resume the old relations of

love, resptet and reliance to each and both
of them. If [ have said anything injurious
to the reputation of either,or have detracted

from their standing as Christian gentlemen
and members of my church, I revoke it all,

and "beartily covenant to repair and rein-

state them to the extent of my power.”

The custodian of the covenant says the
public can understand the brave silence

which the great preacher has kept under w
protracted storm of slander. He had covenanted fo bury the past and to maintain

peace and brotherhood,

and

the document

is given to the world to estop and convict
the principal offender against truth, public
decency and the rights of reputation.
“'* FIRE IN BOSTON.
A fire in Boston, Friday, destroyed about
one million dollars’ worth
of property, and

turned scores of business men out of doors.
Two acres of ground were burned over,
and Bumstead building, Globe Theater,
Chickering’s Piano establishment, Chauncey
Hall school, International hotel, and many
other buildings were burned.
It caught in
Hayley, Morse and Co.'s furniture estab-

lishfaent on Washington St.
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and see him before T die,”
To his appear- |
| ance as a very aged man(is to be attributed |
The liberty of |
| the question of the Kin.
| usking the age of the aged has been hani-!
{ ed down to us.

Sabbath School Lesson. —June 8th.

9. “The

days

of the

years

pil-

of my

| grimage are an hundred and thirty years.”
QUESTIONS

AND

JACOB

NOTES

a Pilgrimage

BY

BEFORE

Tron

®ssextiar

PROF,

J.

A. HOWE.

The reply
his

PHARAOH,

:— The Christian

to the heavenly Jerusalem,

GENESIS 47:
-—

5—10.

sense

earth,

QUESTIONS.

3

of Jacob
Notice

was befitting a man of

.the seriousness and the

that

he

was

traveling

in the

with

steady

purpose and alluring hopes to an unseen
| city, but in the sense that here he had no
fixed abode, no permanent residence on

\

.

vears.

| piety of his words.
His life was a * pilgrimage,” not

Life |

Ld

He was but & * sojourner,”

a trav-

\

eler that was crossing the plain of life to a
What announcement to Pharaoh did Joseph | goal that God has appointed for us all.
make? V.1. Whom did Joseph introduce to the
In some respects the life of Jacob was
Their |
Wong? What question did he ask Hien
more like a pilgrimage than ours. We
reply?
5. How did Pharaoh speak of Joseph's friends?
bave permanent homes; he struck and
6. What land did he offer them?
What is
meant by ** the land of Egypt is before thee”? pitched his tent with a freedom that we do
Why was the king so kind to them?
What more
not cate to exercise, ‘Take the wanderings
did he say?
Who shall

The meaning of ** men of activity”?
stand before Kings? Prov. 22: 29.

Who before God? Matt, 25: 20—23.

of his life from the

day

he

left

his

father

| for Laban, to this day, that finds him in
Egypt before the king, and we shall see
how fit the comparison of his earthly life
to a pilgrimage.
Yet we must not think

7. Whom did Joseph next bring to Pharaoh?
What is the fifth commandment? Ex. 20: 12.
What did Jacob do?
What reason had he for
doing this?
Give your idea of the nature and
value of this blessing?
:
8. The inquiry of Pharaoh?
What suggested
that to his unsettied state he alludes, but to
How
does trouble affect the
* ‘this question?
the genéral law of life which is to ‘‘ appear
looks?
.
What is aa pilgrimage ? | for a little moment and then vanish away.”
of Jacob?
Jaco
ply
. 9. The reply
a
i
Why does Ja- |
Show that life is of this nature.
cob

erm ptm

say

that

his

days

were

few?

At

what

age

| Jacob calls his years ** few,”

though he was

did Isanc die?
Gen 35:28.
How long after this | a marvel of longevity to the Egyptians and
did Jacob live? Gen. 47:28,
Why were his
The climate of Canaan was more
| tous.
days evil?
What caused all his troubles?
10. What did Jacob do?
Was Pharaoh en- | favorable to health than the land of Egypt.
titled to this blessing?
The mountains of the one and the lowlands
What secures a happy old age? Where may
What has Jesus | of the
other will explain the difference.
the pilgrimage of life end?
What |
done to secure heaven for our home?
His life, compared with that of Abraham
bave you done?
At the
| and Isaac, was much abbreviated.

“By observing his influence. ‘Ye shall who will not choose. slavery? Deliver us to sin,but alive nuto God, and to yield himkuow them by their fruits. Do men gath- from that freedom: that permits one to look self as an instrument of righteousness uner grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? A only upon this world, that grants him ‘no’ to God. The world so” regards it, It ig
good tree ean not bring forth evil fruit, higher enjoyment than that of gratifying his duty to pray, to confess Christ without
neither can a corrupt free bring forth good .self, and that allows him always to bear fear or shame, to assemble with the people
The Call to
the sting of conscience which ever pierces of God for public worship, to contribute
fenit2
nr
da
id
a truant soul, But welcome be the bond- for the relief of the poor and the support
The
thought
not
only
serves
as
a
warnThe day of missionary enthusiasm has in
work for of the Gospel ; more than this, acquit himthink and
a measure passed away. Time was when | ing, but is a most serious one for the con- | age that ‘makes one
things
more
than
earthly,
that
leads
him self like a man in ‘all things that pertain
it was thought ‘about as much as a man's | sideration of those who are cherishing some
:
to
work
for
others,
and
that
causes
him
to to Christian duty.
|
covered
sin..
A
person
can
not
have
the
life was “worth to go among the heathen.
Now,
when
professed
Christians
do
not
It was then necessary that a man shold | infection of evil about him without exert- think that within he is raining a spiriy
that some. day shall I¢ave this tenement thus live and labor, and when churches
others.
take his life in his hand and go forth to an ing an unhealthy influence on
and
go to live in a nobler, wider sphere; do not make a united. and zealous effort to ’
enknown work with the prospect of crip- Mike produces like : even though it be unadvance the, cause of Christ, this inconsiswhose reward is a eléar conscience.
'
os”
pling disease or an early death. But the | consciously. Be true.—
tency tends to create a. suspicion ‘in the
(!,
EX
MITCHELL,
“ Thou must be true thyself,
ends of the world have been brought tominds
of the ungodly that there must be
If
thou
the
truth
wouldst
teach;
Hillsdale,
Mich.
;
!
gether. Thirty years ago some of the Sic,
Thy soul must overflow, if thou
a mistake or delusion in connection with
tions in upper India cou)d not be reached
Anotlier’s soul would reach.
religion. Hence, there will be but few if
Jlder Marks. ©
inside of ten months from Boston. Now
It needs the overflow of heart
if
any conversions while this spirit exists.
——
ein
there are few places on the face of the earth,
To give the lips full speech.—
Therefore, churches should exercise great
HIS DEATH AND FUNERAL,
unless very remote from the great lines of
Be true.
care in the reception of members, that there
travel, that may not be reached in four
A
few
days
since,
while
in
Gorham,
|
“ Think truly, and thy thoughts
months.
Climates
‘have
been modified,
Me., I was shown a copy of the Star dated be evidence first’ of a gracious state, thus
»Shall the world’s famine feed.
following in the footsteps of the Apostles,
diseases have been ameliorated or annihiSpeak truly, and each word of thine
| Dec. 31, 1845, containing an account of the
Shall be a fruitful seed;
dated, and the work is, comparatively |
| death and funeral of Rev. David Marks, who invariably required faith, repentance
memLive truly, and thy life shall be
speaking, safe. So many have lived to a |
{ together with his last address to the denom- | and obedience previous to church
A great and noble creed.—
|
bership.
In
the
first
great
revival
of
regood old age inthe foreign fieid and so |
| ination, and the last sermon he ever preachLive true.”
ligion under the Gospel dispensation; many
many have returned safe and sound after
| ed on earth ; and Prof. Finney’s sermon at
HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH,
were added #o the church ; but we read
years of successful toil, that the work has
| his funeral. lost its daring, and with its! daring its en- |
|
With deep interest have I perused these that they were ‘* such as should be saved.”
thusiasm too
has
gone. Once a strong
|
utterances
of 28 years ago; and have Upon this passage an eminent commenFact and Faith.
tator remarks that “the church of Christ
and almost irresistable impression as _from | | thought how strange it is that I have out—
A
was made up of saints, The unconverted
God, or, in other words, a speci] call that
In
Is the belief
of the Christian all a mat- { lived this dear Brother so many years.

| time he was speaking he was one hundred
thirty years old, which
is -torty-five
| aud
in
The purpose of Joseph, mentioned
|
| years less than the
years of Abraham, and
the last lesson, of informing Pharaoh that
fifty than that of Isaac.
But although JaJacob, with all his family and possessions,
considered his career, at this time, as
| cob
bad arrived in Egypt, was immediately nearly finished, he lived seventeen years
carried out... As the result of this informalonger.
Te
tion, five of Joseph's brethren went with
Yet in the retrospect how few his years!
him and were introduced to the king. Who | How brief the glow of the sparks! If to
composed the five we are not told. Why him one hundred and thirty years appear
five were selected is a matter of conjecture. || but ** as vesterday when it is past,” how
|
Some of the family must remain and pro- will our lives, limited to threescore years
NOTES AND

———

HINTS.

|

|
|

Vark.

could

not be

misunderstood,

was

deemed |

reason .both
truth = of
its
doctrines ?
|
point
to
the
call to the ministry, and this has a very
|
Is
it
yielding
to
bondage
to
submit
to its
prominent place in their examination for

an

essential

prerequisite.

Men

talk

of a | ter of faith; or

do

facts

and

were not permitted to incorporate themselves with it.”
If so then, why not now?
Again, before we expect great things from
God, we should be willing to attempt great
things for God.
Therefore, I repeat, that

|| our youth, we were associates in Western
| New York. though lie was my senior by .a
| few vears, both in age and in the minis-

| try.
ordination, and this is right; yet we hear | requirements; and is it freedom to disbeJut few men have 1 ever heard preach
|| lieve and oppose
all
its
teachings?
Or
is
|
o
i
little of a special call to specific fields or dewith
as much power of God, as I have
partments of labor. The call of the church | it rather liberty to embrace its laws, and heard Marks, at certain times, at least.
|
enslaving
to
reject
them
?
or of circumstanceg
is usually
deemed
Men who disbelieve Christianity point | And now, * being dead, he yet speaketh.”

|

a truly
| unitedly
|

| to the various religions in the world, and | +« His works do follow him !”
But 1 present this notice more particular| show how many of them have been origi- |
to engage in any portion of the Master's
| nated by irrational. enthusiasts and their ly to make a few quotations from his last
vineyard where circumstances may dictate ?
speak |
| address, that he may
once more
Or should we wait for a special eall to every | entire want of foundation in either truth

Is not

a call to the

with

God,

working
is always a

J. W, C. Covey.

ministry a call also

new field and for every change of Christian
work ? Some I think are stumbling here. I
have repeatedly heard this answer to the

question,

membershnp,

together

power for truth and righteousness.

|

sufficient.

converted

** Has the Lord said anything to

<

Punishment

v

of the Wicked.
i

——

-

then argne from this that | through the Star, of which he was so long
Revealed truth has declared a state of inBut is this a just conclusion ? | one of its editors and managers.
all are false.
|
terminable
punishment for the wicked in
Do we argue thus with reference to other | In his last address, delivered in the
another world.
If we deny this, we do dissubjects ? We live under a republican form | church at Oberlin, O., only a few days becredit
to
God's
word.
It is plainly an|
approachIfiS
of
in speaking

or reason, and

|

of government,

and

think

itis

the

true

you about engaging in mission work?”
“ Why, no,—not in particular,” clearly im- | form; yet there has always been and is still
plying the recognition of a special call to | a great variety of governments in the world ;

.

*

.

| fore his death,

also interwoven
with
the
ing end, he says, ** The hour” bak now | nounced and
whole
texture
of
God's
truth,
and
teaches
;
come, and I rejoice to testify to the glory |
plainly that punishment for sin is not all
of God, that his grace triumphs.
My statg
confined to this world,
The wicked is
of mind is entirely different from what I
driven away in Ins wickedness, and his own
had feared.
No doubts cast even their

tect the flocks and goods.
The very inand ten, at last look to us?
Our days
quiries anticipated by Joseph were made | «¢ are swifter than a weaver’s shuttle.” We a department of Christian work, and that { but who would. be so absurd as to argue
could be no true form
by Pharaoh,” and. the reply that Joseph |
in addition to the call to the ministry. A | from this that there
.
have a much shorter course to run than
it not be as
would
Yet,
?
government
of
|
taught his brethren to give, was made to
guilt and God's displeasure still cleave to
The duty of life must be done | man may go three thousand miles west at
| Jacob had.
that be- shadows across the broad sunlight of my
conclude
to
is
it
as
reasanable
|
the king.
the
call
of
a
church,
but
to
go
ten
thousand
him.
** When the righteous man tarneth
Have
we
begun
it?
Are
we
| quickly.
are false religions and false | soul,—all nature seems to ery out, Man
5, ©. The brethren of Joseph were; ~dis-| about it?
away from his righteousness and committeth
“The night cometh when no miles east he must have a special and al- |1 canse there
| prophets there can be no true religion, no shall live again.
- rpnissed, smd Pharaoh conferred with his | | man can work.”
iniquity, and dieth in them, for his iniquity
most irresistable call from Heaven. Where
.
“The light of a blessed immortality
| true prophet ?
. Grand Vizier alone.
that he hath done shall he die.”
Ezekiel
is
the
difference,
and
where
is
the
dividing
The years of Jacob’s life were made seriIf the worthless
dawns beyond the tomb.
But we hear it urged that *‘the history
|
““ The land of Egypt is before thee.” ous and often burdensome by sin. His own | live?
18: 26.
Here are two deaths, one in in:
religion is surrounded insect re-appears in fresh beauty, and soars | iquity, and one for" iniquity.
your Christian
The king now fulfills his promise to Joseph
This, we
sins to Esau, the sins of Laban to him, | That such a subsequent special call is | of
upon which it de- on new wings of glory, emerging from its | believe, is conclusive evidence that God
book
the
and
myths,
by
|
before sending for his father. Gen. 45: and, worse in bitterness, the sins of his chil- sometimes experienced there can be no
shall man live
more
grave, how much
18.
He is allowed to select, out of all dren threw a weight of evils upon him that doubt, as ip the case of Paul to go into Mac- pends is not true. ™
does intend something more than the death
|
past
the
of
Soon
shall
my
incidents
no
again
in
unfading
glory.
that
We answer,
Egypt, any territory for the home of his made him prematurely old. The troubles edonia, but that it is invariable or common
of the body as a punishment for sin. The
es- eyes open on that land where the sun shall
Father which may seem most desirable. .of his history will be familiar to those who can not be reasonably entertained. Norisit | of equal antiquity, are more certainly
stains of sin being made upon beth soul
| tablished than those connected with the | never go down, nor the moon withdraw and body render it impossible that the disThat Goshen was the * best of the land” have pursued these lessons.
Of them alt | when imagined to exist, alone reliable,
Church. The | itself,—where no storms shall rage, nor
for a pastoral family can not.be doubted. the loss of Joseph - was severest and most Some fancy that they have a special call | origin and history” of the
solution of the body should affect or remove
for the past { heat nor sun shall smite us,—and where,
world
civilized
the
of
history
|
The king evidently so views it, for he joins crushing, and did the most to send him sor- to mission work, yet neither the churches
the moral condition of the soul.
Daniel,
Palto
points directly
| above all, sin shall never enter nor afilict in #péaking of the resurrection, chap. 12:
together these two clanses: *‘ In the best rowing towards the grave.
nor circumstances respond so as to render | eighteen centuries
estine as the point from which have flowed | the sous and daughters of the! Lord Al- 10, says that some shall awake to shame
of the land make thy father and brethren | Probably the reason that Jacob alludes such a call practical.
:
O my brethren.of the gospel
society, | nighty.
|
40 dwell; in the land of Goshen let them | at all to these experiences is that Pharaoh
| and everlasting contempt. Job (21: 20)
The demands of the mission at the pres- teachings that have revolutionized
All Asia Mindr | ministry, how sweet to be there, where the | says, ¢ His eyes shall see his destruction,
dwell.”
God has open- | Bible history not true!
is familiar with the one most recent and ent time are very urgent.
| seems shocked at the charge, and presents watchmen shall all see eye to eye ;—there and he shall drink of the wrath of the Al«« If thou knowest any men of activity
most painful.
The inference - from this ed for us a most important and interestsoil to refute it; and | too, where our spiritual children shall all | mighty.” Christ, in speaking of the future,
ing field. We have never had such an her . rocks and
among them, then make them rulers over verse is that while sin abounds sorrow
as | be gatheredto praise, with us, the rich says, ** Be not afraid of them that kill the
cities,
ruined
and.
buried
her
honto
my cattle.” Thus Pharaoh attempts
opening before,and generations may pass ere
abounds ; while we sin we sow for a harvest
There I shall meet | body and after that have no more that they
‘arise to fling | grace of our Lord.
slumber,
from
aroused
if
shepdespised
these
possible,
as
we shall have another such opportunity to
or, as far
of trouble; while we obey God we prepare
|
remany
whom
I
have
seen
here below, and |
sand
drifting
the
;
falsehood
the
back
| can do.
Fear him which, after he
Kindness was shown to for a harvest of peace, and so far as we win jewels for the Saviour’s crown. Young
herds of Canaan.
they
with
whom
I
have
taken
sweet
converse as ||! hath killed, hath power to cast into hell.”
that
foundations
their
from
moves
respect
men
‘and
women
are
moved
upon,
called
to
them, notso much because of any
| persuade others tc cease sinning we do
their “builders; and their moss- we have moved along our pilgrim path-way | Luke 12: 4, 5, Here is the act of casting
that they had won by their own virtues, as something to restore man to his Paradise this particular work, yet not, it may be, may own
stand as silent yet unques- together. Oh, there is nothing like it. | | into hell after death, something more fearwalls
grown
|
for the regard which Pharaoh felt for Joseph. | lost.
irresistably. Christ is calling to some of
Not only is sin the curse of the
of the truth of this record
Every thing else dwindles into -insignifi- | ful and terrible than ever witnessed in this
witnesses
tioned
|
that
d
househol
Great rewards come to the
his young soldiers for service in the foreign
world, but every sin is a woe 10 men.
ages, Yes, he who would cance compared with that exceeding weight | life.
bygone
the
of
|
world.
the
to
son
:
manly
noble,
a
gives
He does not resort to conscription,
on Pharaoh Ja- field.
his benediction
10. With
successfully deny the Bible must first blot of glory.”
i
4
Christ said of certain characters, ** These
but
asks
the
voluntary
service
of
those
who
Can parents be too careful in the rearing || cob retires
His salutafrom his presence.
Thus honorably may we, my brethren, | shall go away into everlasting punishment.”
out all history, and annihilate the soil that
Can the teacher do more
of childhood?
tion and his farewell were prayers. Wheth- love him. In this work there is a scope was the theater of its scenes, or each alike fill up and end life; and leave as rich a
| If it were here in this life, they would not
to
youth
of
feet
the
for
the
broadest
intellect
and
the
warmest
train
to
than
for Christ
er the king ever met Israel again is uncerwill arise to mock him.
fragrance of pious zeal for Christ; and see go away.
And then the duration,it is evergo early to him? All Egypt rivaled the | tain. . It is certain that from this interview heart. From among those whom the Master
Again, it has been urged that ‘‘every- as bright a glory at last as did our dear {| lasting.
:
who will respond
Family of Israel in indebtedness to Joseph. he learned to respect the character of the is calling into his vineyard,
in the universe is governed by fixed | Bro. David Marks.
thing
H.
WHITCHER.
“
Wherefore,
if
thy
hand
or thy foot ofobiigations
under
world
and
say,
‘
Here
am
T,
send
me™?
Good men lay the
man to whom hé was indebted for Joseph,
laws, but,” it is said, “your system im- || Sacarappa, Me., May 8th.
fend
thee,
cut
them
off
and
cast
them from
O.
R.
BACHELER.
;
lives.
their
for
of gratitude
and who had shown such becoming piety
plies prayer, by which these laws are to be |
| thee. It is better for thee to enter into life
By “men of activity” Pharaoh means { before him. Seventeen years later a request
{ turned aside, which-is absurd.”
halt or maimed
rather than having two
men of physical and mental ability. The || comes to Pharaoh from Joseph for permisMen and their Influence.
Church Membership.
Have you never seen a loving father
hands
or
two
feet
to
be cast into everlast——
——
not
is
them
appoints
he
nl
A
A—
which
to
position
sion to €0 to Canaan to bury his father
ing
fire.”
Matt.
18:
8. The inconveniences
No one can be good without making oth- who governed his child with firmness,. who
THEIR
CONVERSION
IMPORTANT.
overseerof the king’s flocks, but of the
with his ancestors there. The announce- ers better around him. If a person's Ci had rules of action towards him, that were |
of
this
life
are
not
to
be compared with the
translated
The word
king's herdsmen.
Our Saviour designed his churchesto be
ment of the old man’s death would natural- shines, other lives will reflect the halo. never broken? Yet in the morning the
future
sufferings
that
await the impenitent.
princes,’
like
men,
of
rulers
means
rulers
ly recall to the king this meeting, and the A life full of right impulses and feelings child makes a request of-the fatfier that the repositories of moral power, that power 1t is true that this place of punishment is
Such an office as |
presidents, governors.
to
be
exerted
as
a
means
of
‘saving
perish| neculiar reply of Jacob to the question
:
.
oe
:
.
simple working of the laws which govern
1
If
was
PL
will be an influence for good, even though
ing and immortal
souls. He has com- prepared for the devil and his angels.
<« chiefest of herdsmen” is mentioned in 1. |! How old art
thou?”
would not have brought to him; the
him
we
yield
obedience
to
the
prince
of
the
air
like. the hidden streamon,
quietly
glides
it
Sam. 21: 7.
manded to * let your light so shine before
We are not to forget that only the least
the father through kindness for this child sets
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a part is whol- laws which govern the universe can con- without conversion to God can effect any the other and still be unreconciled.
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seated at his right hand. 1. Kings, 2: 19. But the subject is trite. All its truths are fluence of a man who
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When asked then, “why this dishonor to
verted persons are an element of weakness life maimed than having two hands to go
not to be conferred by another than the must often take a familiar truth like this, by principle.
The influence of a young man who se- be an infidel ?* we answer, because history,
in any church. They can not delight in into hell, into the fire that never shall be
king.
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Probably never before
cumulated dust of our daily paths upon it
he may maintain his place in a belief. But is it freedom to be an infi- Nerly impossible for them to yield a hasty the fire is not quenched.” Mark 9: 43, 44.
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Done.

Closed was the prencher’s last appeal,
The worshipers were gone,

and there,

stone,
Round many a sod ang
‘When up there ran a lit(le lad—
done”
sermon
* + Sir, is the
« "The préacher’s words,” replied the man,
.
s Are ended, it is true;
But those great duties he has taught
Demand attention too;
And so the sermon is not done;

But itis all to do.
.
“Ts easy, a short Sabbath hour,
To hear of wisdom’s way,
To listen to the will of God,

:

preachers say;

And mark what

But this is hard—throughout the wéek
. To practice and obey.
:

as parish work

is concerned,

clergyman will

accomplish

And

we not only demand this for the clergy as
their privilege, but we demand'it of them
as their duty. No man can work seven
days in the week without violating the
laws of God; and no man can violate the
law of God with impunity, evenif he is a
clergyman,
Settle upon the day—most
ministers will take Monday ; the wise ones
will take Saturday. Lay aside all parochial cares; turn the key of the study ; shut
the books of theology. If you read, take

Took Religion with Them.
—

prayersighed

“Oh, dear! There's the bell for
almost unconsciously
meeting,”

if

than if it

contains the full complement of 365.

A temple to the Lord.”

Uncle

work

more

it contains but 813 working days

When evil is abhorred; God, not alone on this his day,
But every hour, adored;
And piety ivakes every place

John.

“Why, father,” said ‘Aunt Jane, “I
thought you loved the sound of that bell,
and pra er-meetin’s was your life.”

useful

books

for

your

companions.

in this way.

the Lord gone on a vachtion,
said Aunt Jane, in the same gen-*

tle, reproving voice. “I thought you went
to prayer-meetin’ to see him.” |
Uncle John slowly put down his paper,

mood,

I fear, to

to the little vestry on the hill.
It was a country village, and
only

was small,

a

church

the
to

brethren

few

went

brethren,

the

edify

help,

and a sister or two who feebly said a word

Our minister had gone on his
or a verse,
usual August vacation, and several of the
church had gone too. The sanctuary was
closed but it was our custom to continue

Trotof

he Founder

ners.
«Oh,

were

present

most of those

dear,”

after a long chapter had

hymn sung, and

part-

Ld

But

How

Dea.

prayed,

had

Smith

with

«oh, dear, how shall we get through

this hour!”
The meeting dragged as you

have

often]
looked

Some

do.

seen or heard meetings

anxiously at the clock, and others at a
side settee where two young strangers
sat, fearing it was dull for them, and they
a prayer-meet-

would never want to co to

ing again. “They didn’t look like professors,” thought my uncle, “and probably
come in just to see or while away an
hour.”

.

away

from

several

for

home

our

about

heart was

His

good.

duing

Evidently he
warm. He was in earnest.
lis
had taken his religion with him.
friend followed in the same earnest, loving way. Oh, how they warmed us up.
ei before he knew it, Uncle John
was telling how much he had been like
Thomas,

but that

no

brethren,

dear

the

longer strangers, made him ashamed of
The first brother prayed; and
himself,
sach a simple, child-like prayer, so fervent
- that Uncle

John,

strict

could not restrain the
The clock pointed
but we were in no
meeting shook hands

orthodox

is,

he

loud “Amen.”
to the closing hour,
haste to go. All the
with the Foun g helpgo

them

ers, and Uncle John would make

“right home to the farm.” ‘‘It was a
shame,” hé said, “to let any of his kinsfolk
stay at the tavern.”

by the”

Chinese

government

norant

and

ferocious

in

er of reflecting not

ence,

is, that life is not worth

that the

extinction “of life

reward

of

virtue.

To

by

is

sun at once, in the vividest blaze

in

the

entity, that is

the

Buddhist

itself, contented enough if it

and

this

disgust

the

of life?

We answer, from comparative absence of
life.
No man feels it who feels the
abounding reality of spiritual existence
glowing within him; for rightly sings the

——

A general statement that the sten commandments are as obligatory on the clergy poet:
as on the laity would probably provoke
“Whatever crazy sorrow saith,
dissent from no man. The statement that’
No life that breathes with human breath
the fourth commandment is of as binding
Has ever truly longed for death.
force on them as on other people would
probably

be: denied,

But

since

the

literal observance of the Sabbath as a day
of rest is to them impossible, the great
majority of them take no day of rest whatever,

rs-

"The spirit of that law requires that every

ed

man should do his work in

days, "and

six

that a seventh should be reserved

et,

a religious duty,
" Rest is made

he
ve

for

rest.

vot merely

a privilege, and the proportion of rest fixed
—one day in seven, The day recognized
by the great hody of Christinns as the
sacred rest-day is necessarily the minis
to's busiest work-day. The prophets of
old took this occasion for their adddresses
to the people. The modern minister imitates their example. But this fact does
not exempt him from the obligation of
rest on some other day of the week. As
men who work by night must sleep b

it
nt

er-

y's
hut

yht
his
on

e0-

the

art.

-
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—E. P. Whipple.
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nominal believers of Christ. The infecThose young Christians knew not half tion of the doctrine as an interpretation of
the good they did in our country prayer- human experience is so great, that comparmeeting. nor will they ever know until the atively few have altogether escaped “its
great day, but I think one or two of our influence. In basing his religion on this
oung people thought that night, and disease of human nature, Gotama showed
ave proved since, that-it is a pleasant and profounder Fagacity than that evidenced
by any other founder of a false religion;
ood thing to be. an earnest Christian.
pi of our thoughtless ones from that and in the East this disease presented its
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vacations, and we were so glad when we ‘any other religion in the world. Bud(Here Uncle dhism has been corrupted by a fantastic
heard your bell to-night.”
young mythology, but its essential principle, dethe
thus
winced.) - And
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stranger went on. He talked of Him who rived from its founder's disgust of existwent
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After the Chicago

‘proudest- names in Western philosophy
ose a little of their luster when placed by
the side of this thinker, who grappled
with the greatest problems of existence,
with the mightiest force of con~eption and
reasoning.
As a philosopher, he anticipated both
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ieet and said,
“My dear friends, I'm glad to be here;
glad to see you, glad to be in a prayerfriend and I have
meeting again. My
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hymns, or the lines of Charles Wesley,
or of Keble, that fasten on my memory and
heart, and all else feel poor and cold.
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Take an ounce of blackest slime of a
beaten foot-path ‘on a rainy day near a manufacturing town. That slime we shall find
in most cases composed of clay—or brick-

tour languages, occupy eight hundred volumes; and died at the age of eighty, the
founder of the Buddhist religion. Compared with this man, Mahomet was an ig-
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them. In Biblical interpretation, I derive
from Calvin and Whitby the help that fails
mein Crell and_Belsham. In devotional
literature and religious thought, I find nothing of ours that does not pale before Augustine, Lauler, and Pascal. And in the
poetry
of the church, it is the Latin or Ger-
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books and the authors in chief favor

Lord. The heart of his father was thus
made glad.
Not all educated men can be ministers.
Nor is it desirable that they shoild be.
But they can ali be ‘the miister’s friend.”
They can do much to aid and cheer him
in his work. They can exert their influ-eute for him, and not against him. They
can- be unto him Aarons and Hurs, and
stay up his hands.

the Wednesday evening prayer-meeting.
Uncle John had always contended for and gathered about’him a body of euthusikeeping it up, but to-night he thought it astic disciples, bound together by the most
must go down. He felt no better when he efficient of all ecclesiastical organization ;
saw the empty settees, and found that dictated or inspired works which, as now
silent
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| atoms may get into the closest relations
"Let the clay begin. Ridding
Seven centuries before the ( ‘hristian era, || possible,
a prince of oneof the royal families of | itselfof all foreign substance, it gradually
India, having exhausted,
in his twenty- | becomes a white earth, already very beauninth year, all the pleasures of the world, || tiful, and fit, with the help of congealing
and having in him one ofthe deepest, most | fice, to be made into the finest porcelain,
Leave it
comprehensive, and most creative of hu- | | and to be kept in king's palaces.
|
still quiet to follow its own instinct of uniman intellects, suddenly abandoned in
disty. and it becomes not only whige,but clear;
gust his palace, his family, his treasures,
not only clear, but hard ; not only clear and
and his State; took the nam?
of Gotama,
hard, but so set that it can deal with light
which means, “he who kills the senses;”
in a wonderful way, and gather. out of it
became a religious mendicant;
walked
the loveliest blue rays only, refusing the
about in a shroud taken from the dead
rest.
We call it then a sapphire.
body of a female slave; taught, preached,
Ay
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took his hat and cane, and in no very
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of the true genius of Christianity. I am
eonscious that my deepest obligations, as a
learner from others, are in almost ever
department of writers not of my own creed.
In philosophy I have had to unleafh most

prominent church, and an efficient co-worker with his minister in the vineyard of the

better yet, take none at all. Go into the
but
«“So+1 do, so [ do, Jane,
couraged. It's warm, and I'm tired hay- | arden; go into the carpenter shop; go
ing, and the minister's gon@ to. the sea- into the woods; sleep; think as littie as
side, and Dea. Jones has gone to some possible ; meditate rather than think; let
mountain or other, and most everybody's the mind lie fallow; dismiss sermons,
studies, parish worlgor parish duties, and
our meetin’s are
somewheres, and
gone
account every attempt on their part to
small enough at the best.”
“The two or three will be there, won't obtrude on your chosen rest-day a tempthey?” said Aunt Jane, looking over her tation of Satan to be resisted. And you
- glasses a mild reproof at. my desponding will be astonished to find, after a yeat’s
experience, with
awhat freshness and vigor,
uncle.
®itality you will resume the
“True, true,” he answered feebly, ‘but and mental
the two or three can’t make it interestin’ duties’ that you had laid aside, and how
to the two or three dozen who won’t say & the wopk that has grown wearisome will
become an inspiration and a delight.—
word. I never felt so before, but I doo)
know but it's best for the prayer-meetfn’ Christian Weekly.
to take a vacation with all the rest.%
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said to him with much feeling: *‘Jerémiah,
1 have been long praying
and hoping that
ou might be a minister of the gospel.
M expectation is at length cut off. I see
it is not the will of Christ ‘to employ you
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I am constyained to say that neither m
intellectual pkeference nor my moral Ty
ration goes
Deartily with the Unitarian
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“ Then, will the sermon, boy, be done,
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is not less so. And :it is as universal.
. No class of men can disregard it and not
suffer.
looking
It is true that in order to observe the his vestments and his voice. As, the soul
feel
we
friend,
a
of
face
the
on
froth
vary
s
must
minister
law,
the
spirit of
and
the. common method of its observance. within, so we are to look upon Nature,
Mental rest is only obtained by a change say, ‘This is the face of God."— Christian
Union,
ArnW
r
of mental enjoyment. The layman’s week¥
day work is secular; therefore his Sabhath rest is employed in religious activity.“The Minister’s Friend.”
The
minister's week-day ‘is religious5
therefore his' rest-day must be spent in
The late Rev. Jeremiah Hallock sent
other :employment—employment as remote as possible from the common work his son Jeremiah to college, in the hope
that he would become a minister of the
of his life.
But he passed through oollege
We claim, then, for the clergy from gospel.
This was
their parishes one holiday in every weekz{Junconverted, and studied law.
On that day no cails should be made on- a great trial to his father. As his son
was about leaving home to engage in the
So far
them, and none expected of them.
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Though some still lingered here
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ness of Unitarians

all the beauty of the world about us. In
the trees of the forest, in the dewdrops
quivering on the grass, in the robin’s song,
in the fleecy clouds, in all the beauty and
music that fill the heart on spring's brightest day—in all these is our God. They are

seventh day of rest is as much a day as a
night of sleep. - We do not say that. the
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topics intimately connected
the farm; a lively interest

théy know him

with work on
in the business

for two years past, and Republicanism can
put forth stronger claims to the support of
the people than it could before.
Events

because it is the life-work of their people;
efforts to eet the” best seed and the best

stock ; to adapt soil and seed to each oth- there will be eagerly watched during
“er; to make, vourishing pastures; to see “next few monthgg for this recent ‘crisis
only made way for others that may be
that their children are taught agricultural
measurably more serious.
chemistry as well as reading
and spelling;
| —all these’ things, as they would prove

GEORGE I. DAY, "Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
SE

dh

th... sions

A

Question to he

Answered.
:

“on

Would our Sunday Schools

might thus be made

conducive

to

a

{ ‘vital ai active Christian life.
dougse the success of these
to have | «Of

like

.
»
the Questions on the International Series of

«

;

A

|

a”

.

Bates

really helpful to his people, would also increase their desire to help and sustaiz him.
Hence there would be a bond of sympathy
between the pulpit and the plow. Help
would beget help, and material interests

&@ All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &c., should be addressed to the Publisher,

terial atftmpts upon agriculture

‘minis-

A large proportion

not

in

at cost?

persons

Quite a number of

asked for such
Will pastors,
by writing to
ber of copies

quantities

see, for instance, if

have

a publication. Is it wanted?
superintendents, &c., answer
this office, and state the numthey would respectively take ?

Please call the immediate attention of those
as |

interested to this matter, and let us hear
early as possible.
Sa

|
|
|

oS

Pastors and Pastures.
Rev. Mr. Murray, of Adirondacks fame,
who is also about to publish a famous book
about the horse, lately contributed to the
Congregationalist an article intended. to
show the influence which the local clergy
of the country might have upon its ag-

a

man

undertakes

in some

villages

manufacturing, in others

to

| tions combined;

in the

it may

subject, because, with
harmr as well as good

his defenders

im-

sense antagonistic or rivals, but

}

most

| likely to be farming. In each of these
cases the true pastor will be found trying

principles.

sequences were able, by a bare majority

ly, to have a practical acquaintance with all
these matters.

fifteen in a total vote of seven hundred
eleven, to

But there is a higher view to be taken of
the matter. One can easily see that the

chief source of prosperity

ing and Christianizing institutiens.

These
minis-

ters for

help

and

to their

advice,

provided

in

order

to give a

it is alsoa tiresome business. The tendency is to forsake it. But we do not
is

the

that

need to be ‘told

moral

highest

thrifty

in

found

agricultural

It may not always be of
‘communities.
the most-eultured sort, but it will be unyielding.

And

the

business

tire-

seems

iguo-

some chiefly because it is followed

rantly.

and
that is

" Let its laws* be well

understood,

the element of aversion
plainly

fastened

with
will be pursiied
less frequently

upon

rooted out
and

it,

forsaken.

How

it

and

a better relish,

min-

can

to bet
jsters in these rural parishes work
enand
instructing
in
than
ter advantage

couraging this portion of their charge?
done by

manual

need not all be
portion of it in fact.
a small
Only

#: 2888YOF 4WO 4

It

labor,

But an

g ' winger evenings

question,

and
which

:

will come back

they

cheerful support. Indeed, of what use is a
pastor unless he can identify himself, with
the legitimate interests of his people, and
assist in promoting them ? Christ gave his
disciples lessons in fishing. Farming. is
certainly as honorable a business, and may
be made a much more profitable one.

rectitude

test

It is hardly likely that in the face of such
a vote MacMahon can retain his office for
any length of time. Je barely holds it at
this writing, but at its reading the condition
there may be as different from that of the
present as this is from that of a week
ago. There are more chances that Thiers

show themselves capable of giving it.
And the more intelligent advice they can
give, the more will they endear’ 'themselves not enly to the respéct but also to
the cordial * esteem of their parishioners.
These must feel that he interests himself in

what interests them,

the

president.

especially the western portion of it, is in
the soil. Hence there is to be an increase
of farming communities all through that
part of it. In proportion to their success as
farmers will they contribute for the support
of schools and churches, and all educatpeople will naturally

carry

of

provoked the resignation of the Republican

in this country,

look

They rallied for a desperate ef-

fort, and in their reckless disregard of con-

on

than

that

MacMahon

will

continue. The former is much more popular with the masses than the latter is. He
has won confidence during the two years
of his presidency that will not be readily
displaced. It is fortunate that thus far,
even, there has been

no

revolution

on

ac-

count of the change. To predict that it
will be wholly escaped would not be safe.
The French are apt to take long steps quickly, and to act rashly without any previous
warning.
If there is blood shed it will not
be surprising. Tt will certainly be remarkable’if the present government continues
through the summer.
In

the

meantime,

M.

Thiers

deserves

great credit for having governed so well in
such a troublous time. On the ruins of an
Empire he has been able to build up and
foster a Republic. The complete evaeuation of French territory has been effected.
The almost unparalleled indemnity exacted
by the German conquerors has been nearly.

paid.

The people have enjoyed a liberty

There has
that has been a rarity to them.
been comparatively good order throughout
the nation. The elections have been freer,

there has been less finanaial

embarrass-

ment, the public credit has improved, there
have been fewer press proseriptions, and
peace with other nations lg been maintained without further humiliation of the coun-

try. All this will make a part of the record
that history will ‘preserve of the Thiers government.

Whatever may be in store for the

one.

The cause is so

one, that there

can

be

work.

the

much

one,

no

discord

gale

member

this
ing”
will
How

as

Mr.

chapel,

to

which

given three iad

every

true

for

the

horticultural

confidence

Vacation Notes.

elections:

is the
who is charged
and *‘defrauding !" But it
make himself rich out
can he do so? He is

nell's life should go

for

grounds

etc.,
and

contract,

something.

Move

Cornell has become a

public benefactor, his name is linked with
the promotion of a great and honorable
enterprise, and when the honor or integrity
of such
a person as that is wrongfully assailed it ought to interest everybody to help
defend him. Fortunately, Mr, C. doesn’t
lack defenders. His friends are too many,

pleasant

Hillsdale, where we found the college at
the hight of prosperity, training some six
hundred students for life’s sober responsi-

bilities. The

faculty and students * were

hard at work, exhibiting

the genuine

west-

race of mankind

from

the |

| substantial brick edifice at Jackson, where
rour church is destitute of a pastor, he is doIt is the old twaddle, and expressed in
{Ing
the work of several men less in earnest
nearly the same old spirit. What do profor
the
Master.
.
fessions of friendliness by these papers
Visiting
Chicago
we
found
Bro.
Noyes
amount to,—for they often make them,—in !
the face of these and similar utterances? But brave and hopeful, and already our church
the utterances are not the least.
For acts, {there bears testimony ‘to his fidelity and

worst ol consequences,

to the extent of one dollar.

recall the horrid Colfax massacre and scores zeal, in an enlarged congregation and
ment against him.
Such benefactors are of others only a little less atrocious. If there || stronger faith. What is now essential to
too few for the public to stand quietly by is a controversy between a white and color- | their willer prosperity is the discharge of a
and see them go down under false accusa- ed man at the South, doés not southern sen- debt of some $12,000. What better investtimer t almost invariably sustain the former | ment could those who are seeking to bless
tions.
Why
and condemn the latter, no matter what | the world with their wealth desire?
"not
save
these
great
centers
of
influence
to
——THE Beauty oF UxtoN.
If Kentucky may be the merits of the case? Even in a the denomination at any cost ?
court
of
justice,
what
is
the
evidence
or
the
was disgustingly neutral during the war,
|__It was our privilege te spend a couple of
she has partially redeemed herself
fgg being rights of the colored nan practically"worth ? | Sabbaths with our church at Warren, Ill.
The
intent
of
these
acts
and
utterances
is
occasionally neutral since. For instance,
| Like scores of other western churches, they
at Louisvillg, on decoration day, the citi- plain enough. Their results can be fore- | ara without a pastor, while they are amply
zens came out and decorated both Union seen, if the sentiment that prompts them is | able to compensate the best of talent. Conallowed to triumph. It should arcuse the

self, should

New

from.a

the “L. S. & M. 8.” route, brought us to

and repose that prevailed every-

cuing the best

Such a defense, by such a man, as well
as the previous caceer of Mr. Cornell him-

end

just: returned

can not be winked out of the way.
It must | soul, procuring pastors and supplies for
be met and considered with the view of res- | destitute churches, and just now erecting a

to the state-

ment—and the coming investigation will
soon reveal the facts and will expose me
to infamy if I do not state truth,—that to
my certain and absolute knowledge,
Mr.
Cornell is not interested in the sales of
Jand which he has made, directly or indirectly,

have

ern enthusiasm in thely endeavors to instruct and receive instruction. We could
public depravity and lawlessness? Why is not but feel that mighty influences were .
it? Consider the question —turn it over in
the mind —view it in every way, and what there being exerted, which would tell for
is the-answer? THE NEGRO. That is the the weal of the denomination and the cause
re
only answer that can be given.
It is the in general.
it roducyion uf the negro element into.. the
The Theological Department will soon
governifig power of the country. This has send out a “ne class
of earnest men,
substituted disorder and all manner of pubriches of the
Uwsearchab
the
preach
to
le
lic evil for peace, order, and public bless¥
ings, the like of which was never seen .in gospel.
At Hillsdale we met Bro. Chase, the effithis world since
the days
of Paradise. |
Look at Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, cient Secretary of the H. M. Society, who
Arkansas, Florida and the Carolinas.
The | certainly merits the compliment
of being
condition of things in these States is a |
Yearly
the
Attending
man,
live
a
{called
shame and a disgrace to the nation. The
throughout the
cause is plain.
The effects are calamitous. (and Quarterly Meetings
The nation must look at the question. It | West, and begging for missions with all his

with ‘‘cheatis said that he
of the lands.
under heavy
his

We

three weeks’ trip to the West, during which
we met many old friends, and visited several of our churches.
Thirty-two hours on

where, should be now disturbed by disorder,
outrage, conflict of authority,” shameless

Mr.

taxes on them,
thousand
more,

Let all the Q. M's. do what

Denominat
Newsion
and al
Notes

man

and order, for that sunshiny public content,

thousand

than that, I pledge my honor

York, legislature, recently made a speech
in that body which sharply assailed the
character and fidelity of Hon, Ezra Cornell
and disposition of cerin his management
tain funds of Cornell University.
The
speech created quite a sensation in educational and political circles.
He was
charged with falsely appropriating money
that was due the University from the sale
of certain ‘‘agricultural college lands,”
and was in other respects seriously spoken
"against. It would not concern us to say
anything about the matter here but for

the fact that

Mr.

and even if he were not, his whole life
shows him incapable of such thievery. 1
submit that such a record
as Ezra Cor-

in the

the

above,

bonds for the performance of

Mr. Jereof

college

has

sity lands,
paying
over three hpindred

Topics.

DEFENDED.

to

and botanical garden, and Mr. Cornell
gave them to us, His gifts in cash value
at this moment are nearer eight hundred
thousand dollars than seven hundred thousand, and his advances in locating univer-

and execute liberal things. There are fivored seasons in the lives of most persons,
which, it rightly used, turn to the highest
account; so with institutions. Wisely and
promptly let us avail ourselves of the opportunity now presented.—J. 3.08.

a

let

White voters of Virginia, the issue will be

influenced

a

dollars, and

these colleges is at hand, a fit time to devise

CORNELL

been

lands referred

for the new

What then and through the ages will be the

McGuire,

of the

Sage

influence of this trust for a brief space com’
+
mitted to our hands?
The time is short. The anniversaries of

miah

have

We wanted that forty acres the other day

But this is no time for reverie, for specujating on what might be or ought to be,
A great reality is before us. Oh, that we
could realize it somewhat in its proportion
and bearing upon our individual responsibility! We are passing away, soon we
shall be dispossessed of our earthly means,
and go to give account of our stewardship.

——Mg.

may

White said:

a

Current

us,

black or
against Mr. Cornell by the speechof his white ; which race is to govern in our Commonweal
defamer, and who would thus be led natth?
For the sake of both races, let
urally to couple some disgrace with the us have the same popular verdict ‘we had
ITastitution which his liberality founded, four years ago.
And, the Despatch fires its volley in this
should also read this defense by President
and euphonious manner:
‘unique
White, to the end that they may not judge
Exactly!
What is the matter, people of
unfairly. Concerning the charge that Mr,
Cornell was digshonorably interested in the the Union? Why is it that a part of this
Union, unexampled in the past for its peace

s
.
Soa
2
minister should be a leader in the com- || business
into Christianity.
ade
munity where he resides. He is gener- |
is especially |
ally considered so.
This
suffer with it, and if one member rejoices,
The Crisis.in France.
the case in country parishes. He is sup- |
all the others rejoice with it. Such really
posed to represent a somewhat higher cuithas been our experience from the beginPeople now see what they have for a ning, as faets abundantly show.
ure than his neighbors, and therefore to
| long time expected. The chief wonder is,
A call comes to us, a privilege is extendbe able to direct them in most matters.
The ed to us for the liberal and necessary enManifestly, the farmer has a great des- | that the crisis didn’t come before.
dowment of these colleges.
A hundred
tiny in his hands. How be handles it, | government of M. Thiers, existing, since
concerns others more than it does himself. | it was established in February, 1871, on the thousand dollars is subscribed for one, on
Many thousands are looking ‘to him for | very verge of: dissolution, has at length re- | the condition that it be covered within a
Defeated by a close vote on a test | definite time.
food.
They can not even take their din- signed.
The endowment of professorships is proposed for the other.
The
ner till he has raised it for them.
The | question, it at once threw up its commis.#=tuation at once magnifies and honors his || sion, and both M. Thiers and his supporters whole matter has been publicly stated.
:
The momentous question is, what are we
calling. Mr. Murray has therefore rendered declared themselves ex-officio.
substantial service in calling up the mat- | France can hardly afford to risk this ac- going to do about it, and when? In the
| tion. She has suffered one provisional
ter.
best possible time for the college and for us,
It so happens that as a denofnination we | government to end, only™to be succeed- a worthy Christian gentleman, to whom
have a goodly number of country churches. | ed by another not less provisional, not, we God has given ample means, comes forward
Many of the members are farmers. They | believe, possessing the country’s confidence with this most generous subscription to
are charged with the great responsibility | to the extent that the Thiers government
Bates; so generous in itself, and especially
of keeping the earth in a redeemed state, | did, and seeming quite unlikely to continue in view of former benefactions ! Can there
free from weeds and thistles and tares, as | in power any length of time.
be a question of duty or privilege respectwell as raising the daily food of such as | Marshal MacMahon takes the seat of the ing it? Can there be with regard to time?
are otherwise too busy or too lazy to raise | ex-President. A military man by profession, Who would say, wait five years, three years,
a more silent and political -man than M.
one year? Is not the response a unaniit for themselves.
use his energies to wous and hearty Now?
The pastors of these churches ought to Thiers, he will doubtless
No objection if
keep themselves in advance of their peo- | preserve the present status of affairs.’ some one weuld assume the whole; but as
it is a privilege as well as duty, it may betple. They ought even to raise better corn, | Though eagerly taken up by the opposition
ter be divided. But there are those who
and more of it to the acre, and to have | as their candidate, they should still remembetter gardens with thriftier looking veg- ber that he ardently supported the Bour- can, and we trust will, bring their offering
etables, than the average of their parish- | bons, Louis Philippe, the Republic of 1848, of ten thousand, five thousand, one thouioners. They should be—why not ?—in all the rule of Napoleon Third, and has never sand apiece. There is opportunity for unitthings examples of thrift and jndustry to given any sign that he regretted either act. ed co-operation of ministers, churches, conFrance can hardly hope for stability with ferences, joyfully accepting the widows’
their flock. Of course they shouldn’t be
such a man at the head of affairs.
mites with their large promise and blessexpected to do as much manual labor, and |
At
present,
of
course,
the
situation
indiing.
:
would
little
very
a
in some cases perhaps
Now put the sums asked into the endowdischarge all their obligations in that di- cates the defeat of the Republicans. But
rection. But what they do should be done their defeat is almost wholly the result of ment of these colleges, to enlarge their
It has been evident for boards of instruction, furnish more buildwell, and if possible a little better than the their strength.
some time that the real Republican principle ings, books and apparatus, improvement of
deacon or any ofthe members can do it.
This of course involves an acquaigtance was growing among the French. The late grounds and other necessities, and who
could estimate the significance of the work,
with the nature of the soil where they are elections have proved it. At that held less
Yocated, and with the special kind of fer- than three weeks ago, four Republicans or its benefits in the future? No matter
It is a practical were returned to one Bonapartist, the ag- from what quarter, or with what direction
tilizing that itneeds.
If men and
matter. It should receive practical atten- gregate vote for the former standing at the generous responses come.
tion. Isit more ammonia that this soil 289,300, and for the Monarchists,or conserv- women of New York, Ohio, Wisconsin,
needs ? Is this spot too sandy for pears, and atives of all shades, only 66,500. What Michigan, yes, from Hillsdale help meet
is this too clayey for strawberries? And more probable than that there might be an the noble offering of Mr. Bates, who will
in more senses than one is it a practical attempt;in the face of this electoral triumph, not rejoice? And if from all New Engmatter. Perhaps a large portion of the to establish the Republic formally, mak- land, and from Lewiston foremost, aid
should be furnished for the proposed Hillsclerical salary is to come from the results ing the definitive government of France?
of this year’s venture with Early Rose The Monarchists saw the danger to their dale endowment, who would forbid ? Not

It can not
pears,
potatoes or Bartlett
harm the minister, pecuniarily dr spiritual

beén forced upon

to be a

before you ai the fall

a people. In saying this we do not at al]
disparage our other literary institutions,
missionary or Sabbath school work, churchbuilding and revival labors. These enterprises are all closely linked in interest, as
members of one spiritual body; so that, if
one member suffers, all the other members

| to advance the interests of his people,
rieultural interests.
| identifying himself with them, and both
The motive that prompted the article | by precept and example trying to infuse
was doubtless not wholly sensational.
A | more Christianity into business and more

seems

that those who

chil-

tial to our highest efficiency and success

Presi-

complete refutation of ‘the charges made
by Mr. McGuire,
It iS certainly desirable

dren of the denomination, though not sectarian, founded in the providence of God,
well-located, rapidly advancing, and essen-

be

Andrew D. White,

it with success.

they can to arouse an interest before the
breeze ; they have thrown down the gauntlet, 11th of June, so that a full attendance at
and dare you to the contest.
Up, then, Sandwich may cheer those who have issued
with the banner of the white nan; let it fly the Call.
from the masthead of every
conservative |
Journal in the State: and since the issue has
rally to his color.
The Enquirer sounds its charge thus:

intention,
to result.

alike

is

ulty and students, which

are earnest

the best
is liable

the degradation of the white man.
Virgin1ans, can you stand this? The black flag
of the megvo is_already fluttering in the

a

dent of thé University, who has lately
made a speech on the subject to the fac-

But other, pay follow with wiser words.
Hillsdble and Bates. We prefer to consider lie
Ba they are not in any

different occupacountry,it is

the
has

Christians, and lt
one hundred have
the gospel ministry in view.
Is not here
occasion for us to thank God and take cour=
age? And do we consider the weight of
responsibility herein develved upon us?
Are we ready to enter into this great harvest which is opening before us?
:
We have come to a very important period. Never before was such an opportunity presented. We shrink from expressing a few plain thoughts even, upon the

be a Christian and a farmer at the same
time, how he can be as good a Christian
as he ought fo be unless he is at the same
time the best farmer that he can be. And
that would imply ‘a beautiful co-working
hy both parties in the case.
The whole matter rests simply on a
pastor’s being a real and practical helper
to his people and the community. If he is,
he will be interested in what properly interests them, and will never be below helping to promote their interests.
In the
city it may be trade; on the coast it may

| be fishing;

of them

allow

stigmd’ to rest upon it or upon the Universi
ty which bears his name. Chief among

in a few weeks these colleges told their
annual Commencements,
and send fogth
fifty graduates, who have pursued the stiidies of the prescribed course. About eight
hunglred from all the various departments
will enter upon the work of another year.

8. 8. Lessons, now appearing weekly in the | lie wholly with the preacher. He must
have the co-operation of his church, And
Star, published by themselves on Monthly why shouldn’t he receive it? We do not
Lasson Papers, and furnished

Hillsdale.

——

more

could

and

too well, and they are too

well convinced of his integrity, to

and.Rebel

certainly

graves

prevent

alike,

mon service in memory
an

act

that

means

hasty

and

judg-

held

of both.

a com-

There

something.

It

North to a firmer maintainanc2 of the rights

is

of their proteges,

must

can show a beautiful appreciation of the
gommon sacrifice they made.
We do not
know whose mistakes the Louisvillians

only path which they leave open to us?
——

warfare

OLD

AND

THE

NEW. | perhaps can not meet.

ion of the Old and New School of the

as

Cumberland

the

rascals

into

Mexico

sioners have been appointed on. both
to see what can be done.

mating a union.

along

the

1s broad,

There

is

a

single

expedient

left us,—

will

towards

sides!

N.L. ROWELL.

Mgychester, May 27, 1878.

consum- |

:

The belief that singing

anything bat the Psalms of David 1s a sin |
will keep the United Presbyterians out of |
the great body for some time to come.
The first step towards a consolidation with
the South has been taken by an attempt to
explain a former action of the Assembly
that gave great offense to the South. The

into his

laborers

forth

send

Home Mission Chit-Chat.
We earnestly request our brethren not to
entirely overlook the wants of our destitute
churches, and thus cause us

to lose

many

encouraging interests, which, with some
aid, would become prosperous churches.

‘There are several churches in important vildrift is, to consolidate all the families of lages and cities both in New England and

To fol-

has

The fiel

| harvest.”
Commis-

Presbyterians.

Presbyterians into one fold. Even overtures are made; looking to a union of the
stragglers and vagrants; and sometimes Reformed Dutch Synod with the General
the Kickapoo, Lipan and Mescalero Indians Assembly.” It is generally considered well
organize these predatory incursions. It for brethren to dwell together in unity.
would be impossible to establish a military We don’t see why the Presbyterian brethren
guard along the border so as to stop these should not put themselves in that category.
—
raids; such a force would require nearly
the whole United States army. But even the ——THE BOSTON ANNIVERSARIES.
The antroops which are available for this especial niversary meetings of the various benevoduty are oftener balked by a flight across lent organizations that are usually held in
the border than by the difficulty of overlow

of

Pres- | fow.

the Presbyterian fold the small body known | that he

the line of the Rio Grande, the base of the
most extensive operations being in Mexico.
The marauding bands are sometimes native Mexicans reinforced by other white

taking the raiders in a fair chase.

master

attempt is now ifaugarated to bring into | «Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest,

——TROUBLESOME NEIGHBORS.
There has
finally been a practical beginning of settling
a vexatious difficulty on our Mexican border.
For many years there has been a
guerrilla

THE

efficient
a member

| House, and men of large wealth.
| With all the pleasant things we saw. and
‘enjoyed, we were constantly saddened by
| the sight of vacant pulpits and shepherdiess
flocks. The great West is laying heavy de-

byterian church has worked so well that an |

mon memory, and to equally honor each.
This may be the seed, who knows but in
a few years there may be services like
this at Gettysburg and around Richmomt,
and upon all the bloody fields where lie the
buried soldiers of a common country ?

of

OF

also

One of our exchanges remarks that *‘the un- | yng white for harvest, but the laborers are

a public act to hold the dead of each in com-

state

UNION

now

| of the high school;

' mands upon the schools, ministry and funds
| of the denomination,—demandsgye do not,

|

propose to pardon in their act, whether
those of the South or North.
But it goes
for considerable that they thus consent by

chronic

a firmer | a former pastor, and

and produce

union on the part of those who are virtually
pledged to see those rights sustained. These
are only three extracts out of hundreds that
might be made. Can we hesitate in interpreting their real intent, or in pursuing the

have been sincere. We have no disposition to look for mock sentimentalism in it.
If they couldn't take sides aginst either
section of their common countrymen, they

| nected with this church is Bro. Woodworth,

been

thought so clearly impossible that the fugitives have turned around and mocked in
the faces of their baffled pursuers when
fairly across the Rio Grande.
But they
have finally found their match in Col.

the

West, that

must

receive

aidor they

must be given up, and what has been done
be lost.
The opening for us in New Orleans is
wonderful, and yet we have not aided that
interest one dollar, and we are in danger

losing all that God
placed

at our

has

doors.

of

so providentially
Without

help, that

door will be soon closed against us.

Never

was there an opening that promised greater

success than this, and yet it is being lost to
Boston during the month of Muy, came off us for the want of sufficient interest among
last week. For adequate reasons we omit the the churches to save it,
Not a week but one or more letiers comes
summary of the various reports of the societo
us from some part of our country saying,
ties, which have heretofore appeared on the
first page. The meetings were pretty well “Help, or we perish.” Can we be prosperattended,

and ‘the

interest

in

them

was

ed if we permit these churches to perish?

quite marked, although there has been a Will we disappoint those in the South who
marked falling off in both during the last have for years been looking for our coming
stationed on the
Mackenzie, who was
Can we withhold
two or three years. The main gathering] as a blessing to them?
Texan border, and who lately pursued and
our money and prayers from those that are
.of
the
week
was
that
of
the
Woman
Suffrage
severely punished a band of the thieves Association, which held its chief exercises ready to perish, and will we do nothing to
on Mexican territory. This will put the
from Infidelity and Roon Tuesday evening. Hon: Geo. F. Hoar save our country
bid
matter in tangible shape. If the Mex*manism
?
;
addressed the Association in a finished and
icans wish to retaliate, and they threaten to,
. One of our ministers,who has recently acelaborate malher, expressing himself as
—the question can be formally considered,
heartily in favot
of the leading principle of cepted a call to an important field of labor
and thus a settlement of some kind reached.
;
:
the organization. His opinions justly carry at a sacrifice to himself, writes:
If they swallow the invasion, then the
“This
place
contains
6,000
inhabitants,
‘thieving raiders will understand that at considerable weight with them, and the and is growing. Our church has a good
ladies may count themselves fortunate in house worth some $7000, but we are ‘owing
last the United States means business, and
haying him for a champion. The old con- $1400.00. The church and congregation
is determined to stop their plundering. It
point,
sertative element appeared in several of the are both small. It is an important
ig hardly likely that the Mexicans will do
meetings, especially the convention of Con- and this Interest must be saved, for should
much more than talk. Even they can not
gregational ministers; while the radicalism this church die, I would give bat little for
reasonably uphold the practice of their
the
Yearly Meeting. But we must
of the day shoots its rhetorical missiles and have help: If the H. M. Society will aid
barbarous’ citizens.
Besides,
they have
flings out its indignant protests from the us $200, I think we can make it go. I
| had 100 sorry experience of the prowess of
Free Religion and Female Suffrage .plat- shall make a direct effort to collect the
Yankee soldiers.
Our own government
forms. On the whole, the Anniversaries money to pay the debts,” &e.
approves of the Colonel's act, for it could
From a brother in a city of another State
appear to have been quite successful. The
see no other so effectual way of bringing
reunions among brethren of like spirit and we have this earnest plea for belp:
the matter to a crisis. The Mesias minWe have struggled hard and earnestly
aime, the reports which they severally bring
ister at Washington blusters a little, but
of the results of their efforts to redeem this to support ourselves, but have been only
no very threatening war-cloud has yet
keep our heads above the water.
great world for Christ, the reports of new Ifableit istopossible,
the H. M, must help us one
darkened the horizon.
plans, the stimulus imparted by breathing year, when, if we can get a good pastor, we
——
3»
the air vitalized by the presence of so many hope to be able to support ourselves, and to
——A FrEsH ATTACK OF COLORPHOBIA. Christians,—all this was realized to a quite help other churches. We dislike very
We do not know that there is a prearranged

attack upon the
the newspapers
lowing extracts
pers of the same
its issue of May
says:

negroes of this country .by
of the South. But the folfrom three Richmond padate, might snggestit. In
24th, the Richmond Whig
:

In a word, negro

ascendancy

rule, which Wn Virginia are but
terms,

means

dedth;—aye,

or

worse.

death,~dishonor; negro equality,
before

the law,

but

in

the

radical

agnvertible

than

not only

work-shops,

at

the hotels, theaters, churches and in all the

departments of the government.

not by the elevation of the negro,
\

Equality,

but by

or we perbe iach to ask this, but it is help,
ish.’
looked upon as a success. At the same time
The pastor of the church ijn Lawrence,

full extent.

So the May meetings may

they awake fresh longings for the
the yearly gatherings to come
again,

time of
Mass., is not afraid that if his church gives
around!
for benevolent purposes it will impoverish him.

Sister Hatch, one of the few faith-

ful missionary collectors, writes:
Tue Woman's Carr. We wish to heartily second the Call for 5 Woman's Foreign
Mission Convention, as it appears over numerous signatures in another column. It is
a timely undertaking; the hand of Providence seems to be directing in it; and with
proper human help we believe He will crown

“To-day I have sent the Treasuper of the

H. M. Society $40.00. The balance of our
pend upon
you may safely
i
before

the

Oh,

closes.

year

how

the work might progress if all of our

isters and churches

duty.”
a

would

AH.

awake

tp

easily

min-

their

Cuase, Cor, See.

.

THE MORNING STAR. JUNE 4,

SISTERS!

DEAR

the

upon

you

addressing

In

encouraged

are

by the conviction that your

y.
of appealing to your hearts, they are alread
y *listen,
pierced by the cries to which we weekl
longing to
and to which you, as well as we, are
statement

of some

have

which

reasons

of the

put lacking refreshings from the presence of the
Lord.
Passed the following: We approve the efforts
of the Printing Establishment to extend the circulation of the Morning Star by securing canvassers in every chureh,

a plain

We will, therefore, only make

respond.

influenced us to issue this call.
Miss,
“In the early history ofthe F. B. For.
tant
impor
and
large
rmed
perfo
n
the wonde

Delegates to Y. Meeting: Revs. Curtis, HarDurgin, Lovejoy, Brooks, Lothrop, Row=
mon,
ell, Stewart; Laymen, D. Ricker, M. B. Smith,

supshare of the work, both in founding™and in
to

ceased.
porting the mission; and since they
this
labor in an organization by themselves for
of
ution
dimin
d
marke
a
been
has
purpose, there
h
! general interest in the subject; 80 that, althoug
wealth and numbers in our liome churches are
largely increased, we have no corresponding increase in the number of laborers in our foreign
Meanwhile,

field,

S..
M. Plunimer, J. M. Haines, J. Richardson,
James, D. Mooney, J. T. Brown.
~
Jos. FULLONTON, Clerk.

heathen
courage

Rev. T. C. Pratt,pastor
approval of conference,
to
of the Grafton church was chosen delegate

Y. M., Rev. Wm. H. Fowerden,

Toledo.
t, to carry

It is

reserve,

1. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

WHITE C0. Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Bernettes Creek church, April 11 and 12.
very muddy, but nevertheThe roads were

Are they not calling with the

g
intensest anxiety for immediate help, assurin
us * that the doors of access to heathen hearts
rewere never so open as now;” that the rich
seedsults of many years of anxious toil in
harsowing are waiting and wasting for lack of
in our
vesters? Besides, there are the Santals
they
field,to whom we afford no missionary ; and

not heed them now.

But there

consideration, the

is still anothér

Worse is it,by
+ condition ‘of heathen women.
Sofar, in every respect, than that of the men.
religcially, most degraded; intellectually and

ously,

in darkness

the

Friday preceding, at | o'clock, ».J. M.RUSSELL.
R.

of Missouri.

Philadel-

can Bible Society, which took place in

prephia on the 15th inst., Professor Allen, who
of the
explanatory
address
ed
his
in
benight
stated
that
sided,
to the zenanas and harems of all
Society, that there were
country. What an effectual door is thus opened aims and work of the
in the United States, and
bodies
Let
enter?
auxiliary
to
3,000
day
this
of
women
for Christian
distributboundless
more than 30,000,000 Bibles have been
us, for one moment, consider what
which is
Society,
the
of
agency
gospel.
the
the
ed through
blessings we enjoy, all flowing from
and distributing 3,000 Bibles every day.
ancestry
an
printing
of
rs
daughte
the
are
too,
And we,
of the
ry has
once, and even until the sixth century
The Chicago Baptist Theological Semina
Surely the gosFifty students
Christian era, in heathenism!
just graduated a class of sixteen.
tidings of
including
pel message has proved to us © glad
have been in attendance the past year,
are
there
ing
that
someth
do
ed
To
estimat
is
it
Danes.
But
two
great joy
three Swedes and
foreign
fifty millions of
toward meeting the wants of the vast
not less than two hundred and
Is it
Semtidings!
population in the northwestern States, this
women who never heard the glad
a
es to do
ourselv
with
ment,”
aroused
we
depart
that
navian
time
Scandi
high
¢
not
has a
ic an- inary
class last
what we can toward fulfilling the prophet
teacher.appointed from its graduating
to
:
nouncement!
year. There is to be an effort to raise $25,000

to labor for

‘And we have special inducements

ary, who

A mission.

heathen women.

{he conversion of

endow his chair.
The native Christians

years of experience in India,

has had

convert
¢d that when the women of India were
propzealous
most
the
among
be
would
od they

was regarded.”

about or.
Our own missionaries urge us to set
pot reaganizing & woman's society. May we

in adsonably rejoice that for just once we were
letters
these
before
?—that
vance of their appeals

came, this movement was fairly in progress?
The week in which three of these letters were

gave

grateWe have also in this undertaking most
and
east
n
brethre
Our
ts.
ful encouragemen

A few

your hope
of their expressions may strengthen
Dr. Day,
Rev.
ours.
hened
strengt
as they have

-just a
in a recent letter, says: ** I want to send
and my
line to express my deep interest in,

furnished to all
FREE RETURN TICKETS will he and
its branches
R.
who pass over the Me Cen. R. Gardin
er, June 10—
to attend the Bowdoin Q. M. at
PENNEY.
¥.
C.
12.

step.”
give you his wisdom and blessing at every
a Woman’s

sirable

at

, of Auguspromote it.”” Says Rev. Bro. Penney
has in it
ta, Me., ** Your plan, it seems to me,
our churches
the prophecy of a rich blessing to
What we can do in
and to our mission work,
most cheerfully, and
done
be
shall
on
this directi
pre1 think it would be well to have this subject

beverage.

Since

their

7780,

Liniment,”

The “Centaur

¢ Quaker

Bitters,”

l.
. tokens of his interest and cordial approva
many
In view of all these considerations and

in-

25 cents per
GERMAN TAPESTRY CARPEEING, for
summer wear to
yard, A new low-priced carpet forThese
carpets ure
ake the place of straw matting.
colors, and
imitations of Brussells in figures and ced
carpet.
low-pri
an
of
durable
most
are the
bought the entire stock on hand—400 rolls—
Having
above
the
at
ers
custom
my
to
out
shall close them
of production.
low price; which is less than the cost
ile
Mercant
Hall
Carpet
Marble
H. CROWELL,
C.

to meet at
terested in the F, B. For. Mission,
the N. H.
Sandwich, N. H., in connection with

’s
Two-PLY carpets at 50 cents per yard at Crowell
Carpet Hall, 337 Washington street, Boston.

s.”
churches that will,to organize such societie
Rev. Bro. Knowlton, Pres. of our F. M. Board,
ng
gave us at the outset, most hearty and inspiri
Rev. C. O. Libapproval and encouragement.
ocal
by, Cor. Bec., gives the project unequiv

of taking

‘WOMAN'S
measures for the organization of a
\
MISSIONARY SOCIETY :

Mosher,
Stewart, Mrs. @. T. Day, Mrs, G. F.
Davis, Mrs.
. Mrs. J. M. Brewster, Mrs, C..E. K.
C. O.
.J.L. Sinclair, Mrs. Prof. Ricker, Mrs,
W. C. Durgin,
Libby, Mrs. A. Caverno, Mrs,

Mrs.

L. Smith,

Mrs. M.W.

JOHN MoxLEY

has

and

and

has

already

acTun-

entered

At the last session of the Sandwich Q. M., the
sisters organized a Q. M. Woman’s Mission Sociwith every church

a committee

i “the Q.

M.

to

correspond

that

was

not

This has been done as far
represented therd;
the sisters of those church
Will
and
,
aa possible
eg that have not been written to,

please

Y. M. will hold

WEST

its next

Post

rrr

BE

" Notices and Appointments.
‘©

NOTICE.

hold its next session
MAINE WESTERN Y. M. will
commencing Juno 17, at 1

with the Portland
o'olock, P.M.
622

church,

L. H. WitHAM,
;

:

NEw HAMPSHIRE Y. M. will
Center Band wich, June 11,12.

Clerk.

hold

its session at
.

comply

with our very earnest request, and immediately
«organize such societies, 50 as to report to the |

promptly organized,
Resolved, 1. That we reqnest each Q. M. clerk, 1m-y
mediately on the choice of delegates from his bod
to the Y. M., to inform the Y. M. clerk, and
2. That each principal tailing to attend duty, to nony our clerk of his substitute.
a list
Phat it be the dnty of our clerk to make up also
to
of delegates from information thus wnished,
an hour prebe at place of any Y. M. session oneany alfcorrecti
in
ons
vious Lo commencing, for making
delegate to
this liet, and that it is the duty of atevery
apmoment
the
be in his seat ready for business
pointed.
Clerk.
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ANSON VO. —Wanted, on salary or commission,
F. A. M. as agents for the New Work—splendidSend for
pi illustrated, and of absorbing interest.
agetiplive catalogue and terms. REDDING & CO.,
N. Y.
Broadway,
54%
Works,
¥asonic
of:
publicichs

of the
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& CO.
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$130
na, rich Upright Case,
Forty other styles, $53 to $3500 and upwards.
It is admitted that the Cabinet Organs made by
this Company are the BEST IN THE WORLD. They

gans having wide

School Singing Book

Musle is adapted to children’s voices. Prioe, single
copiesy 85 ots., $3.60 per dozen. One specimen copy
for 80 cents. Specimen pages free.
mailed
Jteow2i] W. W. WHILENEY, Toledo, O.

MINERALS WANTED.
PAID FOR

GOOD

y

‘

2

A®

giyny

Mevonshire

H.D. FARVE

St, Boston,

are

Prices,

the

YORK,

or

BOSTON,

CHICAGO.

month, HT fe:
$250 per GENUINE
3 $75 toto introduce
IMPROVED
the
male,
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1

SEWING MaFAMILY
SENSE
COMMON
fell,
CHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem, ina
embroider
and
braid
bind,
tuck, quilt, cord,
most superior manner. Price only $15. WeFull
will
licensed and warranted for five years.
pay $1,000 for an machine that will sew a strong-.’

i

er, more

Mass.

ours.

1

beautiful, or

more

elastic

seam

It makes the *‘ Elastic Lock Stitch.”

than

Ev-.

v2 ery second stitch can be cut, dnd still the cloth
tearing it. We
+2 can not be pulled apart without
pay Agents trom $75 to $250 per month, and 8%.
twice that
which
from
commission
a
or
a penses,
HO amount can be made. Address SECOMB & Co.,
Ill, or
Chicago,
Pa.;
<4 Boston, Mass.; Pittsburgh,
130
St. Lipets, Mo.

Something

ASBES-

as
4 TOS and AMIANTHUS, )therwise known
in Leather, Fossil
Rock-Wood, Rook:Cork Mounta
pa pi Poasil- Plas ad Earth Flax.
ce per
giving specimens an
ress by mail,
S,
ton.

Reduced

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,

and tunes by the best writers,
before published, and highly

PRICES

at

CHEAPEST EVER OFFERED. OBSERVE AND COMPARE PRICES. Organs rented, to almost any part of
the country, with privilege of purchase for monthly
or quarterly payments. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
and TESTIMONIAL CIRCULARS, free.

421

commended by eminent Theologians and Superinbeautiful and appropriate song for
A
tendents.
gvery Bible lesson and Sunday school occasion.

1 IBERAL

sale in Europe.

Styles,

New

The

By W. A. OGDEN and A. J. ABBEY, the former,
author of the popular *“ New Silver Song.” Contains

:

.

ments of the class; have always been awarded high
est premiums; are recommended by musicians generally as unmivaled, and are the ONLY American Or-

| NEW

SONGS OF THE “BIBLE!
entirely new hymns
Carefully reviewed

instru-

among
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AGENTS.

READY!!!
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The New

$1TH

The Same, Upright Semi-Resonant Case,
Stops, With new Vox HumaThe Same, Five

Loan, and

COOKE

$110

-

-

Five-Octave Double Reed Organ,

BOSTON,

Constipation,

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

JAY

Brewster,

Medicine —~SANpurely Vegetable,

Dyspepsia,

agents

by the various

also by

public confidence. Being a stock company, its rates
are nearly one-third less than those of mutual companies. Its principal office is -at No. 815 Chestnut
1123
St., Philadelphia. Agents wanted.

Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, stomach and Bowels. Ask
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at
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ready this month,
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they are
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9.50
10.10
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securities

Other

ot generally Known.

Best and Oldest Family
FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A

Styles Improved

New

ness as an investment.

The National Life. Insurance Company of the
the
United States of America not only p
largest capital held by any life insurance company
in the world, but it enjoys the still greater advantage
| of being managed by men whose, integrity, skill, and
experience are universally acknowledged and regpected. Hon.E. A. Rollins is President, and Jay
Cooke Chairman Finance Committee. The security

Sts, Charles=
¥ W Church, Cor Union & Lawrence
town, Mass.
NY.
Falls,
West
Rey G Donnocker,
NY.
D G Young, Miller's Mil's, Herkimer Co,
Rev Seth W Perkins. Canton, Me.’
“8 D Bates, Marion. Ohio,

receivable in

value and attractivefact which much enhances their

7.08

ieas

10.36
10.35

MASON & HAMLIN

this purpose,
in constant and increasing demand for
is closed—a
and will continue to be after the loan

P.M.
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State where you saw this advertisement.

alty.

DISPOSED OF, and on the basis

BEING

IS NOW

payment for the Company’s land at 1.10,

Dever.

« AJM.
....
6.356
....
640

If you wish to buy your Crockery, China, and
House Furnishing Goods at Wholesale Prices, visit
GUY & BROTHERS, 33 and 35 Bedford St., Boston,
or write for a Price List. Silver-Plated Goods a speci-

G. W. CASS,
President.
:

As the bonds of this issue are made

1133

Y,

N.

roadway,

ed.
of previous gales will soon be absorb

1147
11.55
12.00
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Trains leave for Alton Bay.
9.00 10.50 A, M., and 6.25 P. M.

“

:

3

5.15 5.42 6.15 P. M.

Yoo
x
9.20
925

APERIENT,

and Corthe most unexceptionablg-of all Alteratives
.
rectives, and the most delicious of Saline draughts

(ROCKERY.

LOAN

Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,

Leave Boston,
over,
@Gonie,
¢“
Rochester,
¢¢-

your strength increase,

And the recruited body’s ease
The saddened mind will share.
TARRANT’S EFFERVESCENT SELTZER

:
lodeons and Ore
dispose of 100 Pianos,
at
gans, of first-class makers, including Waters’,
and
very low prices for cash, or part cash,
Pacifi
the
on
T-octave
road
New
of
nts.
miles
installme
contract, 155
River,—the balance in small monthlymodern improvements, for
Sound and the Columbia Immig
first class FPiamos,
ration
Concerto Parlor
bodies of $275 cash. The Waters
of
Europe
fect
are the most beautiful in style and
system, the large arrivals from ter,
Organs
our
to
d
estine
charac
Colonists of the very best
tone ever made. Illustrated Catalogue mailed. 1y33

for Port3.30 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover
land at 6.17 P. M.
for Great
5.00 P. M. train from Boston Jegves Dover
Falls at 7.45
P. M.
for Port6.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover
land at 8.15 P. M.

A Fac’

EXPRESS.

JOHN

of which
souri, for the carrying of most
operation and under
year contracted—our having in
c side, be-

Respectfully Yours,

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.
Trains for Alton Bay.
A.M.

B. ALDEN, Publisher, CHICAGO.

then all nostrums cast aside

No;

passed unanimously by

harmony
This Preamble and Resolve are in entire
agree in spirit
with my own views and wishes, and
I addressed to you
and policy with the letter which
Lie
on the 11th day of December last.
the Missouri River,
The completion of our Road ofto Manit
and Monoba
and our control of the trade
ss of the Red
tana—the beauty and productivene
Dakota,—the value
River Valley, and the valleys of to the upper Masof the large Government trade
have this
we

land at 3.05 P. M.
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Geo KE Sturgis. Walton. Hauts Co, N 8.
Isaac F Parlole, Lawton, Mich.
B § Ferguson, Brookston, Ind.
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of enclosing

pleasure

Port-
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Raise a club!

Dover for Port-
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GENERAL DEBILITY.
In this complaint the good effects of the VEGETINE
adicry after commencing to take
are realized a
it; as debility denotes deficiency of the blood. There
is no remedy that will restore the health from debility
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ening, purifies the blood, regulates the bowels,
the nervous system, acts directly upon the secretions,
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the ** Central Association,” received

raising, during its

very small, and

Livermore Falls, Me, per H Gareelon,
Newport, N H. col. by M K Cutts,

as agent for

of Rev. C. E. Blake, whose mission,

women as to astonish and greatly enall Christian hearts; one such society,

25.84

2

es
weather, and yet fiearly al the churchWe
were
represented by delegates or letter.
labors
greatly encouraged by the presence and

gelical denominations have arisen, and, within
the last four or five years, have been doing a
work so magnificent for the evangelization of

Sandwich Q M,

J, D. BATSON

o'clock, F. M-
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genA
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ort,
iHlismsp
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parts
all
from
uested
eral attendance is earnest]
o'clock, P.
of the Y. M . Conference will convene at 4 mission
ary
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at Granlecture
will
and
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The
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of several other gvan-
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Churches in prosperity,

new house of worship.
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ENCE
MAINE WESTERN Y. M. MINISTERS’ CONFER
ing
will be held with the Portland church, commenc
June 17, at 9 o'clock, A.M,
.

session in
vacant by
or will be
to erect a
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Three fields have been left
Concord,
the resignation of pastors, but are,
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soon,
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The Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees will
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baby in the worid. - I talked

AUGUSTA
—

C,

Icould.

BLODGETT.
ne.

word I said.

But among all his wondrous proceedings,
The one most amusing to see
Is when, much affected with goodness,

His spirit tkrough life may be sated
‘With vanity, scorning and pride;
But surely a season is coming

——

All so quiet and still ;
Never a bit of trouble they give,
They come and go at will.
Come and go about my home
So soft and still;
In my brain my little ones roam,
My heart they fill.
All about in happy places
Are my little ones:
But none may see the angel faces
Of my little sons.

he

didn’t want

his

Pull His Ears and See.
tap-aby

a]

kitten’s paw, and when I opened it, a beautiful little boy, with brown eyes, red lips,
stood

there

perspiring, and holding his old battered
hat in his sunburnt hands.
* Would you lend me a wheelbarrow to
take some walnuts home ? I will bring it
back this evening,” said he, respectfully,
‘and he appeared like a dear little gentleman.
:
* Be sure, my little man, I want to accommodate you,” said I, laying my hand
on his moist brow, and tutning his sweet
face up fairly to view, *‘ but how do I
strang-

er? Your eyes and face look very honest,
but sometimes a boy’s acts belie his truthwheelbarrow,

it that you'll fetch
But you look so
believe you'd like
would you not P”

“ Yes, ma'am, thank you,” said he;

and

then I put the sideboards on the whéelbarrow, and run it out at the gate for him, and

helped him lift a sack of nuts into it,

In

the evening, as we sat at tea,- I heard the
wheelbarrow cowing up the dusty road
with a creaking * wheck, whawk,” and 1
felt rejoiced to know that my pretty little

stranger was a boy who could be trusted.
« I did bring it home, now, didn't I?”
said he, puffing along.
«1 thank you,” said I. * It does me
to meet with a boy who regards his
word as something sacred, becanse I believe an honest boy will make an honest
man,” and I shook hands with the little
fellow, and told him to sit down and rest.
He took off his hat anit sat down, say.

:

« I can’t stay long, because I have to get
keep

and we

her

in’

:

the child was,—that he

was the new blacksmith’s son, and that he
had a little brother and sister at home,

the

where

me

little Brown

I

stood,

If any of them

ling indeed!” And

Che Family Circle

.

and then burst out :

EE

mm,

“Oh! needn't IT on't that be jolly?

What timeg I'll have!®

And off he bound-

ed with a shout, to tell Nellie

that

ern them as teach them

he

was

to govern them-

selves.
Harry had a grand time that morning—at
least, he persuaded himself that he did—
though he had to admit that playing alone

darlingest

“Why

do you

stop

here,

de-

around,

to

forget

you

told

puff

of a

and

he

was

slips

up

behind

sly, he'll
of a dar-

the doctor twirled his

“Just in that

~

father 2”

he

people

we

came to see,” answered Mr. Dean.

it was

1 looked

him and pinches his ear on the
swear like a trooper ; very much

little

for a moment,

to be friendly.

in town.

— Hearth and Home.

complexion,

)

astounded

down in it, as though

smiling wisely. I said, ¢ That's a darling
little fellow, doctor.”
¢ Hem!” said he, sniffing up his nose
sneeringly, ¢* You just pull his ears, and
you'll see what kind of a darling he is!
Why, he hasn't a friend among the fellows

My little ones in memory live,

made

‘Harry looked

termined

After he had gone out, the village doctor

little

laying down his newspaper.

snuggle

{came up to

One day I heard the softest

ly, while hunting dround the sitting-room
to find his school-books one morning.
“You needn't go to school if you don't
want to, my son,” said Mr. Dean, quietly

asked.

and I shook

My noiseless little sons.
They play at ball on the oaken floor,
Many a time and oft;
Or steal behind through the open door
To kiss me soft.

wai

in

hand cordially.

Ever within my whispered call,

and that ¢* sissy Zoa”

I was

I guess you and I will be friends always,”

Nestled close in my heart are all
My quiet little ones:

1 learned who

autuinn,

¢“ That's right, my boy, do everything
you know to be manly and noble and good.

He never has tried his little feet,
"Never beyond the door.

Mr. Irving's pasture.”

in the

ma, so as to be the kind of a man
me to be.”

And yet one more—

the cow for mother,

lad

I said, ‘ Why, there’s my little honest
boy! How do you do, bubby ?”
“I'm well, thank you,” and here he
pulled my head down and whispered, “I
mind what you told me, and I'm trying
every day to be good, and to mind pa and

These are my little ones, ah! so sweet!

.

strange

him.

And hoists his ready cap.

tap at the door, low as though

impatient-

that he had thrown away.”
“Ugh !" said Harry.
“It wasn’t very nice, bwt it was nothing
to what they will do. Their ways are disgusting beyonds words. They won't learn
to talk English; they won't adopt any improvements.in living ; they prefer to live as
they do, no better than brutes.

Tred ew LIFE DAWNING, and

boys

Henry

Ly

A. Buttz,

we

Introduction

Bishop R.S. Foster, D. D., LL. D.New

and

never go to school, are always low and

de-

Harry

blushed

a little,

went on:

but

LAND

OF

SHADOWING

Friend Society.

1

success,

L. O. E. never yet wrote a poer, a feeble

have

copied

are

no

exception.

The first

sons that are taught in the story of Naaman
and
bis leprosy. The third is one of her very latest

scopal

products, and is eminently high-toned and pleas.

WINGS;

In her preface she touchingly refers to her

long service asa writer for the young; to the
fact that most of her earliest readers have passed
over the river; tells us that she is conscious of
infirmities and failing powers that clearly prophesy of her own approaching dissolution; that
this may very likely prove her last book; and
she ends it by a simple and beautiful expression
of her trust in the Great Saviour whom she has
ever sought to exalt and honor in her works.
Should her thought prove well founded, this
would by no means be an unfit ending of a life
so active, laborious, instructive und beneficent,

or, The

Same Publishers. 1873. 16mo.

MORAG: A Tale of Highland Life. Same Publishers. 16mo. pp. 599.

Mr. (Dean

Seta

a real

ant.

prospective, of the Methodist

Empire of: the Sea,
By H. Loomis, late (lor
responding Secretary of American Seamen's

:

to

church.
By Rev..Newell Culver, of the N.
H. Conference. With an Introduction by Rev.
L. D. Barrows, D. D. Sang Publishers. 1873,
16mo. pp. 309.
IN

THE

graded, and get worse as they get older”

way

bracing many interesting reminiscences and
incidents; also the responsibilities,
present

no one of them could be persuaded to raise
a pig or calf for food. If they have plenty THE
MAN' WHR
THE BOOK; or, The Bible
to eat, and not much trouble to get it,
Among the People. By John Matthias Weylland.
Four
illustrations,
Same Publishers.
they are contented.”
:
i
16mo. pp. 268.
“They ain’t much like the Indians I read DIAMONDS,
UNPOLISHED AND POLISHED. B
about in the ‘Deerslayer,’ father."
Rey. J. F. Richmond, author of * New York
and its Institutions.” Illustrated. Same Pub“No; not more than they are like the un:
lishers, 1878. 16mo. pp. 249
usual pictures we see of them. However,

people who prefer to remain ignorant,

the

and method are wholly her own, and she is very
effective. The second,in its main features, is
history ; in’its details it owes nota little to imagination; and it draws out the sam moral Jes-

and

get food enough to last in the winter, yet

on

reminds one of Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progre
ss
though, while aiming at similar ends, the
style

ork: Nelson & Phillips. 1873. 12mo, pb. 421,
METHODISM FORTY YEARS AGO AND NOW : em-

time to,

——

girls

ora doubtful book,
And that is saying what
means a good deal when it is remembered
how
many she has written. , The three whose
titles

other Discours-

M. A., and an

and

=A.

es of Bernard H, Nudal, D. D., late Professor
of Historical Theology in the Drew Theological Seminary. Edited, with a Memoir,by Rev.

In the sum-.

mer the men hunt and fish all the

Te

Literary Review,

and devouerd all the parts of the animals

the post-office waiting for my news, when
I felt a little hand wriggle info mine, and

as though

Never a noise my little ones make,
Pattering through the hall;
Never a bit of trouble they take,—
Always within my call
My little ones are, and oh! so good,
“Gathered about my knee.
Harry would be a man, if he could,
Though he is only three.
Benny, my eldest, my first-born,
Still sitting on my lap,
Though he now dreams of the college hour,

:

a

and there was my little hero of the borrowed
wheelbarrow.
He
lcoked
up
and
langhed, and twisted his head bashfully,

Little Ones.

the

trusty

A STORY FOR SMALL BOYS

“I wish I never had to go to school anoth-

to tie his horse.

One day late

We're wondering what he would do
If God, in the country beyond us,
Should place him beside Little You.
Rumney, N. H.

Yes, I'll lend

to

{ hood.

‘When all mast together be tried;
And sometimes, when gazing upon him,

and take your word for
it back this evening.
tired and sweaty that I
one of my nice cookies,

afraid

it, but I so like to try a boy’s honesty, that
I ventured to loan him the best and newest
one.
I said:
.-

Great I sometimes asks for our friendship,
And we hear his speeches awhile,
Then turn from his side with a shudder,
And see all his treacherous guile.
For, spite of his goodly pretentions,
‘We feel that his heart is not true,
And should like to see him laid humble
At the fee t of poor Little You.

ful face.

and

1878,

4,

“ter, when their stock of food got low, they
“went to Mr. Brown’s when he killed pigs,

——

er day !” exclaimed Harry Dean,

JUNE

NOTHING TO DRINK,

A Tem

ranee

Sea Sto-

ry. By Julia McNair Wright, author of *“Jug“Being ignorant, they are of course su- FRAULEIN MINA; or, Life in a North American
or-not,” &c.
New York: ational Temp. SoGerman Family.
B
Miss
May
H.
Norris,
picky & Publication House. 1873. 16mo. PP.
perstitious ; they believe in signs and omens,
Three Illustrations,
Same Publishers. 16mo.
pp. 268.
;
They spend most
was not so nice as having some one to play in witches and evil eyes.
Mrs, Wright needs no introduction to the juof their time in the long winter in telling OUTLINE OF BIBLE HISTORY.
* You look like an‘ honest boy. Your with.
By John F. venile reading public, und fier previous teamperHurst, Same Publishers. 12mo. pp. 62.
eyes seem so frank and true, that Il let | After dinner, Mr. Dean asked him if he'd horrible stories of ghosts, or ogres, or other
ance tales have left no room for doubt over the
We have here a varied parcel of books from
you take it if you promise to return it as like to ride that afternoon.
fearful things, or else in bragging of their an enterprisin
:
question of her ability and skill in setting forth
g House, that puts its imprint
the manifold evils of the cup.
Every one of her
soon as you are done with it.”
“I want to show you some people who great deeds—though I guess those are few on no poor or trashy or morally
doubtful thing.
“Deed I will, missis,” said he.
* Me
never go to school, but spend their lives nowadays— and displaying their string of Though it -is the *¢ Methodist Book Concern,” books has character, and she writes with a disan’ daddy is workin’ on the sheers for old ‘having a good time,’ as you boys say. If scalps. They have no higher delight than and never overlooks special denominational tinct object in view and of which she never loses sight.
Iu this volume she works a new vein
Gabriel Crane, a takin’ in ‘his hay.
Tl
you are to spend your life so, of course such to torture any one so unfortunate as to be wants and interests, yet its publications cover a und chooses a new sphére. The mischiefs of
wide
field of literature, most of them deserve to
stick to my word, ‘deed an’ double.”
people are those you will like best, and live their prisoner.
In fact they are cruel and
"strong drink on the sea come out impressively
circulate over the whole area of church life, and
I am sorry to say it,’ but that was the with.”
*
as one turns these leaves and follows the movetreacherous to the last degree.”
not a few take rank among the choicest issues of ment of this stirring and life-like narrative.
“What sort of people are they, father?”
| last I ever saw of the rake or the Gabriel
Mr. Dean said no more about the lesson the American press. We have space for only a
Lrane boy, who promised ‘so faithfully, and asked Harry, with interest.
he intended to give Harry, but noticed that few words touching each of the volumes whose There is real vigor in the book, and the high
“Oh, you'll see I” was the reply, as they the next morning he was the first one ready titles we have copied above, and no lengthy moral motive is fel& as constantly as the intel.
thén tied the useless knot of ‘deed and
lectual pressure.
Tie House that publishes it
went out to the buggy.
statement is needed.
double in the end of it.
for school.
may well rejoice aver this new addition to its
The biographical sketch and the discoursesof excellent temperance literature for the young,
They rode through very pleasant woods,
That chilled my love for littie boys
“Why, Harry,” said Nellie, ‘“‘you going
and over a charming, rolling prairie, for to school? I thought you werent going the late Prof. Nadal make up a choice and and the boys and girls will neither nod over
somewhat, becavse I want to like them,
charming book.
He was a true, genial, able,
this volume nor lay it aside till it is finished.
and help them lay, the foundation of a about ten miles,when Harry was surprised to any more!
noble Christian man, at once a scholar and a
see hiafather drive up to a tree and prepare
noble and generous and truthful maw“Well, I've changed my mind,” said Har- gentleman, with a heart fuil of human sympa- | BRIGHTSIDE. By E. Badoll Benjamin, author ot

.

And at contribution he wishes
To prove himself holier still,
So, making a flutter and flourish,
He puts in a ten-dollar bill.
Then he sighs as, glancing behind him,
He sees that the pennies are few,
Put in, with the kindest of wishes,
By the hand of poor Little You.

know that you are an honest

to eat

had called to borrow a rake. I didn’t like
to lend it without the men knowing about

And thinks how the sermon exposes
The frailties of poor Little You.

olive

a cookie

Only a few weeks before,

He thinks none so righteous as he.
So at church, each sunshiny Sunday,

rich

I gave him

every

;

STAR,

him.
;
fever going to school any more.
:
Oh, he walked off so royally! just as rich
“Well, you may be a dunce, then,if you
and honorable, and he took strides like a like,” said Nellie; ‘for my part, I prefer to
young Goliah! And I? I felt good to know something ;” and she walked off with
meet with a specimen of manly integrity in dignity.
:
sucha little lnmp-of a boy. 1 felt a deep
Mr. Deun was a peculiar man, He hada
interest in the child, and resolved to swatch
way of letting his children learn by their
him and do him all the good I could.”
own experience, and did not so much gov-

Just beyond he passes unnoticed
His poorly clad friend, Little You.

and

appropriated

hereafter I would not be

The titled and great he has known.

—

and

one a-piece for the little brother and sister,
and told him to mind what his mother ‘had
said about getting the cow, and that I believed he was rested, and had better go
now ; but whenever he wanted any favor

To the rich he is smiling and gracious,—
_ ¢ Fine morning,~Ah! how do you do?”

My

Never Going to School.

then, and one after he had gone home,

Great T sometimes rides in a carriage,
Counts many broad acres his own,
Speaks proudly of lands he has traveled,

sits in his soft-cushioned pew,

him about

His big eyes watched me closely

| —he understood

Great I is a wonderful person,
His brain is as greut as can be,
3
And the knowledge that he has not mastered
Is not worth obtaining, you see.
He talks of his wisdom, his learning
In science
gthe old and.the new,
And sits, with
a smile of compassion,
Looking down on poor Little You.

He

MORNING

keeping his word always, regarding it as
something sacred—of building up a character for truthfulness; and for a few moments 1 talked little boy talk as hard as

Great I and Little You.
BY

to

THE

:

grove

are

the

Harry looked more closely, and saw three
or four wigwams.
«Oh; Indians!”

“Yes,” answered his father; ‘Indians
are the only people I know of who never go
to school, even when they have a chance,
and that is the life you have chosen.”

Tbe horse was now tied and they drew
nearer. . There were
several wigwams,
built of broad pieces of bark laid against
poles stuck in the ground.
The poles came
together at the top, and a hole was left for a
chimney.
Out of each one came a thin

smoke—which was a sign that it was near
supper time. Mr. Dean went up to a door,
and told Harry to look in.
In the middle of the hut was

a

fire, -and

over it hung
a black kettle, with some horrible smelling stuff boiling in it. A dirty and
utterly disgusting squaw was attending to
the kettle and driving out dogs and children
alternately. She didn’t look much like the
dainty Indian maiden you have seen in
pictares; with pleasant face and graceful,
fringed wrappings.
Far from it. An old, horrid calico jacket
and cloth petticoat were her clothes, and a
blanket lay there to be put over her when
she had finished her work.
The men outside were lounging around,
each wrapped in a blanket. Some were

cane whizzingly, as though he did wish the smoking, but most of them were not even
doing that. Sitting or lying around, they
child was in reach of it.
I am not afraid of the doctor, and so 1 seemed like so many dogs. They paid no
just gave him a piece of my mind. I attention to thé visitors, so they walked
around at their leisure.
said, *“ Now I hold to the belief that we
When the meal was ready. they had the
ourselves make our children and our neighbors’ children mean, and profane, and liars, pleasure of seeing how they took it. The
and vulgar, by taunting, and annoying, and squaw mnerely took the kettle off the fire
The family
plaguing them. We don’t help them to and placed it on the ground.
lay a good foundation; we torment them, squatted around it, each« putting his hand
#d hake them ugly, and vicious, and wick- into the dish, and each seeming to try and
ed, and bold, and we have the sin to an- see how fast he could stuff himself.
swer for. What little child is there who
“You see the women have a tolerably
will submit to having his ears pulled and easy time of it, Harry,” said Mr. Dean.
| twisted, and not resent it? It is enough to “No dishes to. wash; only when nothing
provake any child. How much better to remains in the pot but bones, to stand it
speak a work of encouragement—to throw out for the dogs to lick, and then it is ready
out a prop, in the form of a pat, or a penny,
for the next meal.”
or a smile—to show to a child that we
“Bat what makes it smell so horrid in the
cherish good will toward him, and
believe
him, and trust him, aud treat him as though
he were not a dog! It would be low and
mean to even twitch a dog’s ears, and taunt,
him, and make him snarl.
It would not
cost any more to say ¢ poor fellow,” or lay

wigwam ?” asked Harry.

|

‘Partly the oil in which-they cook their
meat. By the way, wouldnt you like to
taste it?” and Mr. Dean started to go in,

thy and religious fervor, a scholar of varied attaimments and finished culture, and a preacher
whose sermons abound in fresh and forcible
thought and in a genuine unction that no sympathetic soul can fail to recognize and feel,
Itisa
| beautiful book to the eye,and every page and
| paragraph,—from the beginning of the touching
Memoir to the end of the fruitful and stimulatTom's sister Nell
was
pretty,
and, ing sermons,—is worthy of a careful reading.—
being
a year older than Tom, wanted to | The exhibit of , Methodism for the last forty
show her authority over him. Tom was years, from an interior standpoint and by one of
rough and awkward, and just at the age | its hard working and earnest ministers, is a
when a boy resents all. meddling with his plain, honest, frank, appreciative and very
hopeful representation.
There is little that is
“rights.” He would put his hands in his novel or striking
in it; but it means much to
pockets, his chair on Nell's dress, and his the writer, who believes most profoundly in the
feet on the window sill. Of course they church to which he belongs, who sees a rare
moral grandeur in its history and work, who is
often quarreled.
“For pity's sake, Tom,
do take your sure that its way is onward and upward, and
hands out of your pockets!” Nell would who assures himself and his readers that a still
grander future is before it. It will be especially
say, in her most vexing manner.
| interesting to un older class of readers in that
*“What are pockets for, I'd like to know, | denomination.——The third volume mentioned
if not to put one’s bands in?” and Tom brings out, in the form of a story, the methods
would whistle and march off.
in which the Bible is carried as a lamp into the
“Tom, I don’t belicve you've combed darkened homes of the poor and ignorant and
wretched, and sets forth, in striking sod touchyour hair for a week.”
ing narratives, the grateful influence which the
“Well, what's the use? It would be all Good Book carries with it
even. into what seem
roughed up again in less than an hour.”
the most unpromising circles.——The Diamonds
“I do wish, Tom, you would take your dealt with in the fourth volume are human
minds, aud a deal of wholesome truth and stimgreat boots off the window sill!”
“Oh,
don’t bother me, I'm reading,” ulating suggestion is offered to the young, all
adapted
Tom would say; and the boots refused to portance to impress young readers with the imof making the most of their opportunistir an inch, which, of course, was very ties and themselves, and administering
not a hitnaughty.
Aud so it would go, from" morn- tle reproof and encouragement.——The pithy,
earnest and effective pleas made bv Mr. Looms
ing till night.
But little sister Bess had a somewhat for the sailor, and for resolute and persistent efstubborn | fort to convert and consecrate the human forces
different way with somewhat
that are employed on the sea, as u vital and efliunderstand
that |
Tom.
Bess seemed to
| cient means of bringing in the universal triumph
coaxing was better than driving; and of Christ and his gospel, are every way excelsometimes, when he sat with both hands lent. His facts, his logic,his enthusiasm and his
plunged in his pockets, Bess, with a book or hope combine and cowork happily in making up
picture,would nestle down beside him, and a book for the Christian men and women of today to read and ponder.and practically apply .——
almost before he knew it, one hand would
Morag is an interesting account of what is peculbe patting her curls, while the other turned iar to fife in the Scottish
Highlands, and it
the leaves or held the pictures. If she brings out happily the mutual relations of religchanced to see his feet on the window sill, ion and that type of character. It is alike entershe would say, ‘‘Just try my ottoman, Tom taining and instructive, and the very highest
dear, and see how comfortable it is to the lessons are by no means overlooked - or subordifeet;” and
though
Tom
occasionally nated. For the juvenile readers at home, and for
growled in a good-natured way about its the Sabbath school library it has a special adaptation.——Fraulein Mina is a most vivacious,
‘being too low, the boots always came unhackneyed and charming story of a girl’s eardown two its level. Whenever his hair nest struggles to master just such difficulties as
looked very rough, she would steal behind beset a great number of young girls in this evhim, and smooth it out in a way Tom ery-day and real world of ours; its pictures of
liked so well that it was a temptation to 1 the domestic life of German families in' America
let it go rough, just for the pleasure of hav- are wonderfully vivid, and the unfolding of varied characters in the course of the story is maning her comb it. Yet for the next three aged with exceptional naturalness and skill.—
days, at least, he would take special pains The little manual exhibiting an outline of Bible
to keep every hair in its place, simply to History is an admirable and timely thing, happily epitomizing in a little space an immense
please little Bess.
As they grew older, Bess, in the same amount of knowledge which Sunday school
teachers and scholars should be ashamed not to

ry, quietly.
“Can’t a fellow change his
mind ?”
:
“It seems he can,” said Nellie, as they
went out the door.—Christian Advocate.
|

‘How Bess Managed Tom.

quiet, loving way helped him to grow wise
and manly. Ifshe had an interesting book,
she always wanted Tom to enjoy it with
one's fingers on his head kindly, than it
her ; if she was going to callon any of her
would to rouse him to anger.
If the cause
Mr. Dean smiled.
of many of the warped lives all around us
“The smell comes partly from that, part- young friends, Tom was always invited to
could be traced away back, very likely it’ ly from the dried fish hanging on the walls, go with her.
would begin with the ten-month’s-old baby, and partly from the Indians themselves.”
“I can’t understand,” said lady Nell,
sitting on the mother’s knee, wheedled into
“why you should always want that boy
“Well, I'm sure I never want to put my
forever at your elbow! He's rough and
making a fist, and holding up the sweet lit- head in again,” said Harry.
awkward as a bear.”
tle pink mite in a menacing way toward:
“It isn’t very pleasant. Let us go and
the (ather, or some other member bf the look at those papooses.”
‘“‘Some bears are as gentle as kittens,”
said
Bess, slipping her arm through his,
family, while the unwise mother interpret.Sure enough, hanging from a low tree
with
a loving hug, while ‘the bear” felt
ed it aloud, by saying, ¢ See your master,
near by, were two or three poor little Indian
a great warm glow at his heart, as he
sir.” Don’t let us say of a boy, ‘He's babies.
walked away with Bess, and determined
bound for the gallows’; or ‘ He's a hard
Do you know how they take care of Into try harder to be “gentle as a kitten” for
case,” when we have never said a gracious
dian babies? They take a-board a little
her sake.— Christian Weekly.
word, or done a kind deed, to show
that
longer than the poor little thing, lay the
poor, uncared-for boy that we trusted, or
baby on it, and wind lots of cloth around
There is no greater torment than to be an
pitied, or cared for him, or wished him
the: whole. The poor little thing is all unclean, or intensely selfish, or a corrupt
well.
More than one poor, lone outcast,
bound up, clear to its chin; arms and legs thinker ; this is the genuine demoniac poswhose ears every one is ready to pull,
all tied up ; and there it stays all day, look- session. Such
a one is ‘grievously vexed
creeps into bed ab night like a beast seeking
ing around, but never crying. Sometimes with a devil.” To go through some men’s
its Jair, aud tosses on his tear-wet pillow,
it hangs on a ree or bush, sometimes it hearts would be like a walk through Singwhile his sorrowing heart moans out its
stands against a rock, and sometimes hangs Sing penitentiary, Every room has a rashard anguish, and its bitterness, in words
on the mother’s back, with its droll little cal in it, Out of such. hearts ‘proceed evil
which, if translated truthfully, would be
head and sharp black eyes peering cut upon thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications,
those of the Psalmist—saddest words we
the world.
;
thefts, covetousness,
pride,
blasphemy.
ever heard=-* no man cares for my soul.’”
Harry
looked
at and pitied the babies,
What
a hell in advance, to be doomed to
~Liltle Corporal.
but soon turned.to some boys who were live in such a habitation of the devil! To
Too much care sometimes punishes itself, amusing themselves with bows and arrows. be such a man or woman forever is the
like the old lady, landing from the steamer Mr. Dean, to try their skill, threw some “everlasting punishtfént” of the lost,
in a shower of rain, who covered her new pennies up in the air, and they shot at them,
Any oné can drift, But it takes prayer,
7
bonnet so completely with her gown that never failing to hit the penny.
religious principle, earnestness of purpose,
~
But
now
Mr.
Deun
said
they
must
go,
she missed her footing on the plapk, and
fell into the river !
Hy and soon they were on their homeward constant watchingto resist the evil of this
but Harry took his arm.

‘Oh, no, father—please, don’t!
choke !”
:

way.

I see no greater difficulty in believing the
resurrection of the dead or the conception of
the Virgin than the creation of the world.
Is it less easy to reproduce a human body
than it was to produce it at first P— Pascal.

I should
:

:

“Father,” said Harry, “what do yon

:

snp-

pose they had in that kettle to eat ?”
“Boiled dog, perhaps,” said Mr. Dean.
They don’t ohjde§to ay thing. Last win-

world—to struggle against the tide.

The soul is not happy which isnot at rest ;
but the soul can never have true rest which

Places its eonfidence
God.

in anything

short

of

possess,
THE

i
Fm
PREACHER.

MARBLE

Steele Clarke.
Doyen S: H.:
pp.
476.

By

Mrs.

Henry

Boston: D.
Lothrop
& Co.
¢.T. Day & Co. 1873. 16mo.

THE LUCK OF ALDEN FARM; With a sketch of
the history of Crane’s Corner, where ** Luck”
was slowly learned.
The whole is intended as
a safe guide of all young people to * good
luck.”
By Rev. Z. A. Mudge, autbor of * Shell
Love” etc. Same Publishers. 1878. 16mo. pp.

|
||

‘ Eleven Months in Horeb,” &e. New York:
Robert Carter & Brothers. 1873. 16mo. pp.
350.
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

| FAITHFUL IN LITTLE. The Story of a Carrier|
Dove.
By the author of * Daisy Maynard's
|
Four Promises,” &e. Same Publishers, &e.
| 1873. 16mo. pp. 235..
! KITTY’S SCRAP-BOOK. By Joanna H. Mathews,
author of the ** Bessie Books,” ete, Same Publishers, &e, 1875. 16mo. pp. 214.
The author of Brightside has here entered a
new field of pen-work for’ him, but he mikes
himself thoroughly at home in it, and traverses
and explores it to some purpose.
The stge@he
tells of Henry and Mary is really a charming
one; and we hardly know whether the nice
times they are reported as having in their home
. will prove to have been nicer or less nice than
a great company of young readers will have in
going through the book in the various homes
where they live.
Both are extra nice, and that
is nice enough.——The birds are made to talk in
the second of these hooks, and tell their own
story and speak out their own thoughts about
themselves, each other, and the human beings
who often deal unkindly with them.
They. certainly talk very well here,—perhaps no better,
however, than they do actually talk every day in
their own language ; and what they are reported
as saylog it is worth the while for young people
to hear.——The last installment of the Kitty and
Lulu Series is as good as those which went before it, and worthy of Miss Mathews’s effective
pen.
And that is saying quite enough.
Messrs. Harper & Brothers, New York, issue
Break HOUSE as another installment of their
admirable
illustrated Household
Edition
of
Dickens’s. Works, an edition which merits all
the general and special commendation that we

have been glad to give it. The illustrations here
are numerous, and there is real genius in them.
Of Bleak House it is needless to speak in any
special way.
Not afew critics set this down as
the best of all the products of Dickens's fruitful

and marvelous

pen.

Certainly

the

author

put

both strength and painstaking into it.
The same House issues THE NEW MAGDALEN,
the latest of Wilkie Colling’s novels, which has
been running as a serial through.
the magazine.
It appears here as No. 395 of the Select
Library, und it testifies strongly to the noted

man’s pewer as a literary artist.
nn

THE ALDINE for June is admirable even for
it, and of course that means that its illustrations,
letterpress and literary contents are all so good

as to take the weapons out of the hand of a critic
bent on verbal war. Its views of scenery, of historic objects,and its pictures which allow ideas a

place te blossom into permanent forms, are very
sutisfactory to all save those who

demand some-

thing outre, bizarre and striking. They yield a
fund of quiet and wholesome enjoyment to those
who have unperverted tastes, and deserve and
will repay a careful inspection, again and again.
The literary character of the work is conseientiously kept up to u level corresponding to the
artistic, and so, as a whole, the Aldine has no
real rival in its own department.~New York:
James Sutton & Co.
Another installment of the NATIONAL, ENCY["CLOPEDIA, published by the National Eucyclopedia Publishing Co., New York, has come to

our table.

This consists of Parts 14—16, taking

us to the 896th page, and the word Tigris,
As
will be seen, the work hastens to its conclusion,
and is almost sure to fulfill all the reasonable expectations of its subscribers and the general pub-

lic.

Itis certainly

both editor

and

edited with great care, and

publisher are

on making it something

evidently

truly and

intent

permanently

ciun, By A. L. O. E., author of ** The Shepherd of Bethlehem,” ete. Same Publishers.
1873. 18mo. pp. 267.
:

valuable as well as exceptionally popular, brief
and cheap, It is a thing for the people to prize.
—Horace King, Thompsonville, Conn., is agent
for New England.
——

THE LADY OF PROVENCE;or, Humbled and
French RevoluA Tale of the first
healed,
ion. Same Author & Publishers. 1873. 18mo.

tents: The French Imbroglio of 1798; Moods of
the Rain; The Three Morys of Sharpsville; Two

CYRIL ASHLEY,

Ways; The Hare and many Foes; A Surmise;
Danish Society and its Revival; By the Shore of

THE CITY OF NOCROSS, and

pp.

its famous Physi-

486.

A Tale.

Same Author & Pub-

lishers. 1873. 18mo. pp. 817.
The general and emphatic approval given by

the press generally to the issues of this Publigh-

ing Firm makes the imprint a pretty satisfacto-

ry guarantee that the books
both character

and

issued

interest.

Both

from it have
these quali-

ties belong in a high degree to the last publicutions. The Marble Preacher is unique and excellent. The title is unhackneyed, and so is the
volume.

Its scene is laid partly in Germany

and

partly in Americg, and it deals with the deepest
and most

vital questions

that

selves on the human heart,

ever press them-

The chief heroine’s

career is one that hag high lessons for young la~
dics, and throughout the hook the true and noble are evermore exalted, and the false and unworthy are made to appear in their real character,and they bear atlength their bitter fruits ——

Mr. Mudge’s volume can not be easily epitomizedin a brief paragraph. But it is every way
worthy of him as a live, wide-awake, captivating and thoroughly stimulating writer for the

young, who is always sure to keep their enthusiasm alive and put them into sympathy with
and practically
what is excellent, wholesome
profitable,
It is a true and important view of
life which _he holds up in this volume, and it

ought to eure

some prevalent

follies and

help

THE ATLANTIC

MONTHLY,

June,

1873, Con-

the River; A Chance Acquaintance ; The Missing

Leaf;

The Summer’s

Journey of a Naturalist;

Miss Mehetabel’s Son; A German Baron and
English Reformers; Recent Literature; Art; Sci-

ence ; Politics.~Boslon : James R. Osgood & Co.
HARPER’S

MONTHLY

MAGAZINE.

June, 1873.

Contents: Cheap Yachting; The Marquis of
Hastings in America; Improvisations; The Wine
Islands of Lake Erie; To-morrow; What shall
we do with Scroggs? Disappointed; A Simpleton; Song in many Keys; When a Dream comes
true; Harz Mountains; Old Kensington; Recolléctions of an old Stager; New Magdalen; Ebb

and Flow ; Editor's Chair ; Editor's Literary Record; Editor's Historical Record; Editor’s Scientific Record ; Editor's Dtawer.~New York: Har-

per & Brothers,
SCRIBNER’S ' MONTHLY.
York: Scribner & Co.
THE

GALAXY.

June,

1873.

New

June, 1873, New

York:

BShel-

don & Co,
| Our YOUNG FOLKS.
James R. Osgood & Co.

:
June,

1873.

THe CATHOLIC WORLD,
June,
York: Catholic Publication house.

Boston:
1873,

New

ARTHUR'S ILLUSTRATED HOME MAGAZINE.
June, 1878. Phila.: T. 8. Arthur & Son.

"TEE- MORNING

large and himself, and he:has been taught
from his cradle up that the old-fashioned
system of English observation was wrong.

talk

"about a subject

make

He has learned that his progenitor and his

progenitor’s friends in Parliament made terrible mistakes during the Rebellion in thinking that they understood the American

that this is a great country with a general
disposition among his own countrymen to
be as civil as circumstances will permit to
Carlyle to
be faithful

in his work, and from Matthew Arnold that
criticism must be full of sweetness and
light. He is filled with an earnest desire to
do right, and to find out what he can about
the United States from the best Sources.
Accordingly he consults our own press and
studies the sayings and speeches of our
oreat men, and

the result is that he has

The

re-

sider the way in which the board was constituted was—not illegal, but inexpedient on
‘grounds of Publie poliey ; that itis a country in which the late Mr. Greeley was a lit-

erary light and political guide, and that at
the same time it is a country in which Mr.
Greeley’s career was universally jooked upit is a

regards its late

Vice-President as a perjurer, and one Oakes
of Congress,

a corrupt

scoundrel,
and that at the same time
a coun-

try

in which

the

same

Vice-President

honored as a Christian statesman,

and

is

the

same Oakes Ames receives an ovation in
public celebration of Iris honesty ; that'it is
a Sountey without any taste, or any art of
any kind, and at the same time a country
with a national school of sculpture, a litera-

ture rich in poetry and prose of every kind,
a stage on which the grandest Shakespearian acting takes place; and as for painting
and music it can buy all it wants. We
found the other day, in a leading English
newspaper of no very philo-American tendencies,a statement that the Americans ‘‘are

rapidly takifig their place among the most
luxurious and most cultivated people” in

the world.

It possesses, too,

the

‘‘Ameri-

can gentleman,” who, according to one
count, is simply a perfect type of man,
sides being a complete man

of

the

acbe-

world,

and having a wonderful faculty of acquiring
foreign languages, but who according to
another account, is a simple boor, with no
education, morals or manners, and very

mal vu in good society. abroad. It has a
press, too, which is, according to its own
account,

venal,

unreliable,

and

indecent,

the

American

and which at the same time is the
of society.

Then

there

is

—

is a short but spacious

the night side of the

mainstay

irl and the American wife, and American
tamily life—but on these . subjects we confess we are bewildered ourselves.—Galary.

Haymarket which has

given the neighborhood its peculiar notoriety. When the lamps are lit, and the
moonlight plays fantastic tricks among the
carved figures of the Opera-house; when
the print shops are closed, and the shutters
up at the Civil Service Stores; when. the
canary

man

has

gone, and the

speaking

of persons

who

draw

t#e

“ long bow,” or anything of that kind. We
refer to those who, not taking interest in
commonplace matters

themselves,

suppose

that nobody else does, and therefore confine their conversation to the discussion of
remarkable and uncommon subjects. We
knew such a man, He had a fine eye for the
peculiar. He noticed it acutely and talked
of nothing
else. 1fa thing was not very
well worth telling he would not tell it. The
consequence of all this was that he soon
obtained the reputation of a liar. The common mind could not comprehend how he
could become acquainted with so much that
was unusual,

and so, whenever

he opened

Mr. Hamp, fresh from his home

destruction seemed inevitable, but with

mirable dexterity he threw himself astride
the icy ridge projecting from the mountain.
Impetied by this movement, with one leg
dangling in the crevice next the mountain
side, and the other sweeping the snow out-

What we see we may report,—but not
over-minutely ; and as for comment, we
had better emit any.
So, understanding
It

duty, we

is

wander

through

nearly : joidpight.

A

the crowd.

considerable

side the glacier, he slid with

stream is pouriiig inta the Haymarket from
situated a large dancing saloon
as the Argyle rooms, and licensed
act of George ILI. Observe how
of these leaders gf the. demimonde

drive away

in their dwg

privite

»

esting, a man of this class will hardly wait
until we have finished before he commences to relate the story of which ours has
reminded him. Our statement or narration
is not only deprived of opportunity of con-

sideration and

ap Worl

coy but is crushed

and humbled broth, the better story of
this incongiderate person. And it is a melancholy. fact that the stories
of, these people are generally better than ours.
It is
n fact this fatal excellenee which starts

them on the road to their ruin,
JS
There are other divisions of the great

anultitude of society people who

have failed

fearful

rapid-

ity, at an angle of forty-five degrees, for
the distance of fifty fect, falling headlong
into a huge pile of soft snow, which prevented his
descent of a thousand feet or
more down the precipitous side of the

Great Windmill Street, in which thoroughfare is
known
by an
many

ad-

mountain.

brough-

I saw

him

fall,

blissful future.

Note the ‘monograms

on the

and supposed

a little crowd will gather round a corpse, | just too high for him to scale. It was peror hang about the--door of a house where pendicular, and surmounted by a wide
murder has been done. Remembering
which, one shudders and turns away.
And sheet of ice stretching upward towards the
and covered with snow.
Ie had
from what class of society are the incomes summit,
made several ineffectual efforts to reach the
drawn

to

pay

for these

broughams,

for

overhanging edge of the rock, and
time lost his foothold, his entire

thesu jewels, for these dresses? From every
class. It is openly visited,—this haunt,—
by men of wealth and of what is popularly
denominated *¢ Spotless

big burly
is

reputation.”

coming upon his hands while he hung with
his face to the wall. It was impossible

That

without a leap, to reach

man with the florid complexion

Sir—— ——,

a celebrated

city

at one
weight

banker.

a

standing

President,

and by loosening his hold without one he
would drop several hundred feet down the
mountain.
Fortunately, there was a coating of ice and snow, which reached midway from his feet to his arms, and into
this, by repeated kicks with the toe of his
boot, he worked an indentation that afford-

ed a poise for one foot. This enabled him
to spring on one side to a narrow bench’of
rock, where

he was

safe.

in game preserves.
It is a mistake, however, to suppose that they muke no noise.

When charged so as to produce the effect
above described, the report is quite sharp—fully as sharp as that produced by gunpow-

der.

When lightly charged,

the report

is

of course diminished; but the force with
which the bullet is projected is also proportionally lessened, and so is the recoil.
Ag
a weapon

for secret assasisnation,

therefore,

the air-gun does not possess much advantage over a good rifle-cane.
Few persons
are, however, aware of the slight charge of

powder or air that is necessary

a fatal wound

at

short

to produce

distances.

Experi-

ence teaches us that a bullet that will go
through a half-inch board will kill a man if
it strikes him in a vital and not too wellprotected part. Now, a bullet can be projected from a rifle with a force sufficient to
pierce such a board at twelve paces by
means of a charge of powder not greater
than that which will lie on a silver three‘cent piece pnd provided the charge be igmorrow we die I"— Harper's Magazine.
aited quietly, as by a pill lock, the noise of
the explosion will not attract the attention
of persons who are sixty yards distant. The
Chinese Bridges.
small pistols in common use make very little noise except when discharged in confined
Whether the Chinese are right in assign- places; and yet if the ball should strike a
ing to their portion of the world a much vital part, death may be caused instantanegreater antiquity than many are willing to ously by a wound from them: The only
allow may be fairly questioned, but certain advantages possessed by the air-gun are its
it is that in China many of the arts and perfect cleanliness and the fact that the parts
sciences have been known at a period when
are not liable to be corroded and rusted. It
the European nations were sunk in barbar- never requires cleaning, but the labor of
ity and ignorance.
The ancient Greeks charging the condenser may be fairly offset
and Romans
knew little or nothing of against the labor involved in cleaning ordiChina. To that vast country, the southern nary firearms after they have been used.
part of which was known imperfectly to
the people of India, they gave the name of
Sr

years

before

which period
series to the
this immense
Soi,” and is
He unites

in

the

coming

of Christ,

and

person

the

PARTICULAR NOTICE!
uaries published

wishing obitStar,

who

obituary.

to

any single

Verses areinadmissible.

attributes

of

sovereign, pontiff and supreme. magistrate,
Land his government is an udlimited despotism.
;
The first intercourse was attempted by
the English with China in the” reign of
Queen
Elizabeth, but the vessel sent did
not reach its destination,
No satisfactor

results with regard to intercourse with China were obtained till about thirty years ago,
since whieh ‘time all nations are at liberty

ELVIRA, wife of Dea. 8. Seamans, died in East
Killingly, March 8, 1873, aged 64 years and 9
mouths.
Sister Ssamuns experienced religion
while in the morning of life, and united with the
Foster church some 44 vears ago. For many
years she has been a great sufferer, buv she endured as seeing him who is invisible.
God’s
grace was sufficient for her in all her: suffering,

and long

waiting for the call

to

the

heavenly

home where the weary are at rest,
‘When
congeious that her earthly pilgrimage was stmost to
an end, her soul was happy in the Lord.
Her
countenance seemed lighted up with the incoming glory of her future home.
Hueband and

a dear
children hive lost

but

one,

received anothey gpirit redeemed

blood of Jesus,

heaven

has

by the precious

G. W. CORTTIS.

Agricultural

Downey,

to enter.

Miss Hoyt

and

all

for-

Board

TERM,

New

Feb.

Lo JORDAN, A.B. Principal, with three Assist
ants.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed

WEST

VIRGINIA

schools where so many kinds of work are done.

at $3.50

Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,

scanning, &c.

-

ARVILLA GALOUPE died Keb. 10, 1873, aged
22 years, She was born in Scioto Co.
, and
being left an orphan when but a child, she was

Bro.

John

Beek,

Missouri, where
was enabled to

and

ghe
say,

She leaves alittle

son and companion, and a large circle of loving
friends. ‘She was a member of the F'. B. church
in Putnam Co., Missouri.
A. CONNE.

AGENTS

WANTED

are invaluable.

COLLEGE,

NORTHWOOD

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872,
;
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
The tuition will be as follows:

Primary Branches, Common English,
a
Higher English,

Classical,

= -

Board and Rooms

+
can

avi.

=»

be

-

=

$400
1
Wa

=

obtained

sunday

rates.
For further particulars address the Principal, or
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.

CONTAINS

RIDGEVILLE
SUMMER ‘TERM

COLLEGE.

will open June

3, and

close

Aug. 22, 1873.

EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

#7.

Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
to
Board, per week, in private families,
6
*
¢
clubs,

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,

to

Jones

18t21

from an Indian Tesipe, entirely
vegetable.
for Testimonials and
Circular.
Call for Mrs.
Belcher’s Cure. Sold by all Druggists. Price
bottle, yk nottles for $5.
MRS.

LINUS

BELCHER,

GREAT VARIETY! DEEP
INTENSE MELODIES!

SUNSHINE
Sent by mail on receipt of30 cents by the Publishers.

$10
1.

Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
3
‘
Ladies,

FEELING

Responsive Scripture readings, with many songs.
Illustrating!
Enforcing!
Inviting!
A novelty for every Christian worker. Hymns and
tunes that never “wear out,” for the family worship
and prayer meeting. A few pages of practice and pieces
suitable for Saturday afternoon and concert occa
sions.
PER DOZEN, $3.60.
PRICE SINGLE, 35 CENTS.
A single specimen copy of

Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

The

School.

SUNSHINE

«600

at reasonable

JOHN

1.

i

CHURCH & CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

1y45

Penmanship, fifteen lessons
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.

For Catalogue apply to
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind.,

MAINE

"Now

1s the Time to Subscribe

May.9, 1873.

CENTRAL

FOR
Our

INSTITUTE.

PITTSFIELD,

Sabbath

“The

Me.

School

Papers,

Little Star,”

Farnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academical and Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms, 10°
weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872.

“The

GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
REV. A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal

Depart-

ment.

MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French

and

Mathematics.
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal
partment.

De-

|

These semi-monthlies are published
by the FREEWILL BARTIST PRINT-

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paintmg, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
Jugusia), Teacher of Penmanship and Book-

eeping.
No deduction for less than half a term, except

account of sickness.

Half terms

beginning and middle of the term.
The price of board, in clubs,

$2.00 per week.

Ladies’

clubs

commence

varies

the

from $1.60

as well

*“ The Little Star,” or ** The Myrtle,”

Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for either
of the Raper should be addressed to
L. R.
Burlingame,
Dover, N. H.

on

at

:

to:

as gentle-

Terms :—
Single copy,

men’s are formed.

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

.BATES

THEOLOGICAL

Theology.

SCHOOL.

ivery.
uary.

D. D., President.

The

study

~one

em-

WiLtoN,

INSTITUTE,

IOWA.

Commences its Fall Term September
Catalogues sent to inquirers.

Sample copies will be sent

Job

Randolph,

SEMINARY.

Mass,

W. H. VIOKERY, Wholesale and Retail Druggist,
Central St., Doyer, N. H., Agent.
3mis

partment.
g

CALENDAR!

FALL TERM opens

Aug. 27,—continuing - 18 weeks,

:
closing Nov. 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13

closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address,

®

Rev. G. S. BRADLEY,

LAPHAM

The SumMkr

April 14, 1873.

J

TERM

omplete sou arses

North

‘
weeks,

’

A. M., Principal.

INSTITUTE.

will commences on Monday,

of study

for both sexes.

7G MH. RICKER, Prin.

Scituate, R. I., March 17, 1873,

B
3
$

free on

~

Work leitesi:

BUSINESS CARDS, &e.,

done in the best manner, at this Office.

New

2, 1872.

}

No percentage is allowed on money
sent us for either of these papers.

fs

.are prescribed;

COLLEGIATE

30 cts.

volumes begin with JanRN

Professor of Hebrew.
ot

bracing and the other omitting the ancient lannages.
5 Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
J. BUTLER, Sec,
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.
WILTON

-

\

Thomas S, Rich,
Courses

year,

Postage :—
The postage on a single copy of the
or Myrtle, under the
Little Star
new law, is 24 cents a year;
and
no more on 10 copies or any number
between one and 10, when sent to one
‘address, than .on a single one. The
ostage is payable at the office of de-

Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral Tneologs.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy.
Rev.J, A. Howe, A. M., Protessor of Systematic
Two

per

Ten copies, sent to one address,
20 cts.
each,—payable in all cases in advance.

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
2, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows :
Rev. O. B. CHENEY,

Myrtle."

ING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal to
that of any other
paper
of their
class.
All communications
intended
for
. publication
should. be addressed to

places in the
‘Evansville is finely located, and few
religious inWest surpass it in point of moral an
fluences.
:
Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. JacoBS will have charge of the Music De-

Cure for Female Weakness
WITHOUT SUPPORTERS,
Made
Write
Linus
$1 per

Sec.

By P. P. BLISS,
For 1873, Now Ready.
Close to the Bible!
Close fo the heart!
Close to the musical and religious needs of the

B50

operation for three years. The coming year promises more enlarged usefulness.
The village of

The most thrilling and powerful book ever written
on this subject.
presents a startling array of
Jacts, and contains revelations never before made
Brothers & Co., 709 Sansom St.,- Phila.

A. M. JONES,

SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,
;

This institution 18 under the control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful

By Julia McNair Wright.
and “Terms

advan-

SUNSHINE!

SEMINARY.

EVANSVILLE

ONFESSIONAL.
Circulars

80 near

”affords

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

FOR

(ONVENT
Send for

School,

Question

Book,

BY

SECRETS

yublic.,

of the gehool

tages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions

es,

the bedside, he quoted Ps, 23: 4. These words
were used by the writer in addressing a very
large assembly at the funeral.
C. HURLIN,

The location

the College and Theological

FLEMINGTON; TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

by

The

students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek.
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular information,
send for a Circular to

GEN. DANIEL BEAN, brother of Rev. Charles
Bean, died at Brownfield, Maine, May 15, aged
80 years. Bro. B. hus been an active and useful man in society.
He became a Christian when
a young mun, and united with the F. Baptists,
with whom he continued till death.
His mental
powers continued clear till the end.
The writer
saw him in Jan, fast, when he talked calmly of
{he approaching change, and expressed his wish
respecting the funeral exercises.
Just before

of only one department, a thorough-

ness m doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in

25, 1873.

may be obtained in private families

LATIN SCHOOL.

April 7, 1873.

Opens Dec. 3, 1872.
Opens

or

LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.

Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1872.

NICHOLS

attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in Music.
For further particulars, address the Principal.

MRS. ANN EMERY died at Jackson, N. H.,
Feb. 19," aged 77 years.
Long afflicted, and
sometimes longing to be with Christ, yet she
always expressed a wish to be patient and ¢“ wait
the Lord’s time.”
She loved to speak of the
things of God, and unite in devotionul exercis-

reared and educated by

February 3, 1873.

SPRING AND SUMMER TERMS begin Jan. 3 and

Opens Sept. 3, 1872.

13 weeks.

1, 1872.

Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
;
For further particulars, apply to the Principal,

per week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boarding at reasonable rates.
Complete courses of study for both sexes. Special

N. H.,
CoM.

being

INSTITUTION.

Spring Term closes April 11, 1878; .
Summer Term begins April 28, 1873.

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.

WINTER TERM, 12 weeks.

«6.00
1.50

.

81

HAMPTON

Spring Term begins

Calendar:

SPRING

10.00
0 2.00

Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term %loses January 24, 1873.

1y48+«

FALL TERM, 13 weeks.

-

Fall Term closes November

C. A. Mooers. A. B., Principal.
I. D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. £. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
T

Cor. SEC.

his speech ceased, his brother Charles

.
.

8.

-

-

CALENDAR:
Fall Term bégins August 26, 1872.

Collier

Pres. Calder,

.-

-

7.50
A800

.

Center, Vt,, 1872.

NEW

College

Professors

-

-

-

.

8.00

He d

.

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes.
Four terms of
ten weeks each.
.

Faculty:

DEA. JoserH B. ELDER died in Dexter, Me.,
March 25, of congestion of the lungs and heart
disease, aged 67 years,
The subject of this notice was born in Green.
Subsequently he moved
to Corinna, where he was converted about thirty-one years ago, and baptized by Elder Benj.
Brown, and united with the First F. Baptist
chureh. Soon after he was chosen Deacon, and
filled the office with honor until the master called him higher. Bro. Elder was one whose daily
life corresponded with his profession. His house
was a home for the minister, whose visits were
much enjoyed.
He was a friend to all, gave one
dear son to his country in the late war, and Lore
his long suffering with patience until the spirit
took its upward flight to rest above.
He leaves
a wife, two sons and other relatives to mourn
their loss. Blessed are the dead which die in
the Lord.
y
B. S. GERRY.

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

single square can well be afforded

M.,

-

.

E. C,

do:

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important,
Not more than a

their intention

GREEN

Bro. Sawyer was a lover and patron of Missions. He gave Jargel} daring his life, and remembered the cause liberally at his death.
May
his widow, who was truly a helpmate in these
things, be comforted and sustained.

Oh, how sweet it is to die.”

Persons

in the Morning

HoyT, A.

yndon

D. D., ov the Preceptress,

ready achieved.

ELDER GREEN SAWYER died in Eaton, P. Q.,
on the 10th inst., aged 61. Elder Sawyer was
several years pastor of the I'. B. church in Farmmington, Me.
CoM.

with him came west into
died. She was ready and

from

they descend in an unbroken
present day. The emperor of
vegion is styled ¢ Heaven's
accountable only to Heaven.
his

Obituaries.

healthfulness,

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results al-

JULIETTE, wife of Hiram E. Hale, died in New
Berlin, Wis., March 30, 1873, aged 52 years.
Sister Hale professed faith in Christ in early life
and pnired with the Methodist denomination in
Conti, |About 24 years ago she was married to
Bro. Hale, and came to Wis., where some 15
years ago she united with the F. Baptist church
in New Berlin, of which she remained a worthy
member till death.
She suffered much from
poor health, for many years, but bore all with
remarkable patience and fortitude. Her love of
life was very strong, but when the summons
came she was ready and willing to go, and calmly fell asleep in the arms of her Saviour.

:

in

dred students are upon the rell, and others have sig-

nified

0. D. AUGIR.

Probably the most perfect air-guns in the
world are those made in London for the use
of British poachers. As they’ make
no
smoke, and consequently no smell, they are
not so easily detected as firearms when used

CLASSICAL.

The Spring Session of the above stitution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hun-

MRS. MARY G., wife of E. H. Hersom, of Milton, died May 11, aged 55 years.
Sister Hersom
was a faithful member of the Milton church, and
now she rests with Jesus.
CoM.

Air-Guns.

Rev. J. CALDER,

Miss JANE W.

.

died in N. Barnstead,

surpassed

-

«0

.

.

LOCATION;

P. O., Center Co., Pa.

MR. SAMUEL
CLEMENTS,
of Milton,
after
months of decline, died Jun.) 10th, in his 76th
year.

Do1LY NUTTER
May 7, aged 83.

place,

be

-

=

"

»

-

The new, commodious building, ample jn its arrangements,
recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired full scenery of Vermont. The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic.rail
, is but
ten minutes walk from the Institution.
is thus
easily accessible from all Juris of the coxntry, and
at the same time removed
from the
vities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For farther particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORXN, Secretary, at
Lyndonville.
aA

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fue
and use of heavier Furniture.
For Catalogue or further information, address the

he would be dashed to pieces. A moment
afterwards he crawled from the friendly
snow heap and rejoined us unhafmed, and
we all united in a round of hearty laughter,
as thankful as it was hearty. This did not

panels

not

.

(extra),

-

-

Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
1.50
lergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertiong for an education, received at reduced tuition.
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

Ten Professors and Instructors, Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
.
Location can

French

10

and

4»

-

Instruction on Guitar,
Voeal Music,18 Lessons,

com-

COLLEGE

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

Mrs. EUGENIA E., wife N.’E. Young, Esq.,
and eldest daughter of E. P. and Annie Mullen,
of California, died at Gilmanton Iron Works,
and the neat liveries of driver and footman.
April 18, 1873, aged 23 years and 3 months.
She
A crowd clusters round the entrance of this
was horn in the city of Baltimore, Md. In Sept.
licensed establishment to watch the departlast, with husband and four small children, she
ing ladies, some of its number feeling flat- quiet that tremulousness of the nerves, of removed to this place as her permanent resitered if they should receive from one of which extreme and sudden danger is so dence, with all human prospects of long life and
worldly prosperity ; but he whose ways are inthem a nod of recognition, a tap of the fan,
a cause, and underlying our joy serutable and past finding out,hath in infinite wisa friendly wink. The attendant policeman frequent
there was still a feeling of terror which we dom seen fit to call ber from earth, to those
finds it difficult to keep the roadway clear. could not shake off.
Pressing carefully bright abodes where no sorrow cometh.’ Her
Like Fastidius Brisk in Every Man out of | forward, we attained a recess in the rocks,
stay in her New England home was short, but
being of a highly social and genial turn of mind,
Humor, he ** swears tersely and with varie|
six
hundred
fect
below
the
summit,
where
she formed many and very pleasing acquaintanety.” But his efforts are ineffectual. Till the
a
| ces, as was abundantly attested by the —overlast brougham has driven away, till the last we halted.
whelming grief at her sudden
departure.
A
While resting here, far above us, we
anonyma unattended has tripped -off, till
mourning husband and three ehildren deeply
|
heard
the
loud
shouts
of
Captain
Stevenson,
the lights are turned out, the little crowd
deplore her loss, for as a wife and a mother, she
stands staring intently as if some very mer- which we answered. Soon he joined us, was all that a husband could ask or expect. But
with
the
information
that
he
had
been
arshe has gone to that beautiful World, that land
itorious action were
being performed.
in bis ascent, at a point two hun- of rest, where the long dark night is forever
But it flashes across one’s mind that such rested
past.
CoM.
dred feet above us, by an intervening rock,

ams.

will

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

|

TUITION :
.
.

Common Fuglish,
Higher English
Latin and Greek,

Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),

SEMINARY.

of this institution

AGRICULTURAL

and Almira

;

Sec’y.

Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 19, 1873.

DrA. LEvI EvANS died of heart disease, in
Barrington, May 12, aged 83 years.
Bro. Evans
experienced religion at the age of 16 years, and
wus baptized by Elder Joseph Boody, and united with what is now the Barnstead and Strafford
church. He was an active Christian and occupied prominent positions in the churches with
which he has been connected.
Near the close of
life he mentioned with a good deal of satisfaction
that he had been connected with three churches
and had been a ruling Elder in two of them.
His death was the legitimate result of a long life
spent in Christian usefulness,—calm, peacefuly
happy.
He did not rige fully triumphant over
the fear of passing the ordeal of death until he
came down to the river’s brink, then he-expressed his surprise that he should ever have-feared
it; and peacefully he closed his eyes to the scenes
of this world to awake in the enjoyment of a

our ascent, trusting too much to their support, slipped and fell. For a moment his

with cigar smoke and filled with the rustlerustle of stiff silks,—the Haymarkét is the
Haymarket.
;

our

in Eng-

E, SWEAT,

The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense

Pratt, died in East Concord, Vt., May 23, in the
21st year of her age. Carlena made no public
profession of religion,though she had thought on
the subject and rose for prayer at our social
meetings the past winter. "This makes the fourth
and last daughter our deeply and afflicted brothand sister Pratt have lost within a year and
eleven days. Carlena was to have been married the 20th of April.
Her intended came u
for that purpose, and staid till death ensued.
The funeral was on the Sabbath, and she was
laid out in her bridal dress.
May the Lord bless
this affliction to the two remaining brothers.
GEO. WHEELER.

N.

Ta
.
Primary Studies,

of over $50,000; and the facilities of a first class institution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.

C. PARIS.

CARLENA M., daughter of Loran

Dr. MOSES

WHITESTOWN

Com.

Jand, knew little of the properties of snow
and ice, and at one of the critical points in

light
upon
the pavement crowded "with
sauntering figures; when the air is heavy

MARCH.

|

The SUMMER TERM
mence March 24th.

HuLpaH, wife of Samuel Gaskill, died in
Waterford, Vt,, March2, aged 82 years. She
was a member of the church sixty-two years.

formers ; when the natural philosopher,— P. Langford, in Scribner's for June, the
long ago retreated,—is perchance following, following hair-breadth escapes are recordup some discovery that may restore sight ed:
;

to his disabled optic; when bars and supper-rooms and cafes throw out floods of

r4tf

aged89
years. Sister Danforth lived for the
right ends to honor the Saviour of the world
whom she loved,and to do good to those that are
passing on to meet her in the spirit world.
She
as left children and other warm friends, to
live with her Saviour where death can not appear. And may the children so spend life
that
they may meet that mother in that world of

:

H.
.
os
Tuition from $3 00 to'$6 C0.

For IVORY

THEODOSIA, widow of the late Colman Dans

Hayden.
title, by

:

light.

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Angust 27, 1872.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
December 3. 1872,
Spring Term of 13'weeks, beging March [1, 1873.

Rooms for self-boarding may be obfained at reasonable rates.
i
*
For further information address IRA A. PHILBRICK

forth of Wakefield, died in Effingham, March 26, ‘

Oe

In an article with the above

of the mice i§ at home educating new per-

his mouth people instinctively looked for a
«+ gtretcher,” to say the least. Had he ‘Tsina some time before the Christian era,
mingled his strange experiences and ob- and this is the name by which the whole
servations with a good deal of matter of empire is called by the Russians even at the
an ordinary kind he might have been a present time,
The names of both China and Tsina are
great conversational success.
Another set of bankrupt talkers owe their unknown to the Chinese. ( The early hisill fate to their "bad habit of offering coun- tory of this nation remains shrouded in
terbalancing experiences. No one can fable, but it is certain that civilization was
oven relate an incident but these folks can considerably advanced among them when
match it, and what is worse, can often tell it was only dawning on other nations.
something better. Nothing is more dfs- They have records now in existence, concouraging to a well-organized talker than sisting of the writings of Confucius, which
one of these people.
No matter how much dateas far back as five hundred and fifty

‘easurewe anticipate,—and ought to realize,~in telling something novel ‘and inter-

of Mount
—

N.

of childhood, now made wiore
y the influences that direct to a

ife beyon

and fanciful construction.

The Ascent

proprietor

He spends the early part of the evening
behind
the scenes atone of the theaters.
Heis finishing up the night here. That
Bankrupt Talkers.
‘| evil-visaged and elderly person with his
—
—
hair brushed over his temples might have
Itis almost impossible to mix much in been a costér-monger, but is in realitya
society without meeting a number of un- lord. He has been mixed up in a variety
fortunate persons who may be designated of shady transactions, the most notorious
as bankrupt talkers. Most of these people being that of the famous ‘‘ Restorer of
started out in social life with high hopes Youth,” who has been recently liberated
and good prospects; there was no appar- from Newgate.
On each arm hangs a girl
ent reason why they should not succeed as smoking a cigarette.
The combined ages
conversationalists.
But they failed. Now, ‘of his proteges would not reach his own
if they want to talk, no one wants to listen;
by ten years. To-night he patrols the Hayif they do not want to talk, no one regrets market ; to-morrow night he will be maktheir silence.
Their remarks are always be- ing laws for the government of Britain.
low par. An offer of them either excites no He is one of our hereditary legislators.
attention or decided disapprobation,
Yonder
go a couple
of Koreign-Office
Bankrupts may be divided into several clerks, members of the staff noted as being
classes.
One class consists of those who do the best-dressed and most empty-headed
not know how to exhaust or even fully treat in London.
‘I'he number of old men to be
a commonplace subject. If they suggestany- found here always excites astonishment.
thing in a conversational way or anything How their white heads,—in a few years to
is suggested to them, they will say a little be laid under the sod,—contrast with the
about it and then let it drop.
To continue flaxen or anburn or black tresses of their
the conversation, another subject must be companions!
but how well harmonized
obtained.
This is extravagance, and no are their senile mumblings with the hard,
talker can afford it long. There is hardly hollow, ringing laugh of the dames! The
anything about which a great deal that is laugh heard here is the most dismal cachininteresting can not be said, but it often re- nation ever
uttered.
It reminds one of
quires skill and address to say it. Still, he Swinburne’s line—
who has not that skill is bound to fail as a
¢ Laughter heard far down in hell.”
talker in society. Of course one may have a
windfall, and something extraordinary may
In this revel of Circe strange characters
happen.of which a great deal may be said meet.
Billiard-markers jostle marquises.
without special effort. But nothing ever
smoke cigars under the noses of
happened, . which
could be satisfactorily Clerks
merchants, and as the crowd slowly passes
talked about all the time.
Another class of conversational bank- up and down in two unceasing streams the
rupts are those who never tell anything un- buzz of conversation surges, the hollow
laugh is repeated; all is motion and-gayuty
less. it is very remarkable or striking. Such
** Let us be merry, for—topeople are bound ultimately to fail. We and abandon.
are

From
the

These bridges are built with a number of
arches, the central arch being about forty
feet wide, and high enough for vessels to
pass without striking their masts.
The
great elevation of these bridges renders
steps necessary. They resemble, in this
respect, the old bridges of Venice, on
which you asceud by steps on one side and
descend on the other in the same way.
Chain bridges were not made in this country for more than eighteen centuries after
they were known in China,
:
le

London.

and at the other abutting upon Tichborne
Street. In the daytime it SDpears to be a
sufficiently dull and respectable street. It is

ed them by a legal board, because they con-

Ames, a member

Haymarket

of such elegant

wd

thoroughfare, touching at one end Pall Mall,

understand, for example, that this country,

~ country which, to a man,

one is su success-

Haymarket,

air.

canals for transportation of goods by water,
these bridges do mot require to be built of
reat strength, for only foot-passengers use
the bridges, which is the reason they are

they will

.

—

The

which is so corrupt that senators at Washington are able to vise in their places and
_ announce that the way is being paved for a
Tiberius or a Napoleop, is at the same time
so pure that owners of newspapers decline
to receive large amounts of money honestly
due them for public advertising, and award-

that

others talk, and no

*

uced himself to a state of bewilderment
which baffles description. He is given to

on and talked about as a joke;

themselves

suspended,in the

amazing facilities afforded by the numerous

ful as a conversationalist as one who makes
other people talk,—Scribner’s.

question ; he finds it admitted on all hands

America, and has learned from
be earnest, and from Ruskin to

were

‘versational
embarrassment,
they
would
always rather borrow than fail ; if they can’t

CALENDAR:

The SPRING TERM of this institution will commence Tuesday, Feb. 11, and continue eleven weeks,
under the struction of J. LINSCOT, recently Principal of N. KE. Masonic Institute, Center Effingham,

it

at

Miss IDA E, MORRILL, Musie.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.

Co Me

world

the

about

both

progenitor,-

his

Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Mathematics and Rhetoric,

of body prevented
her regulir attendance upon
its ministrations,
As death drew near,
the
hope which she had so long cherished grew
brighter, and with trusting confidence
in the
promises of Christ, she bade farewell
ail the
attractions of earth and endearments of f(amil
ties. Funeral service from her father's residence, and her remains deposited among the at-

tractive scenes
pore and beh

.

Ran

inheritance by the modern English critic, a]
Jifferent person, whom it is difficult to
ver
désdribe, though we know him when we
see him. He knows a good deal more than

fic

;
Faculty :
J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Preceptress, French and Natural Science,
)

o% Académies, &e.

dear to her, although cares of life and feebleness

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER,
VT.

RA

passed away, and has been suceeeded in the

EXNDON

DR, DIO LEWIS has opened a fine “ CURE"
on Beacon. Hill, Boston :—where Chronic Invalids
will fin? a pleasant home and successful treatment.
Send for circular,
1

re ——

has

and

rT

observer

Mns. BErsey L., wife of Abel L. Baker,

only daughter of Rev. Samuel Wheeler, died. in’
Chesterville, Me., March 31, 1878, aged 4b. years.
In youth she embraced the Christian religion,
way baptized by ber father-and united with the
church, the interestsof which were ever after

-

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now complete and ready for customers.

Itisadapted

just completed “The
This

book,

to classes that have

Story of Jesus.”
Works

¢ Wonderful

of

Jesus,” received the prize offered not;
long since by the Printing Establishment,

tors,

and

is 'recommended-to pas-

superintendents and teachers as

being in every.way
patronage.

worthy

of their

Orders may be seat at any

time and they will be filled immediate-

ly. Price 15 cepts; Postage (extra),
4 cents.
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FRAG

A

old-fashioned English

to visit the country, under certain restrictions.
:
J
>
Some. of the bridges in China are of examong
that there are very few women
traordinary beauty and magnificence. There
these bankrupts, Women
are generall
not only economical in the use of the odds is one near Pekin built entirely of white
Others
and ends of conversation, but they make a marble, elaborately ornamented.
very good show of them, and often aston- are found over the canals of still greater
ish you by presenting you with some of magnificence and with a grand triumphal
your ideas, warmed up and served so nice- arch ,at each’ end; and some, instead of
that you ‘scarcely recognize them. And being built with arches, are, flat from ‘one
en, besides the fact that the most wom- side of the canal 10 the other, mdrble flags
en have an extensive ** sinking fund) on of great length being laid on piers so naron- row and airy that the bridge looks as if it
which to draw’ in times of tempora

8888

The

. ¥

as talkers, but we have not room to discuss
them here.
It is curious, however, to note

English Idea of Americans.

183

232

Literary Wiseellany.

4, 1873.
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Further reports from the freshet jon the St.
Lawrence River are received, showing
great
damage to log booms,
Three cases of drowning

sont to capture Capt. Jack and his band.
The annual floral decoration of the graves of
our dead soldiers, by their surviving comrades
and friends, took place
New England the day was

occurred at Quebec,
Sir James Duke, ex-Lord

of London

and M. P., is dead, aged 83,

Friday.
Throughout
fine, and the public

In compliance with the request of Minister
Sitkl®s the Spanish Government has ordered
the Captain General of Cuba to give effect to the
pardon of American citizens, Santa Rosa, Cliker
and Lever.
!
Six miners were killed and much property dcs
stroyed by an explosion in an English colliery,

genefally showed their sympathy with the Yender tribute by a suspension of business,
Two.men were killed and two dangerously inJjured by falling walls at the Boston fire,

By the buriii##'of the bridge on the Boston
and Albany Railroad across a bran¢h of the | | Friday.
Westfield River, near Chester station, on Tuesday, a serious interruption to travel and business
on the road is caused.
:

Joseph Howe,
lieutenant-governor
.Scolia, died Sunday morning.

Eighty thousand tons of Scranton
coal was
sold at New York, Wednesday, and good prices

|

were obtained.
|

Edwin Dudley of Jersey City, a youth
from over study, blew his brains
day night.
3
During an altercation

near Winchester,

on

out

an

insane

on

Satur-

excursion

Ky,, Sunday,

train

Jack Bradford

shot John Pearson, cut his head

nearly

off,

and

then threw the body off the train. Bradford
was arrested. Both were negroes,
Despatches from Kansas and Towa represent
that immense damage has been done to the crops
by excessive rains the past week.
The streams
have overflowed their banks, sweeping
away
bridges and roads, and in many places land
slides have occurred, temporarily suspending
railroad travel.

A

pO

SR

The Republican Congressmen who went on
the excursion to New Orleans have expressed
the opinion that the Kellogg government ought
to and would be sustained, and that there was
no probability whatever of Congress ordering a
new election.
The proposition to make the judicial districts
of New York State the basis for representation
in the Senate has come to grief, the Legislative
Conference Committee having decided to let the
districts remain as they are.
3
The bank at St. Genevieve, Mo., was robbed,
Tuesday, by a party of men who forced the cashier to open the safe.
The bodies of three Chinamen, who died from
small-pox, were found,Tuesday,concealed in the
pump boxes of the steamer Lord of the Isles,
lying at the dock at San Francisco.
The vessel
will be quarantined at once, but the passengers
all landed Tuesday.
The Chinamen say that
one of their countrymen, ill from the small-pox
on the voyage, was thrown overboard by them.
A new move is about to be thade in the case of
the capture of the Confederate cruiser Florida.
The officers and crew of the United States steamer Wachusett sue for the decision of the question
of prize or no prize by a competent tribunal, to

which the district court at Washington hold they
ure entitled.
The miners employed in the collieries controlled by the Pennsylvania Coal and-Iron Company have taken umbrage at a recent order concerning the hours of labor, and declare their intention of resistingit at some more favorable
time.
The epizootic has reappeared in New
Ex-Governor

Jewell

accepts

the

York.

mission

this

The Government suit against
cific Railway is to be pressed to
clusion.
y

country

work-

4

The report that General Davis has sent certain

Modoc Indians to capture or kill Captain Jack is
discreditedby the army authorities at Washing:

The long standing, scandalous quarrel between

Henry Ward Beecher, Theodore Tilton and Henry C. Bowen, has at last terminated, all shaking
hands and agreeing to live in peace and harmony hereafter.

:

Another attempt to capture and
tain Jack’s band was made

on

the Modocs were surprised

destroy

Friday

Cap-

last,

and

at their retreat

on

Willow Creek, but through the failure of a part
of the attacking force to come up in season the
Modoes, who made no show of fighting, escaped.

Boston Charley, the

reputed

murderer

of

_ Thomas, surrendered, however, and'soon

Dr.
after-

ward, on promising to ““ put up a job”

on

Cap-

tain Jack was sent off on a *‘ mission.”

The re-

treating Modocs were closely pursued, overtaken and attacked, and Scarfaced Charley, Old
Sconchin and ten others surrendered.
Captain
Jack and the rest of the band: decamped
in the

night and again escaped.
Robert L. Dudley, a man who is believed
have robbed postal cars all over the country
valuable letters to the amount

arrested in Boston on Saturday,
of several months.
:

of

$50,000,

Academy

took

place

to
of
was

after a search

The graduating exercises at the United

States

Saturday,

The

diplomas were presented by Secretary Robeson,
and Rear-Admiral Davis made an address,
. FOREIGN.

.

Mexico city advices report that the people are
dying off like sheep with the small-pox in the
state
of Hidalgo. There were 190 deaths in the

'
small village of Iguola alone.
and
killed
were
persons
Fourteen

many

wounded by a boiler explosion at Brussels, Bel-

ginm, Wednesday.

te
A

on

A

ing

’

i

i

; )

heavy

nt

:

rainfall swelled the 3t. Law-

damage. Durwere killed by light
two persons

* 80 as to cause : great

rm

In the British House of Commons, Tuesday,

~ Taomas Hughes again denounced the practice of
: adjourning over the Derby day, but the

be

established

a

Pennsylvania
lawyers petition
tion of the grand jury system,
The

annual

silk

States amounts

production

for the aboliof

the

United

to £40,000,000..

John Foster Kirk, the author of ** Charles the
Bold,” and a prominent literateur, is the present

editor of Lippincott’s Maguzine.
Small bjrds, somewhat resembling sparrows,
have appeared in great numbers in Texas and
are devouring the hitherto prosperous grasshoppers.
w
Hot

motion

will be, to my acquaintances, for I have many
who rem your paper, being ‘myself a native of
New Hampshire, and, until’ recently, a resident
of the State.
The Colony with which I am connected is
known us the National Colony, and it embraces
the greater portion of Nobles county, Minnesota,
and a part of. Osceola county, Towa.
We have
here the full benefit of the Minnesota climate,
while we escape the severer winters of the rhore
northern settlements, being as far south of the
Red River county, as New York is south of Montreal.
Last winter, the thermometer at Worth.
ington never, indicated a temperature lower than
32 degrees below zero, not as cold as in parts of
Towa and Illinois. The January snow-storm,
during which a number of persons perished in
this State, was used to our injury, but, as if to set
all things even, Nature sent a storm over Ne,
braska, Kansas and Missouri, in the middle of
April, whieh was more destructive of life and
property than the ohe which visited us in the
middle of January.
These severe storms are
common to newly-settled prairie States.
In 18306,
a snow-storm visited Illinois which destroyed
double the number of lives destroyed by our
storm of January last. They abate in proportion”
to settlement and development.
2
The National Colony enterprise originated with’
and is managed by Dr. A. P. Miller, of Toledo,

and

Prof. R. F. Humiston,

formerly

of Uleve-

because it met the chief requisites of a colony location, viz.: Rich soil, convenient markets and
freedom from ague and consumption.
The loca-

Professor Washington H. Donaldson of Reading, wishes to start across the Atlantic in a balloon on the fourth of July, and he desires assistance from the Boston city council, to the amount
of $3000.
In Louwville, Ky., the graves of the northern
and southern solders were strewn alike with

flowers

on

Decoration

day, and

with

a single

demonstration for both.
Mr. Barnum has secured the three gigantic
pictures of ‘ London by Day,” * London by
Night,” and the ** City of Paris,” which together

cover a superficial area of something like 150,
000 square feet, and which were exhibited in
London a few

years ago,

and

will take them to

New York,where he will erect a corrugated-iron
building at the corner of Broadway and thirtyfifth street for their accommodation.
In the center of the ampitheater a tower wiil be erected,
and at a hight of sixty feet a commodious circular gallery will be constructed.
Over this will
extend ¢ the vast dome of an artificial sky, in
which may be seen twinkling stars and a mimie
moon, across which, from time to time float fleeey clouds in perfect reproduction of mnature’s

self.”
A very unique rapid transit scheme has passed the state senate of New York and has gone to
a third reading in the assembly.
It is known as
“ Spier’s Traveling Sidewalk.”
The plan is to
build an endless movable platform on an elevated tramway, the motive power being from large
stationary steam engines
underground.
The
+ sidewalk” is to be perpetually moving up one
side of a street or avenue and down the other at
the rate of nineteen miles an hour.
Passengers
are to be taken on or off the platform by means
of transfer cars, without stopping the movement

The

bill provides

The German translator of Bret
Friedehart of Stuttgart, is dead.

for the con-

IIarte, Herr

There are seventeen American sculptors
Rome, six English and nine German.
The Americans in
paper.

Japan are

in

to have a news-

They made

the West in search of location, and

become
a member of Max Maretzek’s opera
company next season, appearing in conjunction
with Mme. Lucca.
Lord Campbell, the Marquis of Lorne’s brother, who has become a purtner in the famous

banking house of Coutts & Co., London, is said
to have put into the firm not less than $2,500,000
of his father’s, the Duke of Acgyll’s, money.

tention ; the audience were thinking of the native
amateur.
About the last scene Sancho made his
entrance on his proverbial donkey.
The audience thinking they were to be taken in, shouted
loudly for the amateur.
Herve came forward
with dignity,pointed to the beast and said, “You
were promised the debut of an amateur of the
town.
Behold him.” The curtain fell and the
back door was used by the performers.
"It seems that the simple robes of the Greek
clergy may be put to other uses than that of
clothing their portly forms.
A short time since
the orthodox faithful of Ismail, having built a
church, invited a certain archimandrite of Ibraila to perform the ceremony of consecration.
On
bis way to the former city the venerable eccle-

siastic stopped at Toultcha, and then proceeded
on bis journey.
On arriving at his destination
he was received by a deputation of the big wigs
of the town, who paid him all the honors due to
his rank. When the time came for landing, the

selected

of

this

tion was selected in the fall of 1871 and the spring
on their way to possess

colonists

these beautiful

lands.

Since then the influx has been steady, a fine town
has sprung up at Worthington, and the fame of
the Colony has gone ont over all the country.

This is largely due to the fact that this is a tem.
perance Colony, and that an educational center is
to be established here.
This prairie, extending north and south nearly
180 miles, is called the garden spot and cream of
the prairies. The soil is arich, black, sandy loam
from two to four feet deep, even on the hill-tops.
The prairie is rolling and watered with streams
and lakes.
There are some fifty of the latter in
the Colony, some of which are large and surrounded with timber.
The Sioux City and St. Paul railroad keeps us
in daily communjecation with both cities, bringing
us the newspapers of the former by 10 o'clock in

the morning and of the latter by 4 o'clock in the

long known in England,

this country.
This is the first
to Dr. Cressy’s attention, and no

but notin

case brought
mention of its

being known in the United States is made in
any of the books or reports.
The worm, full:
grown, is two or three inches Jn length, and
about as large as number 20 cotton thread.
It
first attacks the lungs, and then spreads to the
bowels and intestines; but as yet, none have
been found in the flesh of sheep.
It increases
its kind very rapidly, there being from five to
ten thousand
living embryo in each mother

worm.
We had the pleasure of examining, under the
microscope, a number of the embryo in all stages
of development,
magnified
twenty
thousand
times.
TL was a startling sight.
Mr. Stewart
has lost thirty-five sheep by this insidious and
destructive worm during the past two or three
years, and some other cases have occurred in
the flocks of his neighbor’s sheep that were pastured in the same lot ‘with his own.
We also
learn that one or two similar cases haVe occur-

red in Hartford County.

As

most of the sheep

affected were imported,it is quite certain that
the parasite was also brought from England.
A very simple remedy (turpentine) will extirs
pate this worm,so no alarm need be felt by
sheep-raisers and lovers of mutton.
Dr, Cressy is giving the subject his attention, and the
spread of the disease to any extent need not be
feared. Mr. Stewart describes the symptoms
and course of this disease very cleurly as fol

lows:

north shore of Okabena Lake, one of
the smaller lakes in the State. It
newspaper, 2 large hotel, a large
building, two grain warehouses, and

ness houses.

the finest of
has a good
public hall
other busi-

A large flouring mill, with a capac-

ity for over 100 barrels of flour a day, is now going up, and two grain elevators will be built soon.
Among the other buildings contemplated for this
summer are two churches, a large school house,
and probably a seminary building.
A linen and
an oil mill are also- contemplated, this being an

An extensive brick man-

ufacturer and builder of brick houses is about to
open a manufactory there and operate from that
point. Thé town has a lodge of between 50 and
75 Masons and a Grand Army Post of between
75 and 100 members.
It has a Lyceum and Library Association, and during the past winter
had two courses of lectures, one scientific and
one literary.
I mention these facts to show what manner of
people we have here. The fact is, that the temperance and moral features of the enterprise have
selected the settlers from the better class of eastern people.
The design of the founders is to establish here an educational center where parents
can educate their children without subjecting
them to the temptations of the liquor traffic. The

is almost a unit in favor of tempera drop of intoxicating beverage is
be sold in the Colony.
The act inthe town of Worthington contains a
clause. The opponents of prohibi-

tion have never been able to muster over four

Professor Humiston, the resident manager of
the Colony, is an educator of many years’ experience, and is drawing upon a full purse and a
vigorous brain to advance the educational interests of the community.
A Methodist Seminary,
a branch of Hamline University, is to be located
at. Worthington, and prominént educators are
looking to that point as the educational center for

all this prairie region. The health of the climate,
the beauty of the situation, and the railroad faadmirably adapted

hecoming an educational center.

to

It is expected,

also, that some public institutions will be located
there, especially the Inebriate Asylum of ihe

State, which

can not be more

a universal sympathy.
Look at Italy. I hope
I am not mistaken as to the
cause of her
unity. It was the Reds who preached the gospel
which made it possible. All the Reds of Europe,
all the sworn devotees of the mystic Mary Ann,
eat of the common vegetable. Their oaths are
strong with it. It is the food also of the common
people of Ttaly. All the social atmosphere of that

delicious land is laden with it. Its odor is a practical democracy.
In the churches all are alike;
one faith, one smell.
The entrance of Victor
Emanuel into Rome is only the pompous pro-

clamation of a unity which
accomplished and

fitly located than

in the only strictly temperance community in the
State, if not in the whole West,
:
Many settlers come here anticipating much of
the hardship of pioneer life, but all are agreeably

disappointed. They are brought here in the
couches of one of the leading Western railroads ;
they are furnished with good rooms in a large
hotel ; they receive the Sioux City dailies in the
morning and the 8t. Paul dailies in the evening;

garlic
whq

had

already

boust of our de-

to the dismay of the deputation brought to light
a large packet of excellent contraband tobacco
which

the holy

man received

at Toultcha, and

which was immediately confischted.

Somebody

will

;

get

Trees Gnawed

by the Mice.

miles to make their scalps uneasy, and there are
no wild beasts.nor poisonous reptiles to encoun-

and church privileges; the Government gives
them the lund, or the railroad company sells it to

them
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~~Pr. Ira A. Thayer, of Baconsburg, Ohio, writes
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Piles;

are

sufficient

the injured space and the other below. They
immediately grow in, and thus the space is
bridged over, and the sap has free course from
the root to all
parts of the tree. The
twigs
should be tapered
at the two ends, precisely as
for splicing; the bark of the tree above the injury
should be slitted upward and that below&lownward .and the bark
slightly
raised, as in

to admit the inserting of the tapered

endsof the twigs, should of course, rest against
the wood of the tree, thus bringing the bark of
the tree
and the twigs in contact. The betfer they are made to fit at the union the more
certain
will the success of the operation be.
The grafts should then be well secured in their
places by bandages of bast matting or other suitable material put lightly
around
them at each
end, If the earth can
drawn up around the
tree, so as to entirely cover the upper end of
the grafts,no other protection will be needed, but
it this can not be done,the air should be excluded the sume as in any wax.
The operator will
understand, of course, that the two twigs should
be placed on opposite sides of the tree. I have
saved numbers of valuable trees by this process,
and in many cases, they eontinue their growth
apparently as well, almost, as if no injury had
been done them, and they generally
make

good healthy trees.
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one bottle has cured the most difficuit case

Nervous

Joints;

and

all

and

Hysterics

Difficult Breathing,
Pain in the Lungs, Side and
Chest almost invaria ly cured by taking a few bottles of the Quaker Bitters.
Female Difficulties, so prevalent among Ameriyield readily to this invaluable medicine,

the Quaker
Bitters.
Bilious, Remittant

and

_
Fevers,

Intermittant

so

prevalent in many parts of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.

One

can remain long unwell

APPLES.

Scrofular

Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this inval-

uable medicine.
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions,
cured or much relieved.

can ladies,

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
May 27, 1878.

Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &c.,

eased immediately.
Rheumatism, Swelled

(unless afflicted
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For sale by LOTHROPS & PINKHAM, wholesale
and retail druggists, Franklin Pouate, Dover, N. H.
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Ex Southern.6 10 @
Ohio & West.6 90 @
Canada...... 6 00 @
HOPS.
40 @ @..!
New York....
10 @. .
014,1870,.....
LARD.
T. Kegs
@..
£}

18 @..
23 @..
20@..
90

2522

@

93

SEEDS,

Timothy...... 360
Clover...... .. 84

@ 4 75
@.. §

Viflax
per bu.. 1 00
TALLOW,

@ 1 50

Prime Cakes.. 15 @..
Barrels «coeveie 00 @..
WOOL.

i

16
9

4

MAPLE SUGAR.
Igheop Pelts ‘1 00 @ 1 50
New ¥Ics. v1 Ge A ve rareresiivii a vo

a

Planting Orchards.
a)

Spending
country

00

.

with an incurable dizease,) after taking a few bottles

A writer gives the following as his mode of
treating fruit trees that have been gnawed by
mice :
I take two twigs of the last year’s growth, of
sufficient length to reach
across the denuded
space, and, as soon as the bark of the tree will
slip,~usually
when
the
buds
are
swelled
nearly to opening,~eungraft
two ends of the
twigs
into the tree under the bark,one end above

50

Pea Nuts.... 1 3»
Figs common... 9

when all other remedies failed.

No

00
00

PRODUCE.
dried ® 5 @.

domew

1

now offered \re secured he a mort,

“bottles

Apples,

Shelled ......

upon the Milwaukee Division, from Cedar Rapids to
Case sovenves
1d
Postville, on the Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, a Lemons, ¥Lox6 00
distance of 110 miles.
4 Oranges..... 5 50
As an independent enterprise, this line would be
Raisins, buuch—
equally remunerative with the Minnesota Division;
CasKusensssr o« oo
but, in addition to their being a mortgage
on the Milwaukee Line, these Bonds are a lien a
upon the
Layer ...... 2
Minnesota Division, and are thus even a better seGRAIN.
curity than the Bonds sold in the past.
A small portion only of the entire mettgage re- Southern yell .
Western mx’d. 60 @
mains unsold, and as soon as they are closed
out,
Wheat, wesi’'n1 60
these Bonds must advance in like manner with those
Rye....covnnn l 05
of the Minnesota Division.
Parties exchanging Government Bonds at present Barley ..coeu.
Oat8eenssecsns
exceptionally high prices will realize an increase of
Shorts ¥ ten 21 00
their principal of about one-third, and of income

least difficulty; a few
most obstinate case.

Pork,

7 50

9 50 @10 «0

In 1873, estimated
The Bonds

Naptha...o.ous
PROVISIONS.
Beef—Mess,
Western....12 00 @12 50
Family.... 15 30 @i6 50

MEAL.

Loms, ext. 7 00 @

Medium....

50

Soft Shell....

$571,010 27

In 1572,

.11 @. 12

PETROLEUM.
Cruds..vsusies

Do.shore. 8 00
Salmon, tce..30 00

+ West’rn sup.

in curiency.

two per cent. above the subscription price, and are
in strong demand, indicating a further advance.
THE

pure

00

FISH,
Cod—large qt 6 00
Metta
L.A rol
Mackerel,bbl.9 00

interest

Stock Exchange,

Ground,

GIG rari ssres 14 '@.

y

In 1871 were

19

White....2} @.. 24

COMPANY,

York

85

Ginghams......00 @.. 00
Mous.deLaines 00 @.. ..

and are strongly recommended as a
Safe and Profitable Investment.
The Bonds of this Company, secured on the Minnesota Division, marketed by us in the past, now
at the

Middling. 18}a..

Ticking .ocivv ss 00 @.0

At which price they yield over 9 per cent.,

command,

@..

Prints.ceeesns
11} @. 12 [Whith

York,

Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
accrued

00

PAINTS.

3a
7 a..7}
Cotton Flannel. 13 @.. 2}

BURLINGTON,

and

do....

100

:

[Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20 @ 1 40

8... 4

:

OF THE

90

.
Refined

DOMESTICS,
NO: Leceveasssidd 840 13
Shoetings and Shirtings— Zins, ground in rs
a

First Mortgage Seven per Cent. .
Convertible Sinking Fund Gold Bonds

At

wh

NAY. oenes

Low

OFFER FOR SALE A LIMITED NUMBER OF THE

RAILWAY

.. @.. 74

Seed
Mid.
toOrdinary
gd
mid. 1914.
21 8..1} Lead,
21%RedAm....
diy pure 148..
1048. 119}

& CO.,

St., New

Linseed—Eng.

American...
Java¥ B.....24 @..27 Crude
§
10.
St. Domingo... 19 @.. 20

Dr. Pierce as follows: “I have been using some of
your remedies in my practice and have been very
much pleased with them. I regard your Purgative
Pellets as the best remedy for the conditions for
which you prescribe them of any I have ever used,
50 mild and certain in effect, and leaving the bowels
in an excellevt.condition. It seems to me they must
take the place of all other cathartic pills and medicines.”
LL) 8

The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the article they stand in need of in their declining years.

——

a night

recently

.

with

the

a gentleman

subject

of fruit

in
and

the
or-

chards came up.

He had been living a long time

on his place, but

had

no

orchard,

except,

per-

haps, a few peach trees, We asked why he did
not plantor prepare to plant one immediately,

them now any more.” He had already menter; there are no grog-shops and consequently | tioned (he fruit he had enjoyed in the old States,
few loafers and no pistol-carrying desperadoes. We asked him whether somebody else had not
Ipstend, they find rich soil,” healthful climate, planted orchards from which he had gathered fruit,
and whether he should not likewise provide for
convenient markets and cultivated Christian so. those to come after him? This was a stunner, but
clety; they find superior mail, railroad, school | not quite a dead shot to his selfishness, Assoon as

ever, suspecting from an unsymmetrical protuberance of the archimandrite that something was
wrong, immediately began to search him, and

orchards,

It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.

turn of the #rchimandrite he answered

A zealous custom-house officer, how-

several hundred

yet we,

mocracy, eat onions in secret.—C. D. Warner.

budding

votes in Worthington township.

cilities make Worthington

will eat onions at all times, they will come into

there are no Indians within

negative.

Plant

Sheep run a little at the nose, cough by epells,
and when doing it, draw themselves up together; stand with head down to the ground and
feet near together, with back arched up; have
a very loose state of the bowels toward the last
about one-half.
stage of the disease; sheep grow very poor and
All marketable securities taken im exchange at
weak, often falling down as they walk, and
current prices, without commission.
making hard work to get up again.
On openFor sale by CALVIN HALE, DOVER NATIONAL
BANK, Dover, N, H.
3m20
ing after death, lungs very small, pale in color
and covered with whitish spots on the outside,
the under side of the lung often colored with
purple spots, the air-tubes pale and stiff, and
fine threal-like worm found in them from one
to three
inches
long; worm
mearly
white; |
the lungs are often specked with gritty bunches of a shelly character; bowels covered with
numerous bunches of a like character.
a
-

passengers, one and all, were asked if they had
anything to declare; and when it came to the

in the

tianity.

afternoon.
This road, under the eflicient manA Word, for the Onion.
agement of its President, Hon. E. F. Drake, and |
——
W—
{
its General Manager, Gen. Bishop, is fast taking
rank as one of the leading trunk lines of the
I know that there is supposed to be a prejuWest.
It will soon afford almost an ajr-line from
dice against the onion: but I think there is raththe Union Pacific to Lake Superior, and faust be
er a cowardice in regard to it. - I doubt not that
all men and women love the onion; but few |
a favorite roufe for through freight and transcontinental passengers.
A number of -branches
confess their love.
Affection for itis concealed. |
Some people
have
days on. which they
eat
have been projected, one of which is to be convou
might call ** retreats,” or
structed from Worthington to Sioux Falls, and a onions,—~what
their * Thursdays.”
The aet is in the nature
road from the East is also expected, which will
of a religious ceremony, an Eleusinian mystery;
give Worthington an east-.and west, as it now
has a north and south road, and thus make it not a breath of it must get abroad. On that
day they see no company; they deny the kiss
the chief distributing €enter on the prairie.
of gréeting to the dearest friend; they retire.
‘Worthington is the county-seat, and the largest
within themselves, and hold communion with
town in. the Colony, but there are two othér
Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariaone of the pungent and penetrating manifestatowns, or railrcad stations, one named Hersey
bly cure the following complaints :—
.
tions
of
the
moral
vegetable
world.
Happy
is
and the other Bigelow. Both of these towns lie
Dyspepsia,
Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
said to be the family which can eat onions to- Loss of
in the midst of beautiful farming lands, The
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation
outlook from Hersey is especially beautiful, as gether. They are, for the time being, separate
cured at once.
from the world, and have-a harmony of aspirathe eye takes in miles upon miles of rolling praiEruptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities
tion. There is a hint here for the reformers.
of the blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise,
rie. with clumps of timber around the lakes.
cured
readily by following the directions on the
Let them become apostles of the onion; let them
Worthington now commands a trade from a numbottle.
eat it and preach it to their fellows, and circuber of counties besides our own, and is destined
For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements
it has no equal; one bottle will convince the most |
late tracts of it in the form of seeds. In the onion
to be a large town, and an important manufacturskeptical.
is
the
hope
of
universal
brotherhood.
If
all
men
ing and distributing center.
It is situated on the
orms
expelled from the system without the

Fraulein Clara Zeigler, German tragedienne,
now fulfilling a life engagement at the Royal
Theater, Munich, has, it is stated, been offered
an engagement of 100 nights, at $1000 each performance,in the United States, by impressario
Ublman.
If she can get the royal permit she
will accept, commencing in September.
4 community
ance. Not
An anecdote of Herve, the composer, is given
in the Figaro. He was very unsuccessful in a allowed to
provincial town where he was giving represen- corporating
tations. The second night there was scarcely prohibitory
one person present. The next day an announcement was posted that an amateur of the town
would make his debut in the piece of that evening; a crowded house was the result. The piece,
Don Quixote, was played amidst general inat-

canvass

of 1872, or last s) ring, saw a thousand

excellent flax country.

Tamberlik, the great tenor, it is rumored, will

a thorough

It has been

tian can be so profoundly and supremely selfish,
it is difficult to see. This man professed Christhe benefit, if you do not.

The Middletown (Coun.) Sentinel says:

porting improved breeds of sheep from England,
has lost all the best sheep by a disease that is
new for this country.
The last of his flock, a
lamb, died last week.
Dr, Cressy, the State veterinary surgeon, made a post-mortem examination of one of Mr. Stewart's sheep two weeks:
ago or more, and found a parasite literally consuming the lungs.” This parasite is known as
the * Strongylus filaria,” or round thread worm.

Chicago invites to its June jubilee President
Grant and his Cabinet and the governor-general,
heutenant-governors and ministers of Canada.

Professor C. F. Peters, on the morning of the
26th instant, discovered a new
planet of the
eleventh magnitude, right ascension 161 degrees
14 minutes south, and 211 degrees 18 minutes
declination, motion due west.

\

sis. But I. suppose no full account has yet appeared in your columns, and, by your'permission,
I will* furnish such account, which I hope will

land, Ohio.

The wife of Senator Schurz has become heir
to u legacy of 250,000 Prussian thalers, or about
$170,000, by the decease of her uncle, lately a
resident of Hamburg, Germany.

—

Henry L. Stewart; Esq., of Middle Haddam,
who bas expended considerable money in im-

St. Louis is to have a new paper to-be called
the Tribune, with a capital of $100,000.

to

A boiler explosion at East Saginaw, Mich.,
Thursday, killed one man and fatally injured

ton.

is to

struction of a short section in New York city,
and leaves.any-future extension to the approval
of the common council.

The decision of the Supreme Court of New
Hampshire in the contested Congressional election case is that Mr. Pike (Rep.) is entitled to the
position.
3

four or five others.

library

of the sidewalk.

the Union Paa speedy con-

Postmaster General Creswell is quietly
ing up his postal telegraph propdsition.

A circulating

to

Russia.
Irom is being exported from
England.
:

prairies are purple with flowers.

| Long Branch.

The Chinese of San Francisco offer a reward
of $5000 for the arrest of the assassin of Ah You,
Chinese interpreter of the Sam Yup Company.
The strike of the carpenters in New York
opens inauspiciously for the success of the move. ment,
a great many non-society men being at
work under promise of protection from hostile |
interference.
The new government of Rhode Island was inaugurated at Newport, Tuesday.
The legislature
met in grand committee and elected General C.
C. Van Zandt lieutenant-governor.

Nova

Paragraphs.
Minnesota

Speaker Blaine will assist in the Olio republican canvass.

Naval

-

of

——

nesota and North-western Iowa, and which is
founded upon a temperance and educational ba

be of interest to all your readers, as it certainly
Mayor

;

MOLASSES,

@. 15} Cuba, Clayed..
vs"
30
@.. Hy
A
» 8 %
do. Muscovado3d
@..45
@8000 Porto Rico...... 40
.§..63
@ 0 00
. OIL.
@ 9 00 [Olive,¥
gal
125 @ 1 30

Gre

Hooker Jim,Bogus;
have been given
Gen. Davis, and

A New Disease in Sheep. , ,

May 16, 1873.

Molds....vsoe
12
Sperm..eeei... 35
COAL.
Cannel..... 2800
Picton..,.....0 00°
Anthracite... 8 00

ema

About

postmas-

MINN.,

CANDLES.

therefore deprive themselves rather than that
anybody else should be benefited. How a Chris.

rw!

0

DEE VL

ters,
.
. The Hons. Shacknasty Jim,
Charley and Steamboat Frank
horses, guns and rations by

to

Hersey,

Your readers may have heard before this of a
Colony which is
locating ih South-western Min.

28, 1873.

May

T¥ 1

sent

$0 swollen the lumber rivers that about five million feet of lumber have gone adrift.
The pioneer party of the Oriental topographical corps from New York, engaged in the exploration of the Bible lands, has gone from Egypt
to Syria and Asia Minor.
et

:
Post

at the

24,000.000.

been

The heavy rains in the vicinity of Quebec have

his

PRICES

ending

25
.
gssgegeny

ED
IP
Be

aggregate

8,000,000 thus far have

on

WHOLESALE

GN

return from Europe.
Orders for postal cards received
Office department

Wiildo

last,

ad:

Ralph

82322288

Tuesday

the week

awn

Mr.

on

BOSTON
For

-4
—-

given

The Markkets.

zg

was

Emerson at Concord,

| men were killed,

orchard by buying trees, than to get one by the
slower and more laborious process of raising,
grafting, ete,
How many through the country are just like
this man, afraid to do a work that might reason
ably be of service to themselves, but they can
not secure the whole
good of it, and would

TL]

A reception

:

Aural a

needs neither clearing nor dressing but lies ready
for the plow, and will command an average of
‘$90
av acre in five years, while much will command ‘$100 an acre.
Thus is God prospering a
community founded, like Netv England, upon
principle.
A. A. P.

-

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Cubans claim to have won
another substantial victory on the 8th instant, over the Span| ish cavalry column, near Puerto Principe, Cgjo{ nel Abiel commanding,
and a number
of his

873.

LE

|

—

He said “it took fruit trees several years to
come into bearing, and be should get no good of

he could recover he said: * but they did not have
to buy the treesto plant.” Of course he knew
nothing about this as a fact, and forgot that it

would cost less in time

and

labor to get
a good

olan

dR

-

The Exeter Meotional Boilers and Steam Engines!
The Greatest

Foconomy and

Durability!

Perfeot Safety!

Manufactarers of and dealers in Machinery

and Tools, Harrison’s pat. Corn Mills, Steam Pumps, Steam Whistles, Water Guages, Judson’s Governors,
jjooten jlisses, Jonthor Beltin Hein Dackin y uhver Paki , Babbitt Metal,,No stone Packing, As-

stos

Fo

ace Leather

r

Hose

ow

Emery and Eraery Cloth, Steam Pipe and Fitlings.

Orders’ by mail or express filled satisfactorily, in

expense,

Salestooms,

WM.
No. 67 Portland

r

De

rs, Brown’s Pipe

Tongs, Hair Felting,

quality and price, or goods can be returned at ous

BURLINGAME,
St., Boston.

Agent.
Factory

at Exeter, N¢

"8

